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INTRODUCTION

There is a growing realization of the need for new strategies to solve
increasingly complex problems in the built environment. Rapid urban ization, accompanied by changes in goals, values, and technology,
have resulted in changes in people's environmental needs and aspirations in such areas as education, housing, health , transportation, and
recreation. In attempting to reconcile rapid growth, it has become
apparent that solutions to architectural and planning problems, wheth er
buildings, city blocks, or communities, should not be viewed as isolated
physical objects; rather, they should be perceived as integral parts of
an environmental system, with economic, social, and political ramifications. Viewing the built environment as a set of interrelated systems
which provide for man's needs, it is evident that a change in one subsystem might modify elements of another subsystem, with unpredictable
consequences. Nevertheless, the importance of considering this broader
context is necessary when one subscribes to the view which integrates
the built environment with other systems.
Previously, designers have relied on their own intuition to formulate
solutions to design problems: the statement of objectives, selection
of priorities, and the determination of physical form . Solutions were
determined according to designer's own experiences, attitudes, and
preferences, and were viewed as holistic entities. Assumptions about
the activities and preferences of the future users of the environments
were made according to the designers' values which were transferred
directly into physical solutions. It became apparent that problems
confronting architects and planners were rapidly becoming more com-

plex, and more rigorous methods were necessary to cope with increasing
amounts of information. Similarly, the risk of errors had potentially
deleterious consequences.
In the late 1950's and 1960's, efforts were made to find new methods
whereby the complexity of problems in the built environment could
be addressed. The greater degree of complexity was a result of looking at design problems in their larger environmental context as well
as the increasing scale of institutional problems. With the realization
that more rigorous methods of problem-solving were necessary, investigations were directed into operations research and management
sciences for more scientific methods. Computer-aided design techniques
were used to manipulate variables according to specific criteria, and
computer graphics suggested optimal schematic solutions. Systems
engineering techniques were used to insure internal and external compatibility of the sub-systems. Statistical methods were used to identify
patterns in environmental data useful in making design decisions. Mathematical models and matrices were also adapted for the identification
of various components and their connecting links. Such techniques as
brainstorming and synectics sessions were implemented to explore
design problems and to generate new ideas. Interests in such processes
resulted in the formation of the Design Methods Newsletter, which
was initiated as a forum for communications.
Simultaneously, other interests developed in the substantive aspects
of the relationship of man and the physical environment. Research
in the man-related sciences was redirected, with the objective of
integrating findings with the human impact on the built environment.
In an effort to achieve more appropriate designed environments,
members of this multi-disciplinary group, known as the Environmental Design Research Association, (ED RA), began to study man's
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behavior, the quality of the environment, and environmental attributes.
With the acknowledgement of important differences in values and resulting differences in environmental preferences, studies were conducted to
elicit a better understanding of attitudinal responses to the environment
and of the nature of user's perceptions about environments. Attempts
were made to evaluate user response to recently built environments, as
a basis for prediction of human behavior in future environments. Such
research techniques as interviews, questionnaires, observations, simulated
environmental experiences, scaling devices, and diagrammatic sketches
were used to elicit user response. New decision models and problem
solving methods were devised, tested, and evaluated. Whil e such techniques provided and structured a great abundance of information, a
major problem still existed: the resulting solutions were still the product
of the designer, based on his understanding of each situation. While
perhaps responding to more issues related to the built environment, a
new renaissance designer emerged, one who was possessed with an
even greater expertise than ever before.
Recognition of the limits of previous environmental design research
and similarly introspective orientation of design methodology has led
to a major conceptual leap: the revision of design decision processes.
The necessity of redefining the relationship between designers and
user groups has required the design of new strategies foranalyzingenvironmental problems. The realization that environment-related knowledge does not exist exclusively in designers has led to the development
of argumentative processes wh ere by user groups and designers ca n
make the decision process objective, leading to environmental design
solutions which directly reflect the user's values. These strategies designed specifically for environmental design, mark a transition between
the parting of social science research methods and the development
of design methods. Some of the strategies define the rel ationship of
various aspects of the physical environment, some identify the Iink age
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between abstract goals or objectives and corresponding alternate e_nvironments, while others enable the formulation of schematic models.
Only through the implementation and testing of such strategies can
an expanded role of designers be developed.
This volume contains the pioneering work of innovative designers
attempting to implement the conceptual leap in the role of designer
as educator and facilitator. Since this new direction is largely embryonic,
designers conceive the implementation of the developing approach in
several different frameworks and they see it occurring on several different frameworks and they see it occurring on several different scales.
In the first paper, Chris Jones suggests that a fundamental philosophical
inadequacy of earlier methodologies is that designers have been much
too concerned with buildings, and not concerned enough with providing
for effective change in the quality of life of other people in the built
environment. He suggests that designers relate the processes by which
they have made their own lives pleasant to other people who can use
these processes to improve their life patterns. In an attempt to plan
and produce such change on a large scale, Edward Matchett and Anthony
Blake have been testing and developing their strategy, called logosynthesis. By bringing together an interdisciplinary team, the user group, their
strategy aims at developing a more powerful 'group mind', linking together not only professional knowledge, but also such intangible areas
as personal experiences, aspirations, and spiritual activities. From this
group mind, they suggest, can arise innovative thought patterns, which
lead to effective plans for change.
Some strategies may be designed which, while affecting the quality
of life of the people, may not obviously affect the built environment.
J. Wood's effort to devise objective strategies led him to apply two
systematic design methods simultaneously . Used previously in the field
of product design, Mr. Wood's strategy enables the cooperative de-
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velopment of a pension and life insurance policy plan by those members
who would be responsible for its economic success, considering simultaneously the management, marketing, and client positions.
Implementing the negotiative process among user groups becomes more
obviously related to the quality of the built environment in an overlay
space-planning technique developed by Don Grant and Art Chapman.
Resulting in a land use plan, the process, which is sequential, adaptive,
and user-educating, aims at resolving conflicts of interest among clients
who want land allocated for completing uses. A different aspect of
planning is investigated by L.A. E. Breto-Fiores. The S.A. U.C.O. game
was designed to study the redevelopment process in Latin America,
including an exploration and analysis of the social, economic, and
political problems which arise during implementation of a redevelopment
program in an urban Latin-American community. Participants of this
simulation collectively design an urban renewal project for an existing
community of 40,000 people. Also concerned with the residential planning aspects of the environment, Hanno Weber and a group of architectural
students devised a community decision-making process. Realizing that
an understanding of the residents' social structure and cultural values
was essential in order to design for physical life patterns, the designers
worked with a community task force to determine residents' perception
of their community needs, built space, private and common open space,
and vehicular areas and storage, by identifying choice options and enabling trade-offs to occur. They report the solution to be logistically
unconventional.
New approaches for implementing user-oriented programming have
also been developed. Michael Pyatok, assisted by architectural students,
devised a two phase gaming strategy which results in a building program
after a period of negotiation and argumentation between the school
board, citizens, teachers, and architects. This group, in which each person
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represents a specific interest group, first decides on educational objectives, then identifies major educational programs, supportive events,
and the necessary environmental characteristics. Finally, it develops a
three-dimensional schematic model. Henry Sanoff and George Barbour
tested a strategy using several techniques to help a multiple-user group
plan the development of an alternative school. The setting for the planning
strategy was a brief, intensive charrette, bringing together parents, teachers, children, board members, consultants, and designers for several days
of intensive planning. Using collaborative poems, semantic rating scales,
archetype drawings, and role playing, they collectively developed a list
of educational objectives and chose appropriate activities and learning
methods to fulfill these objectives. A user-oriented building program was
the product of this charrette.
The current concern with integrating the user into the design-decision
process has resulted in a new application of gaming techniques. Such
gaming aids are tools which enable user groups to provide designers with
specific choices concerning particular aspects of the built environment.
Gaming aids may provide user groups with sets of possible objectives,
activities, and environmental settings, with a set of rules which define
the relationship of the different components. With such aids, a diverse
user group can negotiate conflicting interests which may arise due to
differences in their values and experiences. Through discussion, preferences can be stated and consensual agreements can be reached. The
Community Development Group in the School of Design, North Carol ina
State University, has been developing and testing games for several years.
Three examples are included here to demonstrate the nature of the games
and possible variety of uses for specific environmental concerns. Systematic Evaluation of Architectural Requirements for Community Housing,
(SEARCH), is a tool for user-identification of inter- and intra-residential
characteristics. By identifying the range of choices available, from interior dwelling layout to site plan, and including residential image, designers
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can determine user's preferences on several different scales of the environment. In a similar manner, Planning Outdoor Play, (POP}, enables
parents, teachers, and children to make design decisions about an outdoor play area which provides for children's development, in areas
other than the physical. Relating Objectives for Learning to Education,
(ROLE), shows the relationship between and range of choices of learning objectives, learning methods, and environmental settings.
The concern for experimental methods such as these included in this
volume is indicative of the validity and importance of new designeruser-roles. The range of environmental issues that can be addressed
in this manner goes beyond the case studies presented here, and the
specific applications included do not necessarily represent the only or
optimal approach to a specific design problem. It is intended that, by
example, these strategies can provoke further research and application.
David K. Tester, Editor
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TO BE APART
OR WHAT IS A SECOND
GENERATION METHOD?

Chris Jones

Chris Jones has attended various schools, colleges,
and universities in both sciences and art. A graduate
of Cambridge, he is a founder-member and past
chairman of the Design Research Society. Mr. Jones
has lectured extensively in most European countries,
the United States, Japan, and at many British uni versities and colleges. The author of almost one
hundred publications on design, ergonomics, futures
research, and most notably, Design Methods, Chris
Jones has become an internationally known scholar.
Mr. Jones is presently serving in the capacity of
Professor of Design at the Open University in
Buckinghamshire, England. He is currently studying
experimental music , films and poetry, and is attemping a book on industrial life.
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TO BE A PART
OR WHAT IS A SECOND GENERATION METHOD?

Henry Sanoff said something that begins to answer this question. He
pointed out that the organizers of the EDRA 1 Conferences have each
year tried to make it different from conventional conferences, less ponderous, more human, etc. But each year it turns out just like every other conference. " 'Why,' he asked, 'can't designers design a conference?' "
A good question.
Since our conversation , I keep remembering his words and at last I have
what feels like an answer: "Because they are IN IT." Is it that design
skills and methods as we know them are suited only to the designing
of objects outside of ourselves and that a new kind of method is needed
if the level of designing is raised from objects to activities?
To design an event of wh ich one is a part, an activity one is going to live
oneself, sounds exactly like dec iding what to do in life anyway. So designing becomes a way of ordering life, or remaking a culture while living it.
The following poem came to me by the seaside last year. It is one way
of stating the idea that what is good about architecture is not the buildings designed , but the sensitivity and skill with which architects learn to
make their own lives more pleasant than most people's, given the same
1 Environmental Design Research Association
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resources. It seems to me that this sensitivity and skill should be part of
everyone's education. If this is so, then, architectural teachers should
stop teaching a minority how to design buildings and begin to help all
people to improve the design of the life-pattern of which they are parts.
But, as Henry Sanoff said, "Designers cannot design a conference."
Why not?

0 architects
drop the Capitals.
Your general skills
not so special
are needed now
for the architecture
of living
mod.e stly
or Immodestly
in the spaces
between.
So teach
what you do
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and learn
what you miss
when you squeeze your talents
into
those misplaced walls.
Be a party
to living
outside
the schedules
of accommodation.
Open your minds
to children:
leave the buildings
to chance.

LOGOSYNTHESIS: THE HOLISTIC
APPROACH TO CREATIVE DESIGN
Edward Matchett and Anthony Blake

Edward Matchett is the founder and director of Matchett Training, a
training and consulting unit based in Bristol, England, which specializes
in accelerated professional and executive development, based on the controlling of live thinking. He is best known as the originator and chief
exponent of Fundamental Design Method, a meta system for controlling
and developing highly disciplined, yet highly personalized thinking, particularly thinking needs for solving complex open-ended problems, e.g.
business strategies and creative design. His work in design methodology
has resulted in major changes in the thinking of individuals and organizations around the world. The U.K. Atomic Weapons Research Establishment's Problem Analysis by Logical Approach System and the Royal
Navy's Methodical Analysis for Use in Design system are two offsprings
of his early work . His most recent and comprehensive design system is
named "Logotechnology" and concerns the directing of technology so
as to increase its meaning-context and overall appropriateness in a total country or total-world setting. Mr. Matchett is currently working with
chemists and physicists on programs concerned with developing a new
range of materials.
Anthony Blake studied Physics and the History and Philosophy of
Science at Cambridge, England. He has experimented with small group
thinking processes at various technical colleges and participated in the
development of structural communication techniques on training. He
has served as a management consultant to many large firms, and developed leadership training materials for the U.S. Naval Academy . Moving
gradually towards creating meaningful conditions of work, he became
increasingly involved with Edward Matchett's practical programs and
their backstage development work. Mr. Blake has contributed significantly to the formation of the disciplines and philosophies of logosysthesis and logo tech no logy.
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"A little boy upon the sand
Lost in the joys of wonderland
Naked, bedraggled, caked in mud
Caring not for man-nor God.
Conquering continents with ease
Which he in every pebble sees
Crossing oceans deep and wide
In every rocky pool espied.
Storming castles, scaling towers
Bridging chasms, damming rivers
Mining deep for hidden treasures
Tunneling to lands afar
Hurling rockets to a star.
Never idle for a moment
Never caring for the next
Caring less about convention
(Doing what the world expects)
Changing one form to another
With a true creator's ease
Looks at all each object might be
Makes it anything he please.
Fired with mild enthusiasms
Lost in wonder and delight
Knowing what to do exactly
Doing it with all his might .
Little boy don't lose thy vision
Industry and skill of hand
Remember that you learned quite early
How kingdoms can be made from sand."
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LOGOSYNTHESIS:THE HOLISTIC APPROACH TO CREATIVE DESIGN

Introduction

This paper is an expression of the author's practical understanding of
'strategy' in the design process. We emphasize our concern with Logosynthesis as the holistic approach to creative design, and show how the
holistic approach demands radically new ways of thinking which annihilate compartmentalization and mechanism. The holistic approach,
therefore, entails that our work is one process. This process is of such
a character that it must produce results of very high intrinsic worth.
The traditional form of the 'case-study' is not suitable for the expression of our work, but throughout the pages we illustrate our ideas by
quotes from The Writings of Axon' (b. 2009; d. 2073) which constituted the central input in a major program devoted to transforming an
entire branch of materials-science in a large organization (for reasons of
commercial security, the results cannot be discussed here). The reader
will come to understand that even the concept of design itself must
change in the holistic approach. The whole emphasis switches to decicling what is meaningful for that particular-but-total situation.Through
searching systematically for Meaning-with-a-capital M to match the entire background situation, the concept which emerges is inevitably farreaching, unexpected, elegant, sound and commercially significant.

Holo-Action

We want to make it quite clear that action here does not mean the mechanical operation of productive skills. Action here means the action of the
whole. When the parts-planning, imagining, moving, judging, feeling,
searching, building, and so on-become isolated, there is a sterility, a kind
of pseudo action. The plans look beautiful, the strategies are elegant, the
work is efficient; but the whole thing is just not a whole but an aggregate
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of activities conducted in quite different worlds. The action we are concerned with can perhaps be labe lled halo-action to emphasize the difference. A right understanding of halo-action is essential to the conduct
of any creative process involving complexities. Given this understanding,
design in the meaning of'mental plan' is no longer appropriate at all, at
least within current conceptions of what a mental plan is.
Becoming Sensitive to
Holo-Action

There is currently a raw encounter with complexity which should give
us grounds for hope. The old systems, policies, theories, institutions,
etc., just do not work. The environment is teaching us that reality is
complex, subtle, deep, and fundamentally uncertain and hazardous.
Even in the smallest problem of design, for example of fuel-injection
systems, where advanced solu t ions would be immediately highly profitable, engineers are reduced to rule of thumb exploration and the
build up of a fragmentary 'lore' of good design. Attempts to computerize do not work because the process is not reducible to binary relationships. Traditional methods, and most so-called modern methods
cannot ensure mastery of real complexity since they lack most of the
holistic character of that which is real.
Axon's working area has now been examined
microscopically. The examination has revealed
ingenious hiding places constructed by Axon
in blatant defiance of the Security -S perpetual
scanning procedure which made such individual privacy an 'impossibilty'. (His ingenuity
begins to make Mose's fea t pale to insignificance!) The layout of the hidden documents
bears the same title as Axon's red and blue
abstract paint1ing. The reason why is not obvious. Indeed, nothing is obvious. The document is composed in sevente en Iang uages,
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almost all of which have long since dropped
out of common usage across the planet Earth.
Almost every other word switches to its most
distant communicative form and requires a
Knowledge of the culture behind the concept.
Five hundred of the world's major scholars
are currently attempting the task of deciphering, which you will appreciate is not easy.
(A decipher session gives a new insight into
'speaking with tongues' and the supposedly
mythical Tower of Babel).
Holo-action demands that we think not so much in spatial, but in
temporal terms. And the time involved is not the linear time which
the algebraic consciousness of our culture has invented to control the
work of the lower echelons of society, it is living time, or the time which
is that of continuous creation. 'In' this time, spatial thinking is secondary,
a fall-out from the action. This is, of course, quite the opposite to most
contemporary thinking on design in which spatial thinking is made the
primary element and the dynamic of time is supposed to follow. To get
at what we mean, look at any systems diagram or model of the design
process as it is described in the textbooks. These diagrams are static
spatial arrangements, saved only by the insertion of feed-back loops.
The feed-back loop is in fact the only dynamic element there is in such
representations and it is deeply mysterious in showing a combination
of a material process and a communication influence.
In our work, we found this concept of dynamic feed -back the best
current expression for the action of self-monitoring during design in
which the awareness of the individual is tuned to influence the processes going on in himself, in real time. This concept of self-monitoring
was the first excursion we made into the domain of Iiving time, and it
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is slowly being adopted in other circles concerned with experiential
learning 1, where up to now, there has been lacking any notion of a control process appropriate to self-directed action . Self-monitoring deals, of
course, only wit h the personal vantage point. The non-personal reality
comes into presence of the person through specific kinds of communication , which we will discuss later.
From the vantage point of living time, novelty is taken as primary. This
does not mean that our eyes are closed to the evidence of repetition and
mechanicality which abound everywhere in human life. Most activity
is and has to be stable or cyclic. Only at certain points will there be
emergence . And all the evidence suggests that points of creation are
nothing but trouble to those involved and come out of conflict and struggle within· individuals and groups. It is a commonplace to speak of a
painting as showing evidence of the resolution of a tension experienced
in the artist. Such tensions or difficulties are the way in which the stable
mechanical processes of our lives are fractured and action goes into living
non-repetitive time. As we shall see, the kind of tensions involved is a
very crucial issue and there is very important work to be done in shaping
the tensions for meaningful achievement. Such shaping belongs to what
is truly essential in strategy in the old sense of deployment of one's forces
to turn the situation to advantage. One important difference from this
'military' meaning is that we are in a work of co-operation, not of destruction. Even here , however, we wil l admit to a certain kind of warfare,
namely that between the old and the new, especially in oneself. If our
future is not going to be a repetition of ou r past, if we are to really enter
living time, then we must conquer the past. Like a good conqueror, we
will not destroy what we can use!
The Content of living Time

The important questio n is , what are the forces at our disposal? The
simple answer is : everything that we are and can be. And here, then, is
John Heron et al "Experimental Techniques in Higher Education".
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another vital insight:holo-action is action of the whole man, not just of
his problem or of his 'educated' and conditioned brain. The whole man
is in communication with the entire universe in zero-interval moments,
but little of the content of the universe is normally transduced. Haloaction is not a private subjective exercise but rather an act ive cooperation in the work by which evolution comes about.
Our work is part of the one process. We do not conduct a development
program, but are involved totally with the team of scientists and designers. The old concept of the meta-system is not adequate for the haloaction we participate in, to which we have given the name Logosynthesis.
Logosynthesis, which means the creation of meaning, is the continuous
creation of a cloak without a seam. We do not tell other people how to
design, or what the principles are, and then get them to do it! We work
on the creation of meaning with them, teaching primarily through demonstration of personal commitment and attitude, encouraging each man
and woman in the team to participate in actions which give opportunities for zero-interval communication with the universe by which we
crystallize new understanding and further visible creations.
You've all been swimming the wrong way, or
been carried away from Omega towards
Alpha automatically. If it wasn't sad it would
be laughable.
No observer, no manipulator. I in thee and
thee in me, we shall be what we shall be!
Pearls of great price must be hidden from swine
or they would make the whole universe
their pig sty.
True perfume does explain a great deal.
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A growing creative universe when intelligence
in charge-in state of creative flux with increase
in all directions; realization of this state= complete metamorphosis in our outlook in life.
Inconceivable to little minded pigs.
Universe, whole or part, changes and grows and
develops just like a ch ild.
World at bottom not substance but flexible
changing patterns pulsating with life.
The content of living-time which the design team learns to comprehend is not the mental content of 'traditional' or 'systems' designers. It
is more akin to music and conversations broadcast by many different
channels of a modern radio with one essential difference, namely that
much of the material concerns the nature of what is needed as distinct
from what exists already. The mass of discoveries, past achievements,
ideas and so on which we have accumulated are not simply perpetrated
but kept in the background. In the foreground is what the future is
calling forth.
Where Logosynthesis is practiced in a group, each person must find or
create his or her own place in the halo-action, which requires being
sensitive to one another as well as to the world at large. Hence the
burning questions of authority, leadership, responsibility and so on
which occupy many minds today are crucial here also; but for us they
are inseparable from the content of the task, and cannot be resolved
apart from the achievement of meaning which we are continuously
striving for. This emphasis is impo rtant, for all too often, the design
process is conceived of as taking place in a fairyland of detached men-
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tation apart from the real characters of the people involved, the specifics of the task in hand, and the socio-historical forces at work in th e
group . Halo-action is the whole and any strategy which ignores th e
most immediate human group within the whole is wil lfully stupid.
Fragments derive meaning from whol e. All
belong to wholes. Belonging is a vital concept.
Relativity only halfway house to more
fundamental notion.
Build from source of all visions, dreams ~ ideals,
values , meanings which now mold only indirectly. The direct way much easier and a
million times more effective.

Meaning-the Stochos Point

In living time, there is direction. But this is not a direction towards a
thing, or even an objective in the ordinary sense. It is a direction along
which complexity, conflict, and uncertainty can be progressively resolved, towards a condition of complete perfection. Since we are
speaking of living time, we must not suppose that the end point is 'outthere', way ahead, separate from where we are. The end point, or
Stochos- to use the Greek word which has given us the term stochast ic- is present in the beginning of every halo-action.
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our work, the stochos point is understood as maximum meaning.
Thus, it is treated in a relativistic fashion and can be grasped in any
situation from making a pot to transforming society. Every person
should endeavor to articulate what is the stochos point that is effective in their work. If the stochos point is 'efficiency', 'profit', 'self
esteem', 'the social good', or whatever, this will determine the uni verse of action accordingly. All such stochi are valid, but limited. The
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concept of meaning is open enough to enable us to constantly question the criteria in effective operation while giving a powerful focus
to action. The stochos of total meaning is progressively made the essential value in the continuous self-monitoring.
Meaning can be seen as the positive value par excellence. It has no opposite except its absence. It is the new in the old and the old in the new.
It is the fulfillment of the individual in the performance of work for
society. It is the commercially profitable which also advances the quality of life of everyone involved. It is the unification of complexity without the loss of diversity. It is uniqueness in conformity. And so on.
Confidence in the
Presence of Mystery

A major part of the difficulty in grasping this way of working is due to
the inculcated drive to understand before one acts. This is a major barrier
to logosynthesis, as it would be to producing any great work of art or
true craftsmanship which always comprehends without knowing in the
more limited intellectual sense.
It costs the individual something to break through this barrier of intellectual pride so that he can truly know. He has to sacrifice what he considers to be most prec ious, namely, his cleverness to work as naked as
the child on the seashore. A point of meaning can be utterly mysterioussuch as belief in the workings of a God- but can be confidently recognized and felt and worked with in the true process of creation when the
whole being is in its most sensitive and receptive state. Indeed, contact
with the realm of the mysterious is almost essential to any major achievement. The form of the mysterious is immaterial-it can be found in the
beauty of an internal combustion engine as much as in theistic emotions.
In the halo-action of which we speak, the mysterious is contacted and
put to work, or rather it is knowingly worked with. At the same time,
and this is most important, all that can be known, understood and felt
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of the existing situation is struggled with until the real conflicts, uncertainties and inadequacies of what exists are fully experienced (relative
to personal capacities). Part of this struggle involves grasping in concrete
detail the sway of mechanicality in the particular people, systems, organizations and situation involved. The term mechanicality refers to all that
has ossified and is now outside of living time. It includes 'emotional
blocks', 'intellectual conditioning', 'compartmentalized belief systems',
'features of arrogance', insensitivity and so on. All such things have
their counterparts in the actions and creations of people as they are
normally evidenced.
The Struggle Against
Meehan ical ity

Both the struggle against mechanicality and putting the mysterious to
work have something 'impossible' about them; but they turn out to be
the truly needed components. The 'art of the impossibl e' is simply the
role of true intelligence. We can see how much damage has been caused
by contemporary education and institutionalization in which so much
energy has been devoted to the elaboration of the possible, and the future treated at best as a naive extrapolation of current patterns. This allocation of energy has served to erect barriers to halo-action. It has cut
off access to the communication world of living time in which the world
'out-there' is as intelligent as the world 'in-here'. The escape from the
world of mechanicalities and the restoration of access to this world of
communication is one of the main tasks of Logosynthesis and constitutes the greater part of our activity in producing meaning with individuals and groups .
... early recognition of a host of heterointelligence
foci which even in Axon's childhood were regarded
as 'qualitatively' different from human intelligence
just as 'inorganic' matter was differentiated from
'living' matter. Thus his desk diary for 2073 contains such triunics as 'The insect looking at the flower
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taught me about light', 'Benzene is stability and
reactivity'. By his Tech N phase Axon was in very
active communication with the whole universe of
' lower' forms of creation- with biogenesized forms,
with molecular systems both polymeric and monomeric
with atomic and ionic aggregates, with plasmas and
sub-atomic forms, down to quanta! particles at the
threshold of existing recognition. Thus he had reached
a key point of meaning in his journey towards parell igence- that the microcosm contains its own cosmos,
that the 'lower' has been the 'higher', that 'time-past'
is alive in 'time-present'. Such sensitivity to universal
creation is now increasingly recognized as 'normal'
and not as 'abnormal' state; in the former 'age of faith'
it was, if suitably expressed in dogmatic forms, acclaimed
as a sign of holiness or even sainthood, but in the 'age
of science' preceding present times its denial came to
be hallowed in the certainty of uncertainty as expressed
by Heisenberg's Principle.

Communication

Figure 1
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To make our concept more accessible we produce here a figure which
suggests certain correspondencies between our triunity of communication and the common notions.

Media

Meaning

Matter

Senses

People

Thinking

The three terms: media- meaning- matter can easily be given a respectable pedigree in the history of human thought, but that is of little account here and is not something we explain in our programs. Further,
they were not derived from historical studies but from a direct perception of what is always needed to accomplish significant creative work.
But they refer not only to the human mind, but to everything that can
be thought of as involved in the process of evolution, from the elements
to the stars. Put in temporal terms, media is the 'wind of the future'
while matter is the 'water of the past'. Indeed, there is a meteorology
of the creative process.
In the past, we found great difficulty in describing the nature of media
and had to rely on much illustration and example to convey the sense
we intended. Recently, however, we have come across the notion of
'time vectors' which seems to express it nicely. In living time, the future
is active; how else could there be guidelines to creative action! Remember that in the creative process as we see it, what is central is the continuous creation of reality, from which there derives all kinds of ecologies including that of meaning itself. The man participating in continuous creation has to tap into the time-vectors of evolution. These are
the signals of the future - not the future which is the fall-out of the
past, but the future which is genuinely more than the past, which has
to be brought into existence by creative work. It should be obvious that
every great man of action, every discoverer, and so on has at some time
tapped into this band of the communication plenum.
Take anything. It is not too late.
1 cannot tell you about time, but the conclusion
is that now you start, and if you don't it is because you see no goodness in it. The fault is everywhere. To make, sweating and anxious for a
result is a dog's life. When the guts ache, you
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lose your taste for wine. But that's what is needed. The good wine- paid for, sure! -but good
wine is in the taste of it, amongst friends, to
awaken gratitude towards the Iife you eat.
To begin , take anything, A passing song, the
shadow on the wall, a remembered love, tablets
of stone, your half-remembered dreams, the
old tomes on your table, the mumblings of your
teachers, what you wanted as a child, the feelings touching you when you see a painting that
enlivens, the blank sheet, a mathematical construction, the building, the terror of people, the
meaning of life, acres of scientific texts, journeys, biographies, poems, films, transductions of
any form, the sound of sound, ripples over the
hemisphere, echoes of your footsteps, the laughter of children hidden in the sh ru bbery, the bowl
of roses, scent, your life as a whole, all you have
done in the laboratory, matrices, charts, walls,
logic circuits, whistling in the dark, heaven, holy
men, beatles, stick-insects, comedy, your despair
and hope, the meaning of your friends for you,
the essence of your work, the time of today,
glistening, color and colors, the shapes behind
your eyes, the thoughts you let go because you
didn't Iike them, the sensations in your toes, the
lurching of your scriber, the worth of the airconditioning, sorrows and how to have them
wholesomely , begin, begin, but anywhere, anyhow, but Begin , not just trundle down the alleyway of your materializing emptiness.
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It is faster.
All places emanate.
The nexus commands me everywhere. Timing is all.
Pausing moments lift up the light to heaven .
My hand stirs up the hell.
Density grows in all directions in the new space.
The colors of black.
It will end for me. At the end when it is. To begin
again in the hole beside myself only I can see.

Our work in the last year has brought about a keen awareness of the sig·
nifi cance of active nothingness in the creative process. We have come to
see that the whole is brought into being through holes. This is the complete opposite to current attempts at putting together, or integration.
Need itself is essentially a lack or privation, a kind of hole in existence.
And it is obvious that the motions, changes and transformations of material existence are possible quite literally because materiality is largely noth·
ingness. In exactly the same way as holes move in a transistor, so holes move
in people, enabling them to transduce the time-vectors of evolution into
halo-action. Stable processes are closed, unholey! Emergent processes are
holey!
The elements of experience that are calling media are omni-present but require the rupturing of linear successive time in order to be heard. That is why
we involve people in making major steps forward in very short periods of
time: something other than stable processes must come into play.
Avoid what you 've done. It's your death mask.
There is no help to be taken or carried from the
past. The past that is Iiving gives to the Iiving not
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to the echoes.
One day, fine words you spout! Oh, how you
like 'em! You go on sounding the sounds you
liked yourself in, a standing wave of evacuation
of meaning.
I know the folly. For years I've been clever. Now
I've learned to stop cleverness and operate the unmeasurable source of measures and call it the
Living.
Stuff is limitation and we need to communicate with Iimitation, which
means to grasp the nature of limits and the limit of limits. Every work
that surrounds us is a demonstration on this theme, whether it be a mountain, a poem or a fleeting mood. Everything is caught into a web of limitation that is total. But whether this 'system of the world' is complete or
even consistent can never be finally known in terms of what exists. In
terms of media communication, the message seems to be that it is consistent but not complete.
Near the beginning we spoke of introducing the material of painting and
music. We have also used flowering plants, sculptures, fossils, lyrics, tiles,
cartoons, fashions, artifacts of all descriptions. The message is simple:
know the world and keep in contact with the limiting process by which
the world is sustained. It is the Iimitations of language which make poetry
possible and meaningful. The same similarly for all the arts. And in the
technological sphere what goes on essentially, to quote Paraoelsus, is the
'operation of nature upon nature'.
Interpretation and integration of Axon's remaining thoughts and traces suggest a code name for a
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fundamental equation of far reaching significance.
It is believed that this equation holds the key to
the conscious synthesizing of all matter patterning
and properties. Also that it operat es at the meta
level to co-ordinate all known scientific disciplines
and established relationships.
The equation - if it exists- must obviously cross
the borders that were once thought to divide the
inanimate and the animate. It has some connection
with the basic media- matter- meaning equation,
particularly the point and state of meta-control.
There is much to suggest that Time is a key variable.
Participation in
Living Process

The world of immediate perception may appear meaningful. But it is
only the surface. Within the stable processes of self-limitation are the
holes by which something more meaningful can be brought into being.
It is the perception of the detail that counts: the flash of metal in the
ore, the quiver of the needle in the magnetic field, the track on t he photographic plate led to the iron age, electro-magnetic communication and
nuclear power.
There have been accumulated stocks of knowledge abou t the world, a
great deal of which may prove to be very important. But we have lost
the capacity to know what is at hand, including the nature of our own
mental functioning. By giving the task of finding the facts to experts we
have destroyed our essential human capacity to learn directly from observation of and participation in the processes of the world.
What is most important is the transcendence of the spatial criterion of
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the detached scientific observer. We seek to develop again, but at a new
level and increased intensity, the temporal orientation of the involved
artisan who gets his hands dirty and loves what he works with, whether
people or stones. All the time he is working, the creative artisan listens
to his materials. Eventually, he can tap into the wisdom accumulated
in the material; for we can surely talk of such an accumulation in the
light of contemporary knowledge which shows that every substance
has evolved and carries within it traces of the evolutionary stream. In a
sense countless 'problems' of vast complexity far beyond what we have
ever confronted in human work have been 'solved' in the process of evolution and now stare us in the face if we but had the eyes to see. Such
eyes can be acquired for they too are but part of our evolutionary heritage.
The men and women we deal with who are faced with designing new
products and new materials need the matter communication desperately.
Functional and specialist separation has routinized thinking into the
slave of linear and successive time. Everyone is thinking about something and is out of communication with the real process. These processes are not simply in the materials and apparatus which are produced;
they are in the politics and feelings of the people, in the functioning of
information transfer and exercise of authority. True to halo-action, we
do all that we can to enable our creative groups to be aware of where
they are and what they are actually involved in doing. Sometimes this
is an unpleasant experience; but it has to be done. Then each person
can become an independent center of meaningful work.
It is easy to see that matter communication alone will not lead to meaningful work; what it does is to make direct learning from experience a
reality. It is media-communication that releases time-vectors or indications
of the unstable and maybe evolutionary moments away from currently
stable processes. But the individual or group concerned in the creative
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work is partially responsible for the content of what is to emerge. It is not
a matter of a blueprint either in the Platonic heaven or in someone's mind .
At each step, then, there is the need to adopt the discipline of alignment
with the stochos point of meaning.
To be really Sure is to become a 'hoi-a-part' of
one's whole. Then what one does is right.
Creation of
Appropriate Form

The creation of appropriate form is the normally unrecognized overall goal
of every true artist, every designer, every manager, every practicing professional irrespective of his or her field. This in turn creates a process or
direction that was originally expressed in the formulation -make (matter
plus media) meaningful.

Figure 2 shows a progressive line of work culminating in the realization of
the stochos point. The left-right direction is that of successive moments in
development, approximation to that of linear time. But it would not be
true to say that there is a high degree of coinciden ce. It requires the energizing of a large number of points of meaning to really establish an
evolutionary advance. For this reason, we can call the halo-action stochastic, in line with modern statistics, as well as with the new thinking in
which space-time is derivative from transfinite structures.
Figure 2
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The principle of the stochospoint of meaning is experienced as very concrete. It entails: if what we are doing now is not meaningful, it will never
be meaningful, for we are out of communication with meaning. Meaning
is not just lying around waiting to be picked up, you do it now.
Finally at last to enter into what has been made in
me, in ways I scarcely comprehend, from sources
invisible, in the simple moments when I obeyed and
listened and transmitted, feeling the current flow
through me, often too much, sometimes too little
to distinguish. Somehow knowing what
had to be done; though it was all too simple
to comprehend in a human way; traveling so
much all to return.
"Inter-stellar spaces- ah yes, but how many
times greater spaces terrestrial are!
First for example, a child .... then a neighbor,
a moment later- oh how incredibly far!"
It can be said of me that I listened- and let
my hearing open itself to the visible and invisible equally and patiently- and sometimes
there was love in a kind of speaking within me.
"Secret no more;
merely among the all open secrets
a tremulous one"
Now I go into the place of my listening, to become
what I say, endlessly making.
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Meaningful Work

In use the concept of meaning will be found to be a unifying concept.
It has the inner power to direct the attention into those avenues that
are the really important ones, and to direct all attempts to synthesize a
range of partially formed ideas. This concept is equally applicable for
the handling of all kinds of data.
In fact, it is only meaning which can serve as a holistic principle in the
coalescence of diverse information. If a group is working in a community, they need to relate together dubious statistics, personal experiences,
measurements, sociological frameworks, the way in which opinions are
weighted, political tactics, economic factors, attitudes and so on and so
on. The various sectors of information are produced from quite different
standpoints, with quite different methods, requiring modes of understanding, appealing to quite different times, by quite different routes and
are involved quite differently in the field of action. The actual complexity
of the situation goes far beyond a simple dichotomy between quantitative
and qualitative data. It involves the changes produced by the investigators
themselves, by their purposes, expectations, beliefs, backgrounds and
commissions. An abstract hierarchical model of information levels could
easily be invented but would thereby falsify the situation, because it
would turn it into a problem out-there thought about spatially.
Extensive materials are given on how to recognize a point of meaning,
but no effort is made to force people to even look at them. The conviction of the need to search out meaning must grow within the person
until he or she feels able to relinquish the lesser goods of control, profit, esteem and the like.
To inquire 'Who should derive the greatest benefit, which person or
which group?' reveals that the concept of meaning is misunderstood.
For the concept must apply in every direction simultaneously. All
persons who are in any way involved must benefit, and all must benefit
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to a high degree. Without the concept of meaning to guide all
thought and choice this is well nigh impossible. Yet the concept contains the power to point the way .
Take any object". Consider its influence on those who are involved in
any stage of its production, marketing and use. l magi natively improve
its influence on one and all, permitting the concept of meaning to
have its sway. Take careful note of the changes that the object undergoes. The new product is emerging from the old. Where there is not
an old product to start the process begin with an idea. Any idea. From
anywhere.
The holistic approach does require a large amount of detail, but concern with the whole does not entail an extensive investigation of everything. Enough work is required to enable people to tap into the
living time of their situation; then the process almost works by itself.
The cybernetic concept of adequate variety is most important. In our
work, this entails that the information-processing capacities of people
are stretched to the utmost. It could almost be said that the particular
content of the information does not matter. As long as the quest for
meaning has been pursued into enough details, enough depth, enough
variety, access to the plenum of communication will have been opened
up and the person can create meaningfully. Naturally enough, there
are thresholds. These herald quantum jumps in the meaning band and
orientation towards a more ultimate stochos. The individual must inwardly judge the appropriateness of any given stochos point as the
telos of his action.
Anyway . It's True! It's Anyway!
The new space-time is anyway. As long as you
begin. No Goals! My God, the systems theory
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of a hundred years ago. The motivational causation of the industries that sent everyone to sleep
and dirt and fantasies of achievement. But Going.
Begin-Go-Going is it all. There's nothing else
to do. In Anyway you find the goodness of it.
For you go anyway and find your way.
For you only one way of the anyway, but you
don't know it yet. You go anyway and find your
way. This is a space For People! Begin-Let GoGo Away Anyway Begin-Go-Going Beginning To Go
Take anything and do it truly. Find what you can
do truly. Which will be what you have never done
before, or not in this way. You do not do it, but
you are needed, a third part of the total composition, in which the going begins. The fig tree bears
and is spared. Or go into the ongoing and face it
happily, for it is real. Or stop what is going and go
elsewhere for there is anyway. The struggle is within you not outside. Only you can solve the meaningless in the equation and render into meaning what
you do. The accomplishing that is right will come
if you are going, even beginning, even taking anything, anyway for Real!

Gestalt Thinking of
Logosy nthesis

The halo-action of Logosynthesis feeds into itself in Iiving time. This i
primary. But inner time becomes represented in outer space. Med ia twists
into form- appropriate form. The time-vectors produce emergent gestalt
patterns in thinking, perceiving and communication.
In figures 3 and 4 we show actual geological illustrations of this process.
These 'geodes' were formed within cavities- as in Logosynth es is, form is
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crystallized in the cavities of need. The first deposit is a crude mixture;
but as layer after layer is deposited, the outer shell becomes a highly selecive filter until the inmost crystal formations are of very exact form. Many
different constructions can and do arise. Figure 3 suggests the multiple
planes of discrimination that begin to form. While figure 4 portrays the
complex harmony of elements, still exactly corresponding to the original
cavity-shape, which emerge in the final product or method .
Figure 3
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The geode formation is self-regulating, given the character of the original
cavity and the degree of solution or vaporization of the constituent material. In this way we can see how a structure of nothingness can induce
an emergent process in a suitably fluid substance.

Figure 4
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THE LLOYDS LIFE EXERCISE

Perhaps, of the more noticeable characteristics exhibited by the practitioners of the legal , actuarial and underwriting professions as a group ,
is a rather spec ial blend of well-worn conservatism which manifests itself by a certain stateliness and meticulous attention to the niceties of
the " appropriate channels". To find such people applying not just one
but two completely novel methodologies simultaneously in th e conduct
of their work is quite remarkable. This paper is about just such an occa sion where, for a few days, the design methodologist, the solicitor, the
broker, the actuary and the executives of a life assurance company, as
a team, worked towards a formula whereby a fledgling company could
enter the pensions sector of the life assurance industry.
Objectives of the Exercise

Although Lloyds Life Assurance Ltd. had made satisfactory progress sin
its formation in April 1972, it was felt, towards the latter part of that year
that the time had come to seek further business by introducing new or
improved policies. A suitable area of expansion had already been identi fied in 'pension schemes' of which the size of the market, as well as th e
percentage of business written by the market leader, were both known .
Lloyds felt that even Y2 per cent of the total market would be worth wh il
capturing. The costs and time involved in the successful launching of si m il r
schemes by two competitors were known to Lloyds. They had spen t in
the region of two years on product development . Lloyds had a much
tighter timetable in mind with a launch date in January, 1973, just one
month's time, with implementation occurring over the following year.
It was this double requirement of generating a series of new pension
schemes and completing the work in a very restricted timescale that sug-
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gested the simultaneous application of a systematic design method and
intensive working to the problem. Pension schemes for three distinct
groups of people were to be developed, for brevity hereforth referred to
as 51, 52 and 53 policies.
51 - pension scheme for the self-employed
S2- pension scheme for the highly paid
S2- pension scheme for the highly paid and
small groups
S3 -large pension scheme with pooled funding
of benefits

The Elements
of Innovation

As far as both the methodologists and participants were concerned each
was venturing into new territory with the former knowing Iittle of the
intricacies of underwriting and the latter equally little about the underlying rationale of design methods.
The systematic design method applied to the policies owed its origin in
product design and an abstraction of procedures used in the design and
development of such items as steel staircases, hospital equipment and the
like. It is, however, one of the fundamental premises of the design methodologist that it should be both valid and viable to translate methodologies
from one problem-solving field to another. This is because a properly structured methodology relates to the manipulation of information by sets of
problem-solving rules and should, therefore, be independent of the actual
content of the information itself. The three policies were thus viewed as
three products to which a systematic design method could be applied.
In an intensive design exercise, after careful preparation, all those who have
the actual power of, and responsibility for, decision making in the conception and implementation of a new product are brought together in one
place and kept there without distraction until an agreed concept and plan
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for implementation have been formulated. All necessary reference mater ial and apparatus needed by the partic ipants is present and the exercise is
carried out under the discipline of a strict procedure and timetable. Thi s
technique of intensive working had already been applied with some consid erable success to teams engaged on architectural and computer science p ro
lems. Experience had shown that the method was most effective when applied during the early, formulative stages of a problem. Here again it was
felt that although the final products were different, a building as opposed
to pension scheme, the inherent process involved in their creation could b
seen as bearing enough similarity that the translation of intensive worki ng
from architecture to underwriting would result in the same order of tim
savings previously observed. From the experience gained in the running an
observation of such exercises, some general recommendations on the organ ization of them had been culled and these were applied directly to the
Lloyds exercise.
Organization of
the Exercise

A series of four preliminary meetings were held and based on these delib rations, a briefing-paper was drawn up and circulated to participants. Con id ·
erable attention was paid in the selection of participants each having to ful fill
two basic and complementary requirements. Each had to have an essenti 1
professional contribution to make to the design and development proces
well as having the power and authority to make real decisions. It was also
t·
important to try to make sure that the participants selected would mak
isfactory team members . The combined effects of working in a confined
space under a time-stress could tJ:!row up "personality clashes" which m igh t
undermine the rate of progress as well as affecting the quality of the ou t m
The briefing paper was in two parts: an introductory section outlining th
objectives of the exercise, the contributions expected from participants n
an event-plan followed by a section specifying in general terms the thre
products to be designed in respect of their potential market, the manner in
which they would operate and how they related to the strategic and tacti al
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goals of Lloyds Life Assurance Ltd.
The briefing document was used as the basis around which discussions
during the briefing meeting took place. This meeting was attended by
all participants. Although most of them had met each other intermittently
on various occasions previously it was felt important that each person
should clearly and unambiguously identify his particular area of responsibility and anticipated contribution to the exercise at the outset. In
this way the people involved could begin to feel themselves as part of a
team of which they were an essential ingredient.
It was agreed that the Project Leader, drawn from Lloyds Life, would
be in overall charge and, where necessary, would act as ultimate arbiter.
An integral part of the duties of the chairman was his methodological
contribution and guidance through the exercise. This mode operation
is diagrammatically illustrated in the figure below:
Figure 1

Organization and Communication during Exercise

Cont rol direc tion arbi tra ti on (

Detailed discussions (
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The event plan was discussed and there was general acceptance of both
its methodological content and the proposed timetabling of the exercise.
Early discussion concerned the optimal strategy for tackling the design
of the three products; they could either be tackled in parallel, being simultaneously brought up to the various stages of outline design and detail design, or they could be handled sequentially. Ultimately, it was
decided that the optimal strategy lay in starting off with 51 and pushing
that through to outline design before 52 and 53 were attempted. The
design and development of 51 was thus allocated to the first day of the
exercise. During the rest of the meeting various details listed in the
briefing paper were discussed .
As well as ensuring that all participants were fully briefed on the obje ctives of the exercise and the mechanics of its operation and managemen t ,
it was felt wise to prepare people for some of the types of psychological
stress which could arise from this manner of working. One of the most
disturbing stresses was a direct result of the very requirement of having
participants present all the time. This stipulation arose from the great
advantages which occurred from having everyone continuously up-todate as well as the manifestly obvious and powerful psychological presence of a complete team. It was this same 'team presence' which made
members acutely aware of their own contribution or lack of it. With
everyone continuously present it was only to be expected that, as the
nature of the problems varied and the appropriate skills to be brought
to bear upon the problems changed, some people would find that at
times they had no relevant contribution to make. Previous experience
of similar situations had shown that such individuals could suffer extreme embarrassment at seeing everyone close-by working flat-out. Participants were warned that such situations did, and would arise, and th at
although they did not feel that they could actually contribute, they did
retain the responsibility of maintaining a watching-brief.
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Participants were asked to dress casually and to turn up punctually
for the start of the exercise which was set earlier than the time at
which the rest of the office started. The major motivation behind this
was to give a certain "mood" to the exercise within which a team spirit
could emerge. Casual clothing, besides being more comfortable, reminded the wearers that they were engaged on something rather special and,
as such, became a uniform. In addition, the fact of starting earlier than
usual, eating together and using first names throughout helped to add
weight to this feeling.
It was pointed out that, as a result of the reduced time-scale, time was
a precious commodity and directionless banter would have to be guillotined by the project leader or chairman.
Arrangements were made for refreshments to be brought in at pre-planned
intervals of about 2Y2 hours and that other than these and visits to the
toilets there were to be no other interruptions.
Between the first intensive design session and the last one there was a
change of room. Room layout is of particular importance in these exercises, both in relation to their smooth running and also in terms of
facilitating their recording. It was essential that everyone should be able
to see and easily talk to everyone else. Adequate provision of writing
surfaces and display surfaces which could be readily seen by all were
also essential. The layout of both rooms with the location of the microphones is presented in figure 2. There were minor changes in the layout
of the room during the course of the exercise, one between the briefing
meeting and the first day of the main meeting, one soon after the start
of that day, and one at the beginning of the second day of the main
meeting.
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Figure 2

Final Layout of Room for Session on 11 and 12 December, 1972.
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The Intensive
Design Exercise

The period of intensive working lasted three full days with the first twoday session being separated from the remaining single day by a period
of just over a month. During the interim, work was undertaken on detailed legal and actuarial matters of product 51 as well as its impl eme ntation machinery. The final session was convened to deal specifically
with the detail design of S1. The strategy finally adopted for tack I ing the
design of the three products is illustrated in the chart below in whi ch
those stages conducted under intensive design conditions are indicated.

Preparat ion
of Briefing
Paper o n
S1 , S2,S3

Figure 4

Design Procedure Adopted
EXAMINE BRIEF
IDENTIFY ESSENTIAL
ELEMENTS OF PRODUCT
IDENTIFY INTERESTED
PARTIES IN PRODUCT
IDENTIFY PRODUCT'S
DESIRABLE ATTRIBUTES
RELATE ATTRIBUTES
TO INTERESTED PARTIES
POSTULATE ALTERNATIVE
PRODUCT IDEAS

DEVELOP OUT LIN E
DESIGN
EVALUATE OUTLINE
DESIGN
DETAIL DESIGN
OF PRODUCT
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As an example of how this procedure worked out in practice, the step
leading up to the outline design for product 51 is presented.
A previously prepared list of elements (E), which were considered as
the essential structure of a pension producted, was tabled and discu d.
Table 1

E1
E2
E3
E4
E5
E6
E7
Es
E9

= implementation timetable
= brokers sales aides
= specific quotations
= proposal and acceptance procedure
= input data about members/beneficiaries
= alteration of data about members/beneficiaries
= accounting procedures
=commission sales and payment
= periodic inquiries/investigations

Next attention was turned to the identification of those part ies who
would have an interest in the 51 product as a result of which th e fo il \\ ing list of people and organizations was generated.
Table 2

11
12
13
14

=

the insured (self employed)

=
=
=

the broker
the Inland Revenue (taxation)
Lloyds Life selling staff

Is

=

16
17

=
=

Lloyds Life shareholders
Lloyds Life Administrative staff
the Inland Revenue (estate duty)

lg

=
lg =
11Q =

the insured (employee)
the widow or dependent
the Department of Trade and Industry

With this list of interested parties in mind, the ne xt stage involved eliciting
a set ofattributes, or characteristics, which the 51 product should possess
in varying degrees, Altogether, thirty of these attributes emerged from
the team's deliberations.
Table 3

Set of Attributes for 51
Al

= tax effectiveness

A2 = value for money
A3

= flexibility of contribution

A4 = flexibility of benefits
As

= flexibility of investment medium

A6

= security of investment

A7 = simplicity for insured
Ag = service and convenience for insured
Ag = adequate and prompt reward for broker
AlQ = ease of administration
All= simplicity for broker
A12 = company and product image
An= broker service
A14 = compliance with acts
A1s = compliance with duty requirements
A16 = adequate profitability
An= effect of product on company image
A18 = speed of implementation

51

A19

= contribution to growth

A20

= extension of interests
= speed, accuracy and low cost of record

A21

ma intenance
A22

= speed, accuracy and low cost of information retrieval

A23 = adequate adaptability to change
A24

= minimum requirements for routine
handling

A25 = simplicity of procedures
A26 = record flexibility
A27

= compatibility with existing procedures

A28 = freedom from estate duty
A29

= explicit and

precise documents and lit-

erature
A30

= minimum valuation strain

Once having completed this, it was a fairly straightforward matter to
determine sets of att ributes which were of particular concern or intere t
to each of the interested parties. The result of this examination of th e
relationship between interested parties and attributes for 51 is presen t d
in Figure 5 :
The meeting decided not to attempt to rank order the list of attribute
or to try to identify conflicts except where detailed development demanded it.

Attributes (A)

Figure 5
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At this stage attention was turned to the generation of produ ct ideas for
51. Very swiftly four alternatives emerged and for each a fo rm of word s
was agreed in which the essential concepts were enshrined. These were
recorded and coded as the 51 (i) ; 51 (j) ; 51 (k) and 51 (I) product ideas.
In further discussion a solution based upon 51 (1) was deve loped. On
evalu ation against the attributes the develop ed solution was fe lt to exhibit most of these attributes to a satisfactory deg ree; those which were
not fully satisfied were discussed individually and possibl e courses of
action explored by which th e requirements imposed by the attribu tes
could be eased or circumvented.
At this stage the outline design for a product for 51 was felt comp lete
and further work, not under intensive design conditions, arranged for
the detailed design of the product.
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In respect of the 52 and 53 products were concerned , it was decided t
start on the 52 product first. It turned out, however, that the emerging
52 product idea could be made to serve 53's requirements equally wel l.
The work conducted on the outline design of the 52 product mad e u
and amended the lists of elements, interested parties and attributes
produced during the development of the 51 (I) product.
For subsequent analysis and for the preparation of reports, detailed
records were taken of the exercise. The most important record was
a handwritten one in which the topics of the major discussions and t h
conclusions reached were recorded against the time they took place. A
note was also kept of all the documents tabled and discussed. Any ch art
or tables drawn up on the blackboard were recorded. As a back-up record, the whole exercise was recorded on magnetic tape. Each tape w
labelled with its starting and finishing times and at various intervals, on th
actual record, a time-check was superimposed. This was done by mean
of a throat microphone attached to on e of the observers.
Some Results and Lessons
Learned from the Exercise

The outcome of the exercise must be judged from the point of vi ew of
whether it 'produced the goods' as well as on the utility of the design
methods applied . As far as the design of the products were concern ed ,
at the end of the final session, three products could be tabled, two at
outline design stage, the other well into detail design. Most of th e participants felt that the original objectives had been met
The validity of the dual application of a systematic design method and
intensive working was in many ways vindicated by the successful ou tcome in terms of the products generated. At some stages it was not ic able that the notation introduced provided a convenient meta-languag
by which a "product 52Y:! " could, and was, discussed . Although, at tin"\ •
the steps involved leading up to the stage of postulating alternative pr duct ideas were felt by some to be trivial, it did result in the very spe

emergence of alternative solutions.
Due to the limited timeavailable,it was vital to ensure that time was not
wasted in exploring unprofitable avenues. On the other hand the pos ibility of finding a new solution to the problem at hand was ever present in
such discussions. The judgment as to the probable outcome and likely
benefit of a particular debate was left in the hands of the project leader.
In such instances the application of purely methodological and time tabling criteria would have been crude and insensitive. From the methodological point of view these judgments became progressively more difficult
as participants drifted deeper into their own specialties and used their
own jargon.
No problems occurred with the introduction of the tape-recorder, the
reason for its presence being explained at the outset. A potential difficulty might have resulted from participants feeling rather self-consciou
in front of a microphone but this did not prove to be the case with the
two microphones on the table lying unremarked-upon amidst the sea of
papers, reference books and other odds and ends.
Under the conditions of the exercise it was noticeable that a 'team-feeling' began to emerge after the first day, and people began to relax and
loosen-up a bit. It is likely that this type of working, whether or not the
exercise had been a success, would have resulted in a better understanding amongst the participants of each other's particular roles and more of
a feel of the way in which they worked. After the completion of the ex ercise and the dispersion of the participants to their respective offic it
is also likely that this empathy would remain to oil the more usual daily
contact.
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A COMPREHENSIVE APPROACH
TO USER PARTICIPATION IN THE
SPACE PLANNING PROCESS
Don Grant and Arthur Chapman

Don Grant is an architect and planner, currently on the fac ulty at
California Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo, California,
and a housing commissioner in the same city . He recieved his Bac helor
of Architecture Degree at the University of Oklahom a, a Mas ter of Ar h itectural Psychology at Utah, and is currently completing his Ph .D.
dissertation at Berkeley, in Design Methods, Social and Beh avioral Fa t
in Design, and Information Systems Design. Mr. Grant's maste r's t h i

was a study of the mutual influences of social values and built form in
the kibbutz, and his Ph.D. dissertation is a model for basing space planning decisions on user values instead of the designer's values.
Mr. Grant served as the editor of the DMG NEWSLETTER during 1970
and 1971, and of the DMG-DRS JOURNAL: DESIGN RESEARCH AND
METHODS during 1972 and 1973, during which time he also served in
the capacity of and currently serves on the editorial board of COMPUTERS
AND URBAN SOCIETY and as a book reviewer for ARCHITECTURAL
RESEARCH AND TEACHING. Current interests include a text for selfinstruction in design methods that has been on the back burner for several
years; increasing the density and sense of community in existing neighborhoods; and decreasing the energy demand of existing houses (a project
that pre-dates the current brouhaha and that will probably outlast it as
well). A further interest is in the organization of more effective conferences
among people interested in design methods and research. Mr. Grant is Conference Organizer for the 1975 DMG Conference in Berkeley, California.
Arthur Chapman received undergraduate degrees in both Mathematics
and Architecture at California Polytechnic State University and obtained
a Master of Science, Computer Science, degree from Pennsylvania State
University. Mr. Chapman has been involved for several years with the
application of computer techniques to city and regional planning. The
emphasis of his work lies in mathematical and computer applications
to urban problems involving computer languages, information retrieval
and graph theory. Currently, Mr. Chapman is an Assistant Professor at
the School of Architecture and Environmental Design, California Polytechnic State University, where he teaches city planning courses in Quantitative methods, computer applications, and world and regional modelling.
Reprinted by permission of the Association for Computing Machinery
Proceedings of the Seventh Annual A.C.M. Urban Symposium, (1972).
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A COMPREHENSIVE APPROACH TO USER PARTICIPATION IN
THE SPACE-PLANNING PROCESS

A computer-aided, over-lay model space-planning
technique is combined with Rittel 's IBIS (issuebased information system) in an attempt to set
up a sequential , adaptive , user-educating land-use
planning decision process. The process is aimed
at resolving conflicts of interest among multiple
clients in problems wherein land must be allocated
among several competing uses. The approach aims
at eliciting the crucial value judgements in complex
land-use problems from the clients or user's themselves instead of from professional proxies such as
architects or planners. The role of the professional
in a successful application of this approach would
be more that of "midwife" or educator-facilitator
than that of decision maker. Implementation in
real world problems using portable mini-computers
is proposed.
This work was undertaken by Mr. Grant with the support of a fellowshi p
from the Graham Foundation for the Fine Arts of Chicago, granted for
work at the doctoral level in systematic design methods in architectu re
at the University of California at Berkely.
Human judgements are unique to situations that can be described by
four characteristics : "0", the object being judged; "P", the purpose fo r
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which the judgment is being made; "T", the time at which the judgment
is made; and "J " , the person making the judgment. If any of these identifiers is changed, the probability is good that the judgment will change
also. Judge J 1 making a judgment of a given object "0" for a purpo e
"P" at time "T 1 " might well make quite a differe nt judgment at tim
"T 2"· and so on.
In papers presented at previous Urban Symposia (Ward, Grant and Chapman, 1970; Grant and Thompson, 1971), the author and co ll eague h v
described a numerically-valued, differentially-w eighted paramet r sp e
allocation technique for space planning, chiefly land-u s planning, b d
on the traditional graphic map overlay technique used by McHarg (19 9);
Alexander and Manheim (1962) and others. In Ward, Grant and Chapm n
(1970), the technique was described, along with a PL/1 progr m for it
implementation on the IBM 360/40, and its app licatio n to th pr bl m
of allocating land among several competing potential use . In Gr nt nd
Thompson (1971 ), the technique was described in its app li ti n t imulating conflicts of interest and generating compromi e pr p al in th
area of conflicts of interest in the location of low-in come h u ing in
land, California. In Grant (1972a) the problem of combinin pr
related criteria with "nature-of-the-spoe' crit ri w s di u d; in r nt
(1972b) the application of the technique to eliciting th li nt' v lu
judgments in the placement of a predesigned unit on giv n it w d scribed; and in Grant (1972c) the combi nat ion of th t hniqu with th
1Bl S, or issue-based information system (J unz and Ritt I, 1972 ) w pr posed as a means of incorporating the value judgment f mult'ipl
or users into the process of space-planning d ci i n. In t h i pap r, n ttempt is made to pull these diverse threads together into a compr h n iv
approach to the problem of educating clients abo ut th n tur f th
problems that affect their interests, abo ut the nature f their int r t
themselves, and of establishing a land -use planning pro dur th t r
significant value judgments and conflict resolution to th p pi wh
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interests are affected by the decisions (i.e., the Operations Research d finition of clients, those whose interests a system ought to serve) rath er
than to professional representatives or proxies.
The nature of the technique itself was described in detail in Ward , Gran t
and Chapman (1970), and will be only briefly reiterated here. In th e
nceptual framework of the four identifiers of judgments mentioned in t h
first paragraph, the two papers presented at previous symposia are as f 11
Ward, Grant and Chapman (1970):
0, T and J are held constant; P varies. The problem treated was the allocation of land to a whole
system made up of three subsystems: housing, a
park, and a road, all in one area of land ("0"),
at one time ("T"), and from one point of view
("J ").

Grant and Thompson (1971) :
0, P, and Tare held constant, J varies. The problem treated was the simulation of conflicts of
interest among several J'sin one area of land
("0", the City of Oakland) for one purpose ("P",
choosing sites for low-income housing), at one time
time ("T") . An alternate interpretation would
be one in which "T" also varied, resulting in
J2 's knowing what J 1 had decided at time T1
before making his (J 2 's) decision at time T 2 .

f)'2

Th ere are si x t ee n po ssibl e situat ions resul t ing from an exhau tiv surv y
of t he possibil it ies fo r holdin g so me variab les con tant nd v ry ing th r .
Th ey are:

0 = con sta nt
1 = vari abl e

0

p T

0
0
0
0

0 0 0
0 0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0 0
0 1
1 0
1

1
1

0
0
1
1
0
1 0

0
0
1 0
1 0
1

0
1
0

all variabl es constant.
Grant and T hompson, 1971.

Ward , Grant, Chapman, 1970

Th e app roach described in
thi s paper.

1
0
1
0
1

All vari abl es vary .

Th e approach ta ken here involves tak ing one of s v ra l purp
, P1,
t hat is being pursu ed in a given solut ion space or ar of I nd, 0, and
deliberat ing it f rom t he sta ndpoin ts of severa l intere t group , j 1 , j 2 ,
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J3• . . . Jn• with each interest group expressing its value judgments in
turn for the mutual education of all affected groups about the interests of the others and of themselves. Thus, in the situation 0 + P1;
interest group (or person) J1 expresses his interests and value judgmen t
at T 1, J 2 at T 2• and so on. Then, once a workable compromise is
reached on P1, P2 is taken up. The group of J 's that deliberates P2 ma
not be identical with that that deliberated P1 -some of the previously
participating groups may not feel any interest in what is being discussed (P 2 ) while they did have an interest in P1, and some new group
whose interest is in P2 but not P1 may enter the deliberations. The
process of deliberating decisions for the location of several purposes,
P1 , P2, and so on, would look like this:

0: Pf

hat T 1 Purpose 1, say the
J2 at T 2 location of the housing,
J3 at T 3 is deli berated by each
of three groups in
P2: J1 at T4 turn, and acceptable
J3 at T 5 proposals genera ted;
J4 at T 6 then purpose 2, say the
location of a school,
P3:
J3 at T 7 is deliberated by the
J4 at T 8 interested groups, inJ5 at T 9 cluding a new group and
excluding one of the
purpose groups. Then
purpose 3 is similarly
deliberated.
Finally, a compatible
P1 + P2 + P3:
J1 atT 10 combination of P1 +
J2 atT 11 P2 + P3 is assembled,
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J3atT12
J4 atT 13
JsatT14

and the mutual impacts
among the three purposes
deliberated, from the S
standpoints of all interested
groups.

At each step, several proposals would be generated and evaluated, and
recorded for further consideration. Finally, a morphological box would
be assembled in which each row (parameter) was the proposals for one
of the purposes (like all proposals for housing location), and each item
in each row was one specific proposal for that purpose (scheme A for
housing location). The purposes and proposals would be listed in order
of decreasing priority or value from top to bottom and from left to
right, following the deliberation of the priority ordering among purposes (which gets first choice in selecting sites, which second choice, and
so on).The specific proposals within each purpose would be listed from
left to right in decreasing order of evaluated "goodness" or predicted
value. The resulting morphological box would look something like the
following diagram.

P1 : Housing location:
P2 : School location:
P3 : Park location:

Proposal A

Proposal 8

Proposal A

Proposal 8

Proposal A

Proposal B

Proposal C
Proposal C

Proposal D

The ordering rule implies that it has been decided by the judges that
housing gets first priority on any given piece of land, schools get second
priority, and so on; and that Proposal A for housing has been evaluated
as being superior (or equal) to Proposal B, and that Proposal B has been
judged to be superior or equal to C, and so on through all purposes.
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Since there are three proposals in row one, and two in row two, and fou r
in row four, there are 3 x 2 x 4 = 24 possible combinations in this mo rphological box. They can be expressed in the form of the following tr

0

P,:
P2 :
P3:

A

I

A

B

I

B

I

A

rTTl flTl flTl

A B C D

A B C D

A B C D

I

rm

I

B

A

A B C D

A BCD

ml

c

::

I

B

::

A B C D

::

rm

These twenty-four possibilities are all logical possibilities; many of them
may not be feasible in practice, for example, if the combination of proposal A for housing and Proposal B for schools placed housing and sch o 1
on the same site, and this was not an acceptable morphology in the situ _
tion at hand.
Once the morphological box and/or tree for the problem at hand had
been constructed, the most highly valued combination of purposes for
the three purposes would be sought; the strategy of decreasing order of
priority and decreasing order of value from top to bottom and from I ft
to right respectively should lead to the most highly valued group of combinations economically. Several such combinations might be of similar
overall value once values of the component proposals had been aggregat
using some acceptable aggregation function.
The problem focus now shifts from the individual purposes to the in t r-

action or mutual impacts among them: "What is the value of having a
school at various distances from housing?" and so on. The specific approach to compromise generation among the several client groups is dealt
with in detail in Grant and Thompson (1971 ), Proceedings of the Sixth
Annual Urban Symposium of the ACM, pp. 80-93; and that to the allocation of land among several purposes and of evaluating the mutual impacts among the purposes is given in Ward, Grant and Chapman (1970,
Proceedings of the Fifth Annual Urban Symposium of the ACM, pp.122141 ).
The computer-aided space allocation technique (C.A.S.A.T.) used in the
process proposed here will now be described briefly. It is a development
of the value-judgment bearing graphically-shaded map overlay technique
described by McHarg in DESIGN WITH NATURE (1969). In the map
overlay approach, the solution space (area of land) that is the "0" of the
judgmental process is carefully mapped for a variety of parameters. In a
typical land-use planning problem, one map might be prepared showing
the location of groups of trees of various kinds, one showing existing
buildings, one showing watersheds, one showing underground water supplies, and one showing subsoil conditions. Each of these five maps would
be a map of factual knowledge about the area of land ("0") under consideration, that is, the "object" of the judgmental process being undertaken. These maps would be a permanent record of factual knowledge
about the land, permanent until some change was made or more accurate
data was acquired. Once the factual data is recorded on maps, then the
planners enter into a process that will no longer be part of the permanent
data about the land, but will be a set of value judgments unique to one
iteration of judgments; that is, a set of judgments unique to one combination of 0, P, T, and J. This set of judgments is recorded on each of the
five maps for the five decision parameters described above in the form of
shades of black and gray. The maps for the recording of value judgments
would be drawn on acetate or some other transparent material in outline
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form. The judges would then record their value judgments for a given purpose, time and point of view on the maps for each parameter individu al I
For the purpose, say, of locating a house, each spot on the map of, say
subsoil conditions would be evaluated for its suitability for house location. Th e spots judged to be the worst possible conditions for locating a
house would be shaded black; those judged to be the best would be left
transparent; and those judged to be of intermediate value would be sh ad d
some sh ade of gray. This would be done for the given 0, P, T, Jon each
of the five parameter maps described above (in fact, in any real probl em
there would probably be many more than five parameters under consi d ~ '
eration). Once the value judgments for the given purpose, P, at a given
time, T, by a given judge, J, in the specified solution space of plot of I n
0, had been recorded for all the parameters being considered, the shad d
maps for all the parameters would then be stacked on a light table. Th
areas showing through the stacked maps as lightest would be the most d _
sirable areas; the areas showing through darkest would be the least de irabl e; and areas compositely evaluated as being of intermediate desirabilit
would be intermediately dark. There are some underlying assumption t
this approach that are not universally accepted. One is that judgments on
different parameters can be added in the manner described; anoth er i th
it is legitimate to imp Iicitly assume, as this procedure requires, that all th
parameters are of equal importance or weight; and a third is that a set f
judgments of differential quality or fitness can be expressed along a m ningful scale with meaningful intervals between steps, that is, a differen
sca le with comprehensible steps.
There are also some disadva ntages associated with this approach, som of
whi ch overlap with the assumptions listed. One disadvantage is the inability to differentially weight the importance of the various parameters. O n
way in which this might be attempted would be to duplicate one judgm nt
map several times to indicate its relative importance, but this brings up
second disadvantage: the greater the number of maps stacked, the great r
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is the tendency for the composite outcome of the stacked maps to become
dark gray or black. This is so whether the set of maps is made up of only
one map each for a large number of parameters, or includes duplicates for
some maps to indicate differential weight of importance. This is basically
a problem of discrimination in the outcome, that is, discrimination among
the different composite fitness values resulting from stacking the parameter
judgment maps. Perhaps the greatest disadvantage of all has to do with the
economics of attempting to reiterate one or more times to investigate the
implication of different sets of value judgments. To shade a large number
of maps as a means of recording value judgments about each spot in the
solution space is very time consuming, which is to say very expensive.
This limits the number of times it is economically feasible to do so, and
lengthens the amount of time required to try a different set of judgments.
This then severely limits the usefulness of this approach in any attempts
to incorporate a sequential, adaptive simulation process into the decisionmaking procedure, and limits the usefulness of the approach as a usereducating device.
The technique proposed here attempts to deal with these difficulties by
changing the nature of the permanent data record from a map format to
that of an overlaid grid of index numbers or letters, each of which represents the factual data that the map records in the same area. For example,
if the map for "subsoil conditions" showed a certain sort of rock base at
a certain depth by cross-hatching, this would be converted into a descriptor number or letter that stood for the same factual data that the crosshatching symbolized. The descriptor number or letter would be placed
in the cells of the overlaid grid that were more than half occupied by the
cross-hatching. In brief, each map of factual data for each parameter would
be replaced by a grid of descriptor numbers or letters carrying the same
factual data. Then, for a specific iteration unique to one combination of
0, P, T, and J, the value judgments would be recorded in a very different
way. Instead of looking at each spot on each map and shading that spot
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in accord with the judged desirability or fitness of that spot for a given
purpose, the judge looks at a list of the descriptor numbers or letters a nd
passes judgment on the whole class of data described, and the comput r
assigns the resulting value judgment to every grid cell in which that de scriptor appears. This is the first step in reducing the time and expens f
the graphic shading technique. The value judgments are taken from a
scale of standard values. The one used by the author and his colleagu e
is from one to nine. "Nine" stands for the best situation possible, "on "
for the worst possible, and "five" for a neutral situation. The values tak n
from this scale will be referred to as "Beta-values", and are desirabilit
or suitability or fitness values.
The process thus now has accumulated the following elements:
1.
2.

3.

4.
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A factual map of the land area for the
parameter being considered.
A grid drawn on or overlaid on that map
and filled with descriptor letters or numbers
standing for the same factual data shown
graphically on the map.
A table of descriptor letters and numbers
showing the Beta-values assigned to them
for one unique iteration identified by one
unique set of 0, P, T, J.
A new map-grid filled with Beta-values
by substituting Beta-values for factual
descriptors in accord with the table of
step 3, above, each Beta-value being a
number from the one-to-five-to-nine scale
This map-grid is not a permanent record
of factual data; it is a record of value
judgments unique to one set of 0, P,
T, and J. It corresponds to the shaded

value judgment maps in the map overlay
approach.
Now, once these steps have been completed for all the parameters under
consideration, it is possible to parallel the map overlap process by simply
summing the Beta-values in each cell and recording the sum in a composite outcome map. This corresponds to "adding" the shades of gray on a
light table. The cells in the outcome map with the highest values correspond to the lightest areas on the stacked graphic maps. If the sums are
divided by the number of maps, the result is an outcome map-grid occupied by numbers from the one-to-five-to-nine desirability value scale. This
solves the problem of discriminability, and that of the economics of reiteration, but not that of differential weighting. It solves the problem of
discrimination by limiting output to values from a familiar scale. It solves
the problem of the economics of reiteration, for the Beta-value assignments of step 3, can be made over and over again with altered judgments,
and the computer can perform the remainder of the steps over and over
again at low cost and in a very short time. Attention will now be turned
to the problem of differential weighting.
In the graphic map overlay approach, differential weight can be assigned
to a given parameter by duplicating its judgment map several times. In
this version, the same thing can be achieved by multiplying each number
in the Beta-value map-grid by a weighting factor, thus increasing its influence in the sums on the outcome map. This requires a process of rank ing and weighting judgment to arrive at meaningful relative weights mul tipliers, called "Alpha-values". The process described in Chapter 6 of
Churchman, Ackoff and Arnoff is a useful approach to this problem
(1957, Ch.6, pp.136-154) . An Alpha-value must be assigned to each parameter map. It is useful to have the Alpha's sum some arbitrary number,
like one or ten or one hundred, in order to force trade-offs during the
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deliberation of the Alpha weights. Now, once the Alpha x Beta maps ar
summ ed, if the resulting map is divided by the sum of all the Alph a val ues, the numbers in the outcome map-grid are all numbers from th e on to-five-to-nin e value scale, and easily discriminated. Figure 1 illustrates
th e steps.
Figure 1

Graphic Maps

(1)
(2)

Zoned Residential
Zoned Commercial

(1)
(2)
(3)

Price Range A
Price Range 8
Price Range C

Map-Grids of Descriptors

1

1

1

1

2

3

1

1

2

1

2

2

1

2

2

1

2

2

For:
1
2
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Beta:

For:

Beta:

2

1
6

3

8

9
2

In deliberation, it is decided that Cost is three
times as important as present zoning.
Beta-Value Map Grids

9

9

9

1

6

8

9

9

2

1

6

6

9

2

2

1

6

6

Alpha-Beta Product Map-Grids
Alpha=

Alpha=

3

18

24

2

3

18

18

2

3

18

18

9

9

9

9

9

9

2

1.0

3.0

Clearly the upper right-hand cell is the greatest desirability-valued area
on the map given the Alpha- and Beta-value judgments passed. The three
left-hand cells are undesirable, and so on.

12

27

33

12

27

20

12

20

20
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Summation of Alpha-Beta Products

Divided by the Sum of the Alpha's
3

7

8

3

7

5

3

5

5

Sum Alpha's

= 4.0

The Process to this point has divided the space-planning problem in to
two types of activity : Clerical, manipulative activities involving com pu tations and substitutions, largely done by computer, and judgmental
activities performed by the judge "J". ")"might be a planner or designer, or might be the users themselves. If the judgments involved (including the choice of parameters, the Beta-value judgments and the Alph avalue judgments) are to be made by the user directly , the process mu st
not only elicit and incorporate his judgments, it must aid in educating
him about the problem, about his interests with regard to the probl em ,
and about the implications of his judgments with regard to the probl em .
It is for the latter task that the ability to economically reiterate over and
over with fast feedback is important. A complete iteration is a sort of
simul ation of what the situation would be like in view of a certain set of
possible judgments. With regard to the use of the technique itself, th e
key word is "understandable"; perhaps a useful rule would be th at th
user should learn enough about the technique to be able to work it by
hand with understanding before ever attempting to use the compu ter
version.
The next aspect of the problem is that of how to combine the judgm nt
of several people. The approach taken in Grant and Thompson (1971 )
to have each person or group of persons with similar interest go through
the entire process described above enough times to arrive at an outcom
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map-grid that they accepted as an accurate picture of their values or preferences. The outcome maps for each interest group then become the input
maps for a new process in which it is attempted to model the relative power
or weight in the decision process of each group. The problem of aggregating the values of many people is not a trivial one, and there is much
discussion of it.
A survey of thought in this area is available in Minas and Ackoff (1964).
The approach taken here is to assign a weight to each group indicating its
power in the decision process. There are several ways to approach this. One
is to assign weight in proportion to the number of people affected; another
is to attempt to model the "right to say" of each group; another is to attempt to model the realities of power distribution in the community. An
accurate model of the last possibility is probably the approach most likely
to yield a feasible, implementable plan after one iteration, but may not be
satisfactory to those who feel that they have a "right to say" that does
not correspond to the realities of power distribution or to those who favor the one-man-one-vote democratic model. The question of where justice resides is far beyond the scope of this paper; but it can be observed
that if one chooses the first or the second approach instead of the Realpolitik model, and has implementation as an objective, he faces the problem
of changing the power distribution, or removing the question at hand from
its influence, or of making the outcome of an ethical approach acceptable
to the power structure by whatever means. One approach to the latter effort is to model the problem using weights that reflect the realities of power and then vary the weights to .determine how sensitive the outcome would
be to shifts in the power distribution, or to shifts or trade-offs in the other
component value judgments, that is, choice of parameters, Alpha-values, and
Beta-values. Sets of value shifts or trade-offs that resulted in a workable
plan might then be stated as compromise strategies for proposal to the parties involved.
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Whatever approach is taken to the assignment of decision-making w i h
or power, each group is assigned a multiplier indicating relative pow r r
weight. This mutliplier, called a "Delta-value", is then used as a mul ti pli r
on the outcome map of the group's deliberation of the problem from i
own point of view. That is, the map-grid for each group correspondi n
the last map at the bottom of Figure 1 is multiplied by the group 's d ision-making weight. These weighted group preference map-grids ar th n
summed for all groups, and the outcome divided by the sum of the D I _
values for all the groups, yielding a map-grid occupied by desirabili t
judgments from the one-to-nine scale. This is a composite picture of
the acceptability of various cells (sites) for the purpose in mind. Thi
is the approach described above as holding, 0, P, and T constant whil
varying J, or alternately as holding 0 and P constant while varying T n
J. In view of the comment in the preceding paragraphs about the su
fulness of successive iterations trying out different sets of value judgments before deciding on one set, it is perhaps more accurate to de ri
this process as

J1 at T 1 = f( J1 at Tta' J1 at Tlb' ... J1 at Ttnl
to reflect the fact that J1 at T 1 is likely to be the outcome of several
iterations, rather than to describe it as J1 at T. This qualification will
be assumed in further descriptions.
If the outcome of this weighted-group deliberation is a map-grid with
many high values in it, the chances are good that a feasible plan can b
implemented even though the various groups might have contradict
views on specific issues. If no workable plan can be generated using
weights that reflect the reality of power distribution, then perhaps it
is worthwhile to carry out several iterations using an "ethical" or "ou h
to be" image of group weights to see what shifts in power distribu ti n
would be necessary to the implementation of such an image, or what
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compromise strategies as described above might suffice to yield a workable program or plan. The problem of arguing and deliberati ng workabl e
combinations of values for various interests will be returned to after a
discussion of the problem of allocating space among competing potential uses.
The problem of combining several competing uses and evaluating th e im pacts among them growing out of their mutual proximities is dea lt with
in detail in Ward, Grant, and Chapman (1970}. Bri efly, th e approac h is
to deliberate each use individually (for example, housing locati on as the
use or purpose "P"), and then deliberate priority weights among the P's.
The priority weight is referred to as a "Gamma-value" and is used in deriving an evaluation for each combination of competing uses into a mul t iuse whole system.
Once each specific purpose "P" (a specific land use requirement, fo r example, the siting of a housing project or a park) is delibe rated , and an
evaluated grid -map of the solution space "0" is produced fo r purpo e
"P" at time "T" from viewpoint "J ",a new type of ac tivity is required.
Recall the remark that two kinds of activity have bee n involved so fa r:
manipulative, computational activities, mostly carried out by a compute r;
and judgmental tasks carried out by the party whose viewpoint is being
modelled?")". The third type of activity is pattern recogni t ion in the
evaluated map-grid of the solution space. For exampl e, if each cell o r
square in the grid-map represented approximately one ac re, and the purpose "P" was the location of a four-acre housing project, th en th e pattern recognition task would be the determination of which continuous
or adjacent groups of four cells had the highest average value. This might
be further specified in the form of a requirement that the fou r-ac re site
be square, or rectangular with some specified ratio of side lengths, o r
some other shape. The task of surveying the whole evaluated solu tio n
space for the highest valued groups could be carried out by the compu ter
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(in a process of the exhaustive enumeration of possible groups of fo ur,
with the values of each group being recorded and used as the basis o
ranking of all possible groups by average cell value) or visually by am
At present, visual pattern recognition by a human seems to be pref r
That is not to say that once higher-speed computers become avai l bl
for tasks such as this, that the balance will not shift in the direction of
the computer as the performer of the pattern recognition task. The f ficiency and thoroughness of the computer must even then be weigh
against the educat ing and involving effects of human part,icip ation . Th
outcome of the pattern recognition task in the evaluated grid-map of th
solution space is a list of proposals satisfying the requi re ments of siz
shape. The list might be only highly-valued proposals, or, in theca
exhaustive enumeration of proposals by computer, might be all po ibl
proposals. The next task is to compute the average value of the c II
cupied in each proposal, and to rank the proposals in order of de r
average ce ll value. These steps are carried out for each subsystem ( mpeting land use ) individually . Once a ranked list of evaluated propo I
has bee n assemble for each subsystem {for example, a list for possibl
housing sites, a list for possible park sites, and a list for possibl e ho I
sites), then "whole system" proposals are assembled using the morph I
ical box/morphological tree approach described above. Th e objectiv
thi s step is to produce several schemes combining the desired sub
fo r example, one park, one school site and one or more hou sin g site ,
of which is feasible, and each of which is comprised of highly valu d u syste m proposals. Once such a scheme is assembled, it can be assign
"whole system" value based on the average cell values of the constitu nt
subsyste ms; however, such a value would reflect only th e value of th
subsyste ms in themselves, and would not reflect the qualities of mutu
interact ions and impacts among the subsystems.
A "Ga mm a-value" reflecting the relative priority of each subsystem\!
mention ed above. This might be interpreted as a measure of the imp •
tance of a given subsystem in a whole system made up of all the ub
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terns being concerned. A similar measure must now be derived for the
interactions or impacts among the subsystems making up the whole sy stem. For a whole system made up of three subsystems, there are six
"whole system parameters" dealing with possible impacts of subsystems
on each other. For example, using the three subsystems used in the ex amples above, a park, a school, and a housing site, to make up on e wh o le
system consisting of one of each, the possible impacts are:
The influence of:
Housing at location "A":
Housing at location "A":
A park at location "B":
A park at location "B":
A school at location "C":
A school at location "C":
On the quality or desirability of:
A park at location "B"
A school at location "C"
Housing at location "A "
A school at location "C"
Housing at location "A"
A park at location "B"
Thus, there are possible as many as nine Gamma-values and nin e se parate
evaluations for a whole system made up of three subsystems. Th ere mi ght
be fewer than nine- some impacts of one subsystem on anot he r may not
be of sufficient importance to justify inclusion in the evalu ation of th e
whole system. The Gamma-values for each of these nin e or 'fewer e ntities
(three subsystems, six relations among the three subsystems) are judgment
as to the relative importance of each of the entiti es among th e other eight
or fewer, and are conveniently deliberated using the Churchm an, Ac koff
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and Arnoff (1957, Ch. 6) technique previously cited. These Gammaues are judgments made in response to questions of the form:

l-

"How important is the impact of housing location
on school location relative to the importance of
the location of the housing itself; the location
of the school in itself; the impact of the location
of the school on the location of the housing; . .. "
and so on.
These Gamma-values can be conveniently noted as follows:
GAMMAhousing, GAMMApark, GAMMAhousing-park, etc.

In order to evaluate the quality of one subsystem, the cell values app ri
in th e ce lls occupied by one specific proposal, say the location of h u i
at "A", made up of four specific cells, are totalled and then divid ed b
number of ce ll s. In order to weight this evaluation by the rel ative im p
ta nce of the subsystem, the figure so derived is then multiplied by th
system's Gamm a-value. The same applies to subsystem interaction r i
pacts. For a given housing location, a desirability value can be judg d
eac h ce ll in the solution space for the purpose of park location. For ·.
pie, cell s within two minutes walk from the housing might be judg d r
desirable and ass igned a Beta-value of "nine", while those over ten min u
walk mi ght all be assigned "one's" indicating "most undesirabl e situ
with interm edi ate judgments for intermediate distances. Thus for an
whol e system made up of two or more subsystems, it is possibl e t
nstruct in te ract io n or impact grid-maps for each specific proposal forth
locat ion of a given subsystem that can be used to derive a measure of
dieted quality for the whole system when combined with the evalu at i n.
of each of the subsystems in itself.

RO

Figure 2

The construction of an evaluative
grid-map for the impact of park
location on housing sited at "A".
Housing Site "A"
9
9
8

8

9

8;9

9

9

= 8.5

Park Site "8"
In Figure 2, a specific housing site proposed at site "A" is placed on the
grid-map in the appropriate cells. Then Beta-value or desirability judgments are passed with regard to the "goodness" or suitability of desirability of each cell in the solution space for the location of a park; that
is, for the desirability of locating a park in each cell with regard to the
impact it will have on housing located at "A". A park at "8" has the
value 9 and 8 in the two cells comprising location "B"; therefore, the
value of the impact of the park on the housing is 8.5, or 8.0 + 9.0 divided by 2, or the sum of the values in the cells occupied divided by
the number of cells.
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Refer now to Figure 1. If the housing site "A" were to be placed n th
evaluated grid-map of the solution space at the bottom of Figure 1, th
value of housing at site "A" would be:
7 + 8 + 7 + 5,

4

12 = 6.75
4

This value of 6.75 is on the one-to-five-to-nine desirability scaled
previously 1 and it is made up of three judgments:

ri

1. The judgment as to which parameters to include.
2. The Beta-value judgments within each parameter.
3. The Alpha-value judgments as to the relative
importances of the parameters included.
To incorporate this value for housing itself at site
"A'', a fourth value judgment is required:
4. The Gamma-value judgment as to the relative
importance of housing among the three subsystems and the six possible impacts among
the three subsystems.
If the process of deliberating the housing purpose in the solution h din volved more than one interest group or party ("j '') 1 then there woul
have been a fifth value judgment incorporated: the Delta-value jud m ,
of th e decision-making power {or, alternately 1 "right to say") of
h "J •
Th ese five types of value judgments are key elements in stru cturing tlhi
approach to the space-planning process in a form in which th u r r
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clients rather than their professional consultants make the significant
value judgments. The nature of this approach to user participation in
the space-planning process is to break the space-planning process down
into components that finally lead to these types of judgments, elicit the
judgments from the users themselves in a user education repetitive iteration process that goes on until the users are satisfied that they have
reached a point at which they have confidence in their judgments, and
then recombine the many partial judgments into overall decisions using
an aggregation function.
The overall evaluation of a whole system proposal is arrived at as follows:
Entity:
Site
Pro[Josed:
Housing "A"
Park "B"
School "C"
Housing-Park
Housing-School
Park-Housing
Park-School
School-Housing
School-Park

Average
Cell
Value:
6.75 1

8.oo2
7.90 2

8.50 3
6.25 2
7.1 o 2

Gamma
Value:

Product:

4.0
1.0
2.0
0.0
0.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.0

27.00
8.00
15.80
.00
.00
8.50
6.25
7.10
.00

1 See figures one and two for the derivation of this value.
2 Assumed value.
3 See figure two for the derivation of this value.
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Sum of
Products:

72.65

Th e sum of the prod ucts, shown above as 72.65 , is t he preliminar m ~
sure of predicated quali ty forth is partic ul ar whole system propo I, m
up of housing at "A", a park at " B", and a schoo l at "C". The fin I m
sure is arrived at by dividing this f igure by the sum of the Gamm ' ,
10.0, yielding 7.265 . This figure is from the one-to-five-to-nine
I
whi ch nine represents "most desirab le" and five indicates "neutr I d ir~
ability".
Similar single-va lued measures of performance or quality wou ld b
fo r each of several feasib le whole system proposals, and th e best of th
several wou ld presumably be t hat one with the highest measure f pr ~
di eted quality, give n co nfi dence in the valu e judgme nts passed.
A user-partic ipation space-p ian n ing process for three subsystems r ur~
poses, P1, P2, and P3, looked at from the viewpoi nts of several int r t
groups, might be diagrammed as fo ll ows:

Given: "0", the land area or solut ion space in which the purp s ar
bei ng located 1 like a city, or county, or ne ighbor hood. "T1 ": th t rtin
t ime.
Tim e:

Pur12ose:

Partic iQants:
The planner,
decision maker,
and obvious
clients.

T2

pl

Same

r,
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Activity:
Deli berate
what su bsystems
shou ld be planned,
resu lting in th e
decision to plan
su bsystems P1 ,
P2 , and P3.
Deli berate the
matter of who

T 8 through T 13

T 14 through T 19
T20

Pl, P2,P3

should participate
in the decision on
this subsystem, and
how they can be
brought into the
process. Decide on
parties J,, J 2, and J3Deliberate P1 among
J 1· * (Parameter
choices, Beta's, Alpha's)
Deliberate P1 among
among J 2 . * (Parameter
choices, Beta's, Alpha's)
Deliberate P1 among
J3· * (Parameter choices
Beta's, Alpha's)
Deliberate Delta-values.
J,,J2,J3
Subsystem
proposal
J,,J2, h
generation.
Repeat steps T 2 through T 7 for P2, with
a new and possibly but not necessarily
different group of J's.
Repeat for r 3 .
J 1' J2, ... Jn

Deliberate Gammavalues.
Assemble whole system
proposals, deliberate
inter-subsystem impacts,
evaluate whole system
proposals.

*See earlier remarks about times T 3a' T 3b,· .. for successive reiteration
by the same "J" as part of the process of educating himself with regard
to the problem and his interests.
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Thus the who le task has been broken down into a series of thr
f tivi t ies: manipul ation, judgment, and pattern recogniti on.
judgmental tasks have bee n performed by the variou gr ups in
w rking as a dec ision-making group, the individu al judgm ent r r mbined into overall measures of performan ce for each whol e sy t m pr p s I. An additional judgment to be made in th e process is a to th f
f ggr gat ion function to be used in the re- asse mbly. The pr bl m
f ggrega tion functions is beyond the scope of this paper, but will b
t k n up by the author in a forthcoming paper. The assumed aggr g ti
f un ct i n in the process described here is a simple weight-mul tipli d
ditiv model, in which the score or evalu ation is multiplied by th jud
weight of imp orta nce and the resulting product summ ed with imil
ducts for other aspects or parameters. Alternate forms are ppr pri t
f r me problem typ es, including those in which the exerci e f '\c
i e ntial.
A further probl em grows from the question, "Who should p rtr rp 1 ?"
bvi usly, the initial dec ision -making group will be made up f th ult im t decision maker (usually he who pays), a pl ann er of hi h in
or n advocate-p lanner who has man aged to gain entry int th d i i n
m king pr ces , and perhaps so me obvious cli ents. The deci i n 1 ' I
i II wed to part icipate is in th e hands of th e ultim ated i i n m h. r
wh in s me cases may not be a cli ent in th.e sense of bein g au r 1. II.
he broadening of the base of who participates requires ith r rnrn
the acq uiesence of or th e replacement of the ultim ate decisi o n m h. r. In
the
e of co mmunity facilities, there is always reco urse to th I
I pr cess to alter the composition of the ultimate decision -m kin
he question," Who should participate?" is in fact second ary t th 1
"Wh o should dec id e who participates?" One approach is tog n r t riteria f r participation or representation and for th e weight in th d
process that is to be held by each participant that are acceptabl t tl
party with the initial decision-making power. Anoth er is to publi I pr
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pose the composition of the participants convincingly enough that the
initial decision maker feels forced to acquiesce. Another is to displace
the initial decision maker by some means or other. Another is to remove
the decisions from the sphere in which the initial decision maker holds
power, for example by invoking jurisdictions beyond his power. In cases
wherein the initial decision maker is a public body, presumably motivated by the best interests of the community and a desire for justice, the
first approach may be adequate. In cases wherein the initial decision maker
is a private profit-motivated party, one of the other approaches is more likely to be appropriate.The manner in which an ethical image is brought to
bear in the real world over the obstacles provided by a realpolitik that is
not in harmony with it is beyond the scope of this paper. It seems to th e
author that decisions in the sphere of space planning on the community
scale should be made· on the basis of a "weighted" democracy in which decision-making power on a specific issue is distributed in accord with som e
image of "right to say", rather than on a one-man-one-vote basis of existing power distribution at the time the issue is raised. History does not offer many examples of the establishment of democratic decision proc dure
democratically, and the short history of attempts at user participation in
design offers examples wherein the existing power structure is succe ful
in preventing any broadening of the base of decision-making power (Rittel, "Democratic Decision Making", Architectural Design magazin e, April,
1972, pp. 233-234). The approach to this problem proposed here is to attempt to model an "ought to be" image of power distribution. Th en the
technique described is used to test the sensitivity of the evaluations appearing in the evaluated solution space for a given purpose to altering th e
power or weight distribution from the existing toward the ought to be. If
the sensitivity to alterations in the power distribution is small, it is not
worthwhile working on changes in the weighting or power distribution. If
the sensitivity is large, then it is worthwhile seeking compromise proposal
or a real world alteration in the decision-making weight or power distribution. The strategy appropriate to bringing about shifts in decision-making
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w ight or power in a community is probably not transferab le fr m n
ituati n to another, and will probably have to be developed ad ho in
eac h pr bl em setting.
A key problem in many space-planning problems on th e communit
is the simu lation r representation of the interests of groups th t h
t
n t yet been id entified as specific persons, or who may not h v
int ex i tence. This is a basic problem in such areas as the pi nnin n
d ign of public housing (see Grant and Thompson, 1970, p. 81 ). Th r
_re many approaches to this problem that merit further invest ig ti n in
th future, including gaming simulation, other role-play ing appro h ,
ce nario writing, and the use of existing clients in other existing itu ti
for exa mpl e, using a group of residents in an existing housin g pr j r
decision-mak ing participants in the planning and design of an w n
The str ucture for discussion proposed here is the 1.8.1.5., or i su infor mation system (see Kunz and Rittel, 1972; Protzen, 197 2; r nt ,
1972, and Dehlinger and Protzen, 1972). Rittel defines inform ti n
a h ngc of knowl edge, and the I815 as a structure for argum nt ti n
in whi ch changes of knowledge might be produced. The basic I m nt
f th e I815 is the issue, a question stated in the form, "Should th r
be ... ?" An issu e that elicts one answer that is agreed upon by th p rt icip nts ceases to be an issue and becomes a question of fa t. For
h
is u , there are several possible positions (Yes; No; ln adequ at r lrr 1v nt question; Yes, but ... ; No, but ... ;) and many possibl e argum nt
supp rting each position. There are topics that group issu s nd
ti n of fact, and there are references and citations in support f
mcnts. Thus the elements of I 815 are:
1. I sues: "Should there be ... ?", with two or more position t k n
by pa rticip ants.
2. Questions: issues for which only one position or answer i off r
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3. Topics: larger subject definitions that group issues and questions
around specific problems or problem areas. A specific issue or
question might belong to several topics.
4. Positions: Offered in response to issues.
5. Arguments: offered in support of positions taken on issues.
6. Citations: references offered in support of arguments.
An example of an issue is:
1-1:

"Should there be a subsidized housing program for
low-income families in this town?":

1-1 IP-1: Yes. (Position 1 on issue 1-1):
I-1IP-1IA-1: (Argument 1 in supportof1-1IP-1):
Such a program subsidized by HUD will bring in
money that will benefit the local construction
industry and provide salaries for construction
workers. See literature citation L-206.
1-1 IP-1 I A-2: Such a program will provide decent
housing for families that cannot now obtain it, and
this will benefit the community.
1-1 IP-1 I A-3: The construction of new housing will
make it possible to locate low-income housing in
better neighborhoods and better school districts
instead of concentrating them in lower-class neighborhoods with typically poor quality schools and
social services. See L-318.
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1-1/P-1 /A-4: Building decent housing in projects
in carefully controlled areas will allow the community
to put potentially dangerous people together away
f rom good neighborhoods and where an eye can be
kept on th em.
1-1/P-2: No.
1-1/P-2/A-1: If these people had worked like I did
t hey could have good housing without our help. To
give th em good housing even though they didn't
work and save for it rewards laziness.
Obvi ously, for a given position, arguments may be offered t hat t m
quite opposite worldviews (see 1-1/P-1/A-3 and A-4 above).
An exampl e of a related issue that might quickly be convert d to
ion of fact is:
1-2 : 1-2 : Is there a source of federal subsidy for such project ?
1-2/P-1: Yes. The specific program numbers are ...
Whi ch might have originally been posed in the form, "Should ou id
sidy be sought?", and subsequently reformulated into 1-2 (whi h
ul
be renumbered to 11Q-2'') plus perhaps:
1-3 : "Should we seek funding from HUD for a program ? "
All of th ese issues and questions might be grouped und er sever I
top ic , like "Housing", ''Community Development", and " Welf r "
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For a given topic, T-1, an I Bl S might develop as fo llows:

T-1
1-2

1-1
P-1

P-2

P-1

P-2

A-1

A-1

A-1

A-1

A-2

A-2

A-2

L-5 7

A- 3 l
A-4
L-207

T-2
Q-1

P-3

A-ll
A-2

I

P-1

L-21

A-3

P-1

P-2

p.

A-1

A-1

A· I

A-2
A-3

-

I

L-117

There might be relatio ns among the issues themselves of the fo rm, 'S u cessor issues", " Predecessor issues", "Related issu es", and so n. Th
various refere nces and relations that develop in th e course of argum ntation in the IBIS format can be recorded in accessibl e and retr c bl
for m in matrices an d trees . The progress of argumentation might typ icall y be traced o n printed forms with spaces for th e foll owing sort f d ta :
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
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Issue num ber and date.
Stateme nt of the issue in the form, "Should there be. . . ?"
Exp la nation or context if necessary.
Positio ns taken, and by whom .
Argum ents offe red, and by whom.
References and citations.

7. Who raised the issue?
8. With regard to which project?
9. Topics to which the issue relates.
10. Successor issues and questions; predecessor issues and qu esti on
related issues or questions.
11 . Alternate issues offered in lieu of this one.
12. Purpose of arguing this issue? (To reach a decision? For what
action?)
13. Most recent date of argumentation.
14. Current status: decided? shelved? rejected and replaced by n
alternative issue?
15. Record of entry into appropriate matrices and trees.

Several forms for IBIS have been developed by people engaged in pr •
limin ary work . A sample of one is on the following page.
Th e specific rol e of the IBIS proposed for this approach to u rparti cip ati on in the space-planning process is as the stru cture for r U·
mentati on and decision in the process of making the valu e jud m nt
required of th e overlay model space-planning technique des rib d
Issues debated in the course of defining and proceeding throu h
probl em might include such things as:
"Should we work on Problem A?"
"Should group B be invited to participate in the
argumentation?"
"Sh ould we address the problem of a satisfactory
combination of purposes X, Y, and Z ?"
"Should we agree on the following Alpha- and
Beta-values for the decision identified by
o1,P 1,T 1,J 1?"
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Statement of the issue in th e form : "Should th ere be

?II

Issue Number: Page:
ACM7-

20
Date raised:
Explanat ion or context if necessary:

Who Raised It ?
Project t:o whi ch
related:

Positions taken o n th e issue: (State positio n and by whom taken)
Designation : (131O-P3) desig nates position 3 o n issue 310) By whom?

Topics to which
related:
Successor issues and
questions of fa ct:

Arguments for/against each positio n:
By whom?
References:
Des ignatio n: (131 O-P3-A1 design ates issue 310, post ion 3, argument 1)

Predecesso r issue
and quest.ion off, t:
Related issues, nd
qu e t ions of fac t:
Alternate is u :
Purpose of di scussi ng
thi s i uc :
1. To reac h a
deci ion ?_ _
Among whom?
For wha t act ton?
2. Other:
La t date on whi h
discussed :
Was a fina l posit i n
taken?
Summ ry of urren t
statu :
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and so on. Recall that several specifically identified judgmental t
were described in the analysis of the overlay model space-plann in
technique. They were such things as:
What purposes to pursue.
What solution spaces to investigate.
What parameters to consider within each purpose.
What weights to give the various parameters
(Alpha-values).
What desirability judgments to make with in each
parameter (Beta-values).
What relative importances to assign to various
purposes (Gamma-values).
What decision weights to assign various participants (Delta-values).
What Aggregation Functions to employ .
What strategies to employ in attempting to reconcile ethical or ought-to-be images with reality
in terms of the distribution of decisionmaking power.
The proposal here is to employ the IBIS as a means of stru ctur d n
recorded debate in passing the determining value judgments in or
to generate proposals and evaluate them using the overlay mod I
space-planning technique described above.
Ideally, a given community might undertake to organize the man
of data that it collects and files in a unified form that could be ut n
icatty converted into the descriptor grid-maps required. Then thi d
could be used in specific space-planning problems with a minim um
preparation cost. In a forthcoming paper, the author will describ
posal for ordering urban planning and building data in grid-map f r
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in order to allow its accessing in question-answering form at, as well a t
allow its use in a space-planning procedure like th e one descr ib d b v .
An extension of the proposal here is the setting up of a procedure wh r in
the planner, acting now as an educator and "midwife" rath er than
n
who passes judgments on behalf of others, could set up his o wn rei tlv ly
inexpensive special-purpose mini-computer system with portabl inpu t
and hard line output devices that could operate over teleph o ne lin e nd
could be carried to significant meetings of interested parties. The y t m
could either be owned by the public planning agency and h ve st r d
standard grid-maps describing the major characteristics of th e a.g n i '
jurisdiction or it could be owned by the planner who eith er u e th
computer descriptor grids of the planning agency or generat s hi wn
grids. At any rate, the system would be special purpose in natur h vin
few functions other than hand Iing CASAT and possibly m j r inf rmation retrieval system which is highly desirable in pi nnin g pr j ct .
The advantage of using a microprogrammed computer is th abili ty t
achieve the flexibility and characteristics of a large-seal xp n iv
mputer, which would be needed in this case, with minim al o . Thi dvantage is usually achieved by sacrificing the speed of th
p n iv
computer. But the programs for this proposal are relatively m II nd
could be "firmwired"in fast"read only memory" (ROM) devi , t hu
achieving the optimal use of the system.
The central processing unit under consideration is th e Meta-IV built by
the Digital Scientific Corporation but similar equipm ent i manuf tur
by a number of companies.
The system consists of a terminal control processor and a central pr cessor. The need for two processors is solely for speed. On e i d v t d
to the execution of programs. The other is used to answer requ t f r
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se rvice f rom terminals. One central processor would be sufficient f r
processi ng with only one remote 1/0 device . If the system was e p n
to include simultaneous processing at seve ral terminals, the full
uration would be needed.
An interesting possibilty would be the concurrent handling of sev r
interest gro ups that are assigning various alpha and beta valu es and
reciev in g their independent results at their own terminals, then at
predetermin ed time all work could be combined with app rop riat
mma valu es so all concerne d get an immediate graphic response to t •
tal conse nsus.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . .....
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THE USE OF GAMING SIMULATION TECHNIQUES AS A MEA
TO STUDYING THE PLANNING AND REDEVELOPMENT PR
OF LATIN AMERICAN URBAN COMMUNITIES:
THE S.A.U.C.O. GAME

In troduction

imu l

n

nd Ga mes

h retical Basis
f the Exercise

The game is des igned to provide some insight into the mann er in' hi h
the planning and urban renewal process occurs in Latin Am ri an n .
munities. Very bri efly, the goal of the pl ayers in the gaming imul li
exercise is to des ign and develop an urban renewal proj ect or pr r n
for an ex isting community of 40,000 people in an area of 62 H . he
S.A.U.C.O. Game is part of a study concerned with the analy i nd
exp lo ration of the different social, economic and politi ca l probl m
which ar ise during the pl anning and redevelopment proce of L rin ·
ica n urban communities, with special reference to a case tud in \1 n
zuela, The San Agu st in Community- Caracas.
Simul ation s are o nly analogies of a past, present or futur r I li
omena. Games could be said to be formalized conflicts in whi h It
strategies are studied in order to solve a conflict situation . Th
a fixed set of rules. The convergence of these two techniqu i g, rnir
imul atio n, which is mainly concerned with the developm ent f It rn ,
trategies to try and solve conflict situations with a para ll el m nip ul. ri
of a certain number of variables that are set-up in a given contr II
vironment. Gaming simulation is th en an operational concept wh i h
be easily transferred into a Game by establishing an operati n ~ I
in ord er to study the different aspects of a probl em and po ibl
the outcomes of alternative strategies of action.
The gaming simul ation exe rcise has two main purposes:
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To provide an environment whereby participants
may learn about the total situation through the
medium of their own experience, knowledge
and intuition, as well as gaining an understanding
and awareness of the process and conflict situations involved in the area under study.
To assess, evaluate and pretest the urban renewal
program proposed for the San Agustin community.
It was thought, that the achievement of these two main purp
depend on the following intrinsic objectives:

w uld

To get participants to exercise their judgment,
knowledge and intuition of a particular situation,
so that they can evaluate their own and other's
performance as well as assess and evaluate decisions and actions during the rounds of play.
To get participants to exercise their judgment
and assessment of situations within a structure
of conflicting values and objectives, so that they
are able to establish probable reactions and social
outcomes as a consequence of particular decisions
and actions taken by antagonistic groups in terms
of objectives.
In our exercise, we have tried to apply a systems approach to th study
of the social conflicts of the problem area. Therefore, the essenti I
elements of the social matter have been determined. Though w r
aware of the fact that the selection of these essential elements r ubjective -or a matter of choice for the designer of the exercis - nd m ny
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of the elements which have been selected may be difficult to measu r r
quantify. But social conflicts do appear in social systems and usu al!
social systems very often include one or more physical systems so th
social systems may be tackled by systems theory using sub-model s ith
quantifiable data.
The type of data which has been included in our system approac h t
social problems are those like values, attitudes, preferences, etc.; th
significance of this type of data, we know, is difficult to expres in numerical terms of the typical systems model. However, the neces ar
ev idence which proves the occurrence and measurement of certain int, n
gible events has been produced with the help of certain sub-mod I
eva luatio n which include quantifiable data.
P r ived and Interpreted
R ality as a Concept of
Socio-Political
Pl anning Games

Role definition in gaming simulation requires a full understanding
the basic patterns of perception of the aspects of social reality th at r
relevant to a particular role. This requires a particular knowledg f th
social reality the role performer shares and of the place he occupi in
the structure of society.
Consequently, we think that if a role is to besignificant in a gaming
cise then information about his perception of reality must be incl ud
in it, otherwise the actions, decisions or, in short, the perform an
the role will not reflect the social behavior he is meant to portray . In
this study it was intended to avoid this methodological problem b including that type of role information about perceived and interpr t
reality which allows the presence of the ambiguity th at mak e r I
cial systems difficult to understand.
But the information about the form in which social reality is p r i
and interpreted would differ for different players. In other word , iv n
a particular situation the events, activities, and objectives of that itu, -
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tion may mean different things to different people. Reality in this case
may vary in its interpretation and perception. This phenomena is not new
and it has been called by Schutz (1969) "Multiple realities".
Nevertheless, for semantic reasons in our study we have defined it as
differing perceptions and interpretations of "a reality", though it is not
intended to establish a unique and individual definition of the ph enomena but rather to stick to a terminology which adapts more closely to
the particular situation in our problem area. This differing perception
and interpretation of a reality arises particularly from differing objec-·
tives. If people have different objectives in a particular situation, they m y
perceive different aspects of reality as more relevant than others. Consequently they may interpret and evaluate the outcomes of the situation
differently, based on their previous experience and knowledge of reality.
C. Greenblat (1972) pointed out: "Multiple realities often arise among
those variously situated in the social structure with resp ect to threats,
dangers, and liabilities they are exposed to as well as the altern ativ
open to them . To understand social reality one must understand no t
only the social structure but the different images of reality that individ·
uals have so that types of behavior can be identified." In this exercise,
it was intended to outline the main constraints and opportunities that
characterize the behavior of the member of the urban community subject of study. We also tried to outline-according to C. Greenblat's
method-a role definition matrix in order to show how all agencies which
are involved in the exercises define their situations and the events that
transpire them. In this way we hoped to design a model that would operate like the real life system of the problem area, in that it will simulate
both the structural elements and the differing perceptions and interpretations of reality of the agencies involved.

bjectives of the Study

The basic objectives of the study can be expressed as follows:
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To explore the use of gaming simulation techniques in the development of tactics and strategies of action when conflict situations arise
between urban communities and planning organizations in a specified environment.
To provide a mechanism which will permit urban
community groups as well as planning institutions
and non-community groups, to test the effect and
consequences of particular strategies of action
when facing social, economic or political conflicts
as a result of an urban renewal program in a Latin
Am erican community.
Methodology of the Gaming
Simulation Exercise

Areas of Research

In order to achieve the above stated objectives, it was thought th
simulation of a real situation of conflict in a Venezuel an co mm unir
would be the best way of assessing the use of gaming simulation t h·
niques as a means to studying the planning process of an urban LatinAm erican community. The simulation would be one which involv
number of agencies and groups, each making decisions which may ff
the situation on a particular problem related to the "whole" fram e
Each group would base its decision on an assessment of the situation
related to their own interests. An environment would be provided ' ith i
which the relationships between decision-making, and the interest n
objectives of given groups in a changing situation, can be explored.
There were a number of areas which we thought should be resear h
so that a comprehensive assessment could be given about the feasibil it
of use of gaming simulation techniques. These areas of research can
described as follows:
a)
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Would it be possible to use Planning Gaming

Simulation (P.G.S.) as a tool for identifying
social conflicts in the process of urban redevelopment of squatter areas?
b) Is it, in fact, possible to use P.G.S. models
to lay out strategies of action by both community and non-community groups?
c) Would it be possible to use P.G.S. fo~ identifying the relationships that can exist between pub Iic bodies and private enterprise
in the process of urban redevelopment of squatters areas?
d) Is it possible to use P.G.S . models for
identifying the interaction that can exist
between political, social and economic pressures in the process of urban redevelopment
of squatters areas?
e) Would it be possible to use P.G.S. models
for identifying the key decision-making
elements in the process of urban redevelopment for squatters areas?
f)
Is it possible to use P.G.S. models for teaching
the community to find out the impacts that
group action caul d have on the decisionmaking cycle of the Planning Process?
g) Would it be possible to use P.G.S. models
for teaching and training community groups
and leaders to become aware of the potential
use of the technique for self-planning of
urban communities?

. ciple Topic of Discussion

The principle topic of discussion in the exercise is the assessment and
evaluation of the consequences of an urban renewal program which has
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been presented by the Local Authority for the San Agustin community. It was suggested that three main courses of action wou ld be followed to attain the intrinsic objectives stated previously :
The assessment and evaluation of the "attractiveness"
of the community under the urban renewal program
conditions, in terms of its economic, social services
and environmental improvements.
This assessment and evaluation would be carried
out in relation to the operation of certain numbers
of "sub-models of evaluation".
imul tio n Components

The simulation exercise is formed by five basic components:

Network Model s:

There are two in the exercise. One which describes the conventional
traditional pattern of inter-relation (i.e. information flows, decision
feed-back loops, etc.} of the agencies involved in the planning pro
This network model is called "Conventional Diagram of Functionallnt •
relations". The other operative network model describes and defin th
operational design of the game, and it is known as the "Operational
Diagram of Functional Inter-relation".

ubmodel s of Evaluation:

They are designed to provide the grounds for bringing together a wh
set of factors or variables, as well as actions and decisions which ar t "- n
by th e different agencies involved in the exercise as part of a total itu, •
tion. In other words, they provide both the accounting system forth
ercise and the criteria and bases upon which judgment about a giv n itu.
tion may be exercised. There are, in fact, four submodels of evalu ti n:
Socio-Ec onomic Submodel at City Level
Socio-Eco nomic Submodel at Community Level
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General Services Submodel
Social Index Submodel
The basic operation of these submodels is based on the "NEXUS" T hnique and Format, ( R.H.R. Armstrong, M. Hobson) -see submod I
1uation card included.

The Roles:

The roles represented in the gaming simulation exercise included:
The Central Government role, represented by a
team of no less than two players and no more
than four players. They act on behalf of the
Office of Planning and Coordination of the National Central Government.
The Local Authority role, represented by a team
of no less than two players and no more than six.
They represent and act on behalf of a number
of local authorities departments.
The Community Residents' role, represented by
a team of no less than two players and no more
than four. Obviously, they represent the general
interests of the community.
The Entrepreneurs' role, represented by a team
of no less than two players and no more than
four. They act on behalf of and represent the
interests of Industrialists, Local Groups, Foreign
Investment Groups, and Individual Land Speculators.
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The Political Opposition role, represented by a
team of no less than two players and no more
than four. They act on behalf of political parties
of opposition who oppose the policies of the
Central Government.
The National Press role, represented by a team
of no less than two players and whose function
is to keep the country informed of all major issues
occurring in the community.
A role definition matrix was outlined, so that information about how
teams characterize themselves and one another could be included within
the exercise as part of the reality which surrounds a particular role in the
real life situation. Such role matrix contained information about every
role in three basic subjects:
Political orientation of the role in question as
seen by itself and by the other roles.
Role's power as seen by the role in question itself and by the other roles.
Definition of the general conditions of the community as defined by the role in question itself
and as defined by the other roles in the exercise.
The Scenario and
mulat ion of the Problem:

The description and definition of the situation in the problem ar a wa
given to the teams in two basic parts:
A general framework for the exercise as a whole
which mainly contained information about the
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origin and antecedents of the situation, historical
background , analysis of the problem, statistical
information, maps, diagrams.
A second and more detailed part which included
information concerning the roles to be played
by the various teams, some points of reference as
to their future actions and commitments, as well
as basic information concerning the latest behavior and actions which have been taken in real
life by the groups involved in the real problem.
rmulati n of the Problem

The basic problem or conflict in the San Agustin community is r
all information, data, opinions, etc. have been taken from origin I r ords of act ions and meetings held in the community in which th
nflict is taking place. San Agustin is a community located in the v r
center of the city of Caracas. It can be said that 74% of the ar a f n
Agustin is occupied by squatters (ranchos) with its respective, pr ri 1
lack of basic services. The community's population is appr im t I
60,000 people, spread over an area of 62 He. The absolutely pr
cond itions, or indeed the absence of basic serv ices, added to th int r. human conditions of the existing housing situation, produc th t
problems of the Latin American squatter areas, i.e. juvenile delin qu n
crim e, corrupt ion, prostitution, etc. The socio-economic statu f th
commu nity is considerably low. It is basically a working class c mmunit
with high un emp loyment levels. Local authorities decided t put f n 1
an urban renewal program which included the expropriation of m t I
the land in the community in order to build a grand park of 35H . nd
a gigant ic hou sing estate of 10,500 dwelling units in towers of tw nr eight and thirty-five stories high. The community claimed that thi r ~
newal program proposed by the local authorities would bring pr bl m
such as: partial or massive dislodging, rehousing in areas with simil r 1
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worse problems than those of San Agustin, and isolation from their places of work and social contact.
Furthermore, they also claimed that they have not been given a parti cipatory role within the urban renewal program. The inhabitants of th e
community have been trying to convince the Local Authorities of the
need to consider their prime needs. Letters and legal protest have been
carried out. However, the scheme has the "go-ahead" of the Planning
Authorities and the inhabitants of the community continue to live in
uncertainty about their future.

The Game's Manual

The sequence of the game is expected to be of 2~ hours of playing,
which represents five years of real time. The 2% hours cycle is one round .
This round is subdivided into four basic periods:
The Assessment Period
Initial evaluation and program
formulation period:
Planning and negotiating period:
Final evaluation period:
Total:

The Assessment Period

20 minutes
30
45
15
125

minutes
minutes
minutes
minutes

Assessment of a list of proposals of the urban ren ewal progra m proposed
by the Simon Bolivar Center are carried out by each team, according
to implementation requirements in terms of tim e, space and resources
of the proposals. Particular recommendations about th e sche me are made
by each team, as well as probable decision and actions to be taken by
them. This stage will lead to a clear identification of th e tea m's opinion
and policies about the proposed urban renewal program.
The scheme's proposals will be listed and they will have a price or amoun t
of resources to be implemented or carried out. At th e start of pl ay each
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team will have a certain amount of resources, and in successive rou n
play it varies according to the power or units of influence they po
This will show the power each team has in relation to the other to implement the program's proposals. The next step in this operation i
the teams to identify those factors of the "sub-models of evaluation "
which are affected as a consequence of having chosen a set of prop I
,Initial Evaluation and
Pr gr m F rmulation Period

Planning and
Negotiation Period

General evaluation of each team's assessment about the program i m,
by the two appointed conflict groups. The first conflict group is om
of one representative of the Central Government team, one repr nt t i
of the Local Government bodies, and one representative of the Entr preneurs groups team. Conflict group no.2 is composed of two r pr
sentatives of the Community Residents team and one representati
Opposition Groups team. Each conflict group may choose one pr p
out of the list of ten and establish the social, political and econom i
consequences of it. Record of this evaluation and program formul ri r
per iod must be kept by filling in the consequence evaluation card pr '
During this stage each team is provided with the two proposal s el
by the appointed teams. Negotiations among the different team il l
take place on those issues which represent conflict points in progr m
policy matters . Therefore, at the end of this operation a redistributi n
in the power or units of influence pattern might occur as a consequ n
of persuasive maneuvers of particular teams; in other words , team will
gain units of influence or power from their competitors.
On the other hand, teams may lose units of influence and reso ur
to poor performance, which in turn will be judged by the gam op rl r
who will rely on the operation of the "Submodels of Evaluation " t
exercise his judgment. A positive or negative increase effect r p tively in the variables included in the Submodels of Evaluation will I ,
to an increase or decrease in the "attractiveness" of the communit .
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Therefore, a team which has gained power as a result of persuas ive maneuvers during the negotiations, could either equal or exceed the number
of units of influence of that team which has lost power due to its poor
performance. When this happens, then the t eam whi ch ha s been equa lized
in its units of influence by a competitive team must lose its role place
in the structure of the game. Such changes in the structure of th e gam
must be recorded by the game operator on the form provided.
During this stage teams may also request any necessary infor mation from
the game operator, bearing in mind that each requ est fo r informat ion
card has a price of five units of resources plus five units for each item
requested.
inal Evaluation Period

This period is provided for the teams to give a final eva!uation of th tot I
situation in terms of social , economic and politi ca l co nsequences fo rth
proposed program after negotiations have occurred. The particul r p li y
position of each team and the most current description of the actual
situation must be clearly defined. This desc ription will for m the ini ti
ground for the next round of play.

The Gam 1ing Simulation
Model Description:
Game Participants

The participants of the game were mainly postgradu ate students and
some members of the staff of the Transportation and Env iro nmental
Planning Department, University of Birmingham. Th e total numb er of
participants in the gaming simulation exercise was fifteen. The age of th
players ranged between 23 and 35 years.

munica tion Techniques
Used in the Gaming
Exercise

In order to have a record of the team's activities, we dec id ed that the
following items should be included in the exercise:
1.
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A packet of six forms or cards was provided for each tea m, so that
they could communicate to the control operator table all their a t ivities.

On the Data Collection
Devices Used in the
Gaming Exercises

2.

A cameraman with a video-tape equipment was provided, wh
move all around the room. This T.V. equipment was used to
open forum and television interviews, through which play er
openly express their opinions about a particular issue to th en t i
in general.

3.

Verbal communications at all times during the exercise were f d in
a tape recorder.

During the exercise four basic recording devices were used:
The Special Cards
These included:
An assessment card
A submodel evaluation card
A consequence evaluation card
A negotiation card
A record sheet card
A post-negotiation evaluation card
Each of these cards contained information about the name of th t m.
number of the card, round of game and date of the exercise. The r
were basically used to collect and record all information concerning t .
strategies of action, decisions, recommendations, assessment of situ ti
etc.
The Round Evaluation and Control Card:
To evaluate a round of the game a special device was created whi h'
named "Game-Operator Round Evaluation and Control Card" (
ample of card included); this device would also serve as a "Decisi
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egy testing Matrix", namel}', by using this matrix it would be possible to
test if the decision or strategy of action taken by a team has in fact been
an effective one; did the team lose power and resources as a result of its
strategy of action or did it win them? This card was designed upon two
main assumptions:
Decisions and strategies of action can be evaluated
in terms of the rewards or losses that they might
bring to a team as a result of their activities during
the game.
To study human behavior by observing players'
reactions to those events which in one way or
another obstruct the achievement of their own
interests, objectives or goals. A number of parameters have been taken into account in the design
of this Round Evaluation and Control Card:
1)

Performance: This parameter is measured
by the game operator according to what the
particular team has scored in the "sub-model
of evaluation" card.

2)

Negotiation Behavior: This parameter is
measured by the game operator according
to the behavior of the players during the
negotiations. It aims to identify which team
has been the persuader or the persuaded
during the negotiations.

3)

Resources Invested: This parameter is measured by the game operator, and it gives an
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in dicat io n of t he way in which teams have
spe nt th eir reso urces and more important
whet her it has bee n co nsiste nt wi th future
imp leme nta ti on requirements needed to
have a co ntinuous patte rn of resource investme nt.

f tl

xp rim nt

4)

Power: This parameter is again measured
by the game operator. It gives an indi cation
of the rewards and losses that a team may
have as a co nsequence of its perform ance
of negotiat io n behavi or during th e round
of game.

5)

Game St ru cture: This parameter is in clud ed
to record all changes in th e gam e structure
which are produ ced by th e evalu ation of
all those parameters described above. This,
in the end, will give an indicat io n of: How
effective or rat ional was th e parti cul ar decisi on or st rategy of ac ti on take n by a part icul ar team? Wh at was th e f inal result of
its act ion or dec isio n?

i th l .
Ace rd ing to the result s obta ined in the si mul at io n, it can b
considerable degree of simil arity was ac hi eved . The mod I did , in • t,
r se mb le the real life sit uat io n of co nf li ct of t he San Agu tin mmun tt
he r pr s ntat ives of the mod el ca n best be seen when omp rin thl:
r ult f t he act ivit ies that went o n du ring the exercise with th r .I itt
itu at ion of conflict describ ed in th e sce nari o. Over 60 p r n1 f 1 I,
n id r d that the gaming simul at ion exerc ise was reason bl r I.
re m f their ans wers: "All partic ipants involved in th g m t ~
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their positions quite seriously". "Reasonable, so as in real life. The influence and power aspects of the game contribute quite considerably to
make the game real". "When knowledge of the game became familiar,
time was not long enough for players to continue to get a higher degree
of involvement; had the time been longer the exercise would have been
more realistic". "It is difficult to become involved with your role when
you play with people you already know".
In general, the game provides an effective structure in which events and
activities take place at different times with a dynamic involvement of participants. Some players felt that what made the game dynamic were two
things: First, the negotiation period, because of the form in which teams
were confronted with each other. Second, the power factor of the game
permitted them to actually take over other players' positions, and see how
the structure of the whole game could be changed.
These types of comments by players are clearly confirmed by the results
of the game itself, and by tracing the video-tape and recording transcriptions of the negotiations or newspaper interviews. In fact, 90 percent of the
players thought that the game provided a dynamic structure of events.
The following are some of their answers to the questionnaire: "The second round of the game was very dynamic, because players had more confidence in themselves. They knew more about the total situation and the
dynamic mechanism of the game." "The game is quite dynamic in terms
of time; the existence of a stepping process to carry out the activities contributes considerably to make it dynamic". "The whole situation of the
game is dynamic. It was actually a real situation ... " "All players tried
to make the situation real and therefore dynamic". "The negotiations
period is very dynamic as the different teams are confronted with each
other". "The dynamism of the game lies on the urgent solutions put forward in the urban renewal program".
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The fact that teams did not share the same inform at ion about th r t I
situation of conflict of the community and therefore they had di f r n
"interpretation and perception of the reality" of the game, m d th
ing exercise resemble considerably the real life situation of th
community. The concept of "differing interpretation and per pri n
reality as a new game, produced in the players a high degree of un rt. i
about the total environmental situation of the exercise. This un rt int
corresponds in a real-life situation to the diffi cu lties and un certain!
by the agencies involved in the planning process when tryin g to und
the social behavior of those members of the social structure of th
nity they are trying to plan for. It also corresponds to the d iffi ulti
by these agencies when trying to identify the images of real it th t
institutions of planning agencies carry, and which ultim ately m k th n
adopt certain kinds of typical behavior during the planning pr
. \ 11
regard to this aspect players' answers were: "Information about th rt:. l 1
of the situation in the San Agustin community was misl eading n 'm
uous. I think my information about the situation was different t th
other teams". "There was some lack of information about th ri hr r I
the Entrepreneurs. At times I did not really know what th w nt d"."
information about the general conditions of the community w
to the information of the other teams. It was misleading!" . "AI
know why any team loses its power,although I think th at th p '
highly related to the wealth of each team". "I fe lt very unc rt in b
different people had different interpretations of the game".
With regard to the planning aspect and according to the r ult
th
ercise, the San Agustin game has a number of potential out m
can prove to be of great help for those agencies involved in th ur n 1
development process of squatters in Latin American communi! i It i
thought that the game helps to identify planning strategie f t i
was possible, through the game 1 to explore and identify th k d
making elements in the urban renewal process. Play er' opini n
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the implications of the gaming exercise for urban planning policy was
tested; the type of answers obtained were of this sort: "It helps the planning policy -makers to be aware of the probable reactions of those agencies involved in the planning process, and, therefore, to be more cautious
about their decisions as well as to begin to study social problems that
might arise as a consequence of a particular planning policy". "It would
serve as a guiding device for planners and the outcome of the gaming exercise could possibly be one of the solutions to the particular urban problem under study, although not necessarily the best or more practicable
solution". " ... It explores the number of probable solutions that might
be given to urban renewal problems". "You can get an idea of how such
urban renewal problems can be solved".
It is interesting to notice that 90 percent of the players considered that the
San Agustin Game can have significant use in the following areas:
Teaching planning students.
Identifying the social conflicts caused by urban
renewal problems.
Teaching community members to organize group
action in order to influence decision-making
bodies.
Some 70 percent of the players considered that the game can also be used to
explore the relationships between public bodies and private enterprise
during the planning process. However, only 40 percent of the players consid ered that it could have a significant use in such fields as:
Urban policy testing device in Local Authority.
Self-planning urban communities.
For laying out strategies towards citizen participation in the urban renewal process of
squatters communities.
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A Brief Discussion of
the Experiment's Outcome

/

It is difficult to assess the potentialities of the game and its out m ' rt
only two rounds of game played. In fact, many outcomes of th , min
simulation exercise remain to be examined in more detail. It w uld
be naive to try to interpret those outcomes that we have alread
ined without any reservations; simply because there were a num
constraints which undoubtedly affected the results of the gaming imulation exercise. The main constraints and difficulties were:
The very small number of rounds of game that
were played. This no doubt greatly affected the
validity and reliability of the study. Two rounds
of the game gave us a very restricted amount of
evidence on which to base judgments of the
feasibility of the game itself. However, we do
not pretend to consider the results of our gaming
simulation exercise and particularly those results
of the San Agustin Game as conclusive; on the
contrary, we just consider them as a starting
point or pilot study to what can be called in a
Latin American context "Socio-Political Planning
Games".
The lack of proper space to carry out the exercise.
Some players thought certain activities of their
roles ought to be performed with more privacy.
The use of testing questionnaires becomes another
item that may have influenced the results and
validity of the gaming simulation exercise. The
use of testing questionnaires has one main difficulty and this is "subjectivity". People when
filling out such questionnaires tend to be ambiguous;
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and if they are asked to rate any particular item,
then they tend to be emotional in their rating.
However, such difficulties can be avoided by
playing the game several times, and also having
different players in each occasion.
Players were all from different nationalities. Group
behavior is greatly affected by the differences of
the members of the group, particularly when such
differences are cultural in terms of nationalities
or economic in terms of status.
The conditions of real group behavior can be best achieved if real subjects or people who are familiar with both the environment and the Latin
American socio-political context are used for playing the San Agustin
Game.

Conclusions

The events and actions which took place during the game, as well as the
proposals laid out in the urban renewal program which was accepted by
the teams, suggest that the basic social problems of the community in
question were clearly identified throughout the urban renewal process
simulated in the game.
It is clear from the results of the first and second rounds, that the agencies involved in the gaming simulation exercise did actually establish
clearly their strategies of action. The Game also allowed players to assess the effects of their strategies on the general conditions of the community ; they could actually see the effectiveness of their strategy according to the rewards of penalties imposed on them as a result of their
actions and decisions. However, players' activities during the two rounds
of game and the outcome of the exercise constitute strong and considerable evidence to say that planning gaming simulation models and
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indeed the San Agustin model could prove to have very su cc ful r
suits, if used as a tool to lay out strategies of action by all agen
involved in the planning process of urban communities.
For example, from the results of the "open discussion" whi h w nt n
during the second round of the game, it is clearly see n th at a numb r f
important issues were raised, e.g. citizen participation, rol e of th
preneurs in the planning process, economic probl ems of und er-d
countries and the responsibility of Local Governm ent in f ro nt f u h
problems, etc. Therefore, we believe that the gam e does in fa t h I I
identify the basic relationships that can exist betwee n pu bli b
private enterprise in the redevelopment process of squatt r
Venezuelan community.
The outcome and actions during the game suggest th at pl annin
m·n
simulation models is highly useful in the explorat ion and id ntifi • t i n
of the key decision-making elements in the urban renewal pr
squatters areas.
Players did certainly get involved ir:~ the situ ation . This ca n b
in the video-tape by the type of discussion which was held durin
negotiation period of both rounds of the gam e. Th e fac t th at n
with other teams implied that teams could in fact get the supp rt
er groups, and therefore become stronger in political and
meant that players would feel more motivated to lo o k for group
All this seems to suggest that it would appear to be po ibl t
ning gaming simulation models for teaching all agencie in v I
planning process particularly groups, to find ou t th e ou tcom
pact that group action could have on th e decision -making y I
other hand, pl ayers' opinions after th e rounds of the g m
this optimism, since over 80 percent of them sa w a signif i
to actually teach the community the advantages of group ti n.
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One of the fields in which this kind of gaming simulation exercise
would have a relevant use and which will open a new dimension in
planning is in the area of self-planning urban communities. Theresults of the game suggest that it is possible to discuss and lay out an
urban renewal program. The game provides the necessary structure to bring
out the important planning issues of a given community, and the necessary framework where these issues can be discussed.
The dynamic factor of the exercise by which the structure of the game
changes with respect to roie positions, allows the groups involved in the
exercise to assess and evaluate their strategies of action in terms of the
achievement of their own goals and objectives.
Finally, it is necessary to point out that at present further research and
improvements of the S.A.U.C.O. game are being carried out at the Simon
Bolivar University, Institute for Urban and Regional Studies in Venezuela.
This includes the possibilities of making the game machine-operated (computer} rather than manually operated as it is at the moment.
On the other hand, part of our research work at the Simon Bolivar University
includes the modification and adaptation of the computerized gaming
simulation model M.E.T.R.O.-A.P.E.X. to the Venezuelan Planning Context.
Therefore, we are considering the feasibility of making the S.A.U.C.O. game
machine operated so that it con be incorporated into the M.E.T.R.O.A.P .E. X. model.
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THE EVOLUTION OF A PLACE TO DWELL: ANATOMY
OF RESIDENTIAL SITE AND DWELLING DESIGN AS A
PARTICIPATORY PROCESS AND PRODUCT

Background

Much of the design activity loosely referred to as residential site pi nnin
is usually focused on the resolution of environmental facto rs, m th
of production, compositional criteria, evident function alism , econ mi
optimization and logistical packing problems. Th ese con cerns, th I
of utilitarian and remedial interventions to combat ninetee nth· ntu
excesses, have produced remarkable normative accomplishm ents. D light, sunlight and ventilation penetrate every habitabl e room : n ~
sanitary facilities and presumably open space, for the most part h
eliminated the inhuman conditions which decimated popul at ion in
the past; playgrounds and greens surround buildings and the haz rd
vehicular traffic is often removed. Shelter has even bee n mad mor
able to a broader range of inhabitants in well-in te ntion ed phy i II
healthy (therefore assumed) socially redeeming residen t ial envi r n .
Yet the quality of life in the architectural products of the Mod rn P ri
which codified most of the utilitarian/biological standard s du ring th
last half century, has been less than satisfactory. Tradi t ional
i I n tworks (although some argue they are anachronistic) are not a
m d, I
aggregations of dwellings rarely respond to life styl es and cul tur I
and the solutions based on logistical packaging, constru ctio n d t rm ini r
or sculptural urban compositions, as well as the crusad e fo r salub ri
have only offered emptiness, uniformity, boredom and misfit.
In the early nineteen-sixties, growing unrest and con t inued di n
ment with the bio-logistical practices of residential si te pi nnin , r m
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some physical designers to react against the shortcomings of their own
belief system. Aware that dwellings and their extensions and contexts
could not be submitted into formal, logistical, technical or helio-biological preconceptions, designers sought answers in new images, new techniques, and new ideals.
Some dissatisfied with the inadequacies and inequalities inherent in tall
buildings amidst bucolic settings seized on the continuous and unasstJming urban texture images of vernacular habitat. Cellular buildings hugging
the ground, would somehow make shelter socio-culturally appropriate
and foster the return of social networks. Others attributed their inability
to cope with the multiple and complex factors in the design of dwellings
on the lack of reliable information, hand! ing and processing. Scientific
discipline, the logic of applied mathematics and the computer would somehow disentangle the vast intricacy of phenomena and avoid ever again
making a misfit between socio-cultural factors and physical configurations.
Still others reacted ideologically to the role of designers having to make
proscriptive decisions about the life patterns and cultural values of dwellers they did not know. To them the path toward congruence and more
responsive solutions would be found in the involvement of people, if not
actually designing their own dwellings.
Precedents

The images of Mediterranean villages and Hopi pueblos in due course
became another stylistic vocabulary onto which were grafted behavioral connotations. And although "low-rise, high-density housing"
fell prey to over-simplistic sociological determinism and later to picturesque aesthetic and techno-industrial dogma, it nevertheless
contributed new insights to residential site planning.
Horizontal organizations of dwellings demonstrated that in most contexts
(within limits) there was really no reason to live off the ground. Cellular
buildings, hugging the ground also exposed the uselessness of traditional
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open space in the periphery of buildings; even after being mani ur d n
cosmitized they resulted in little more than SLOAP - "space lef t o r, t
planning 1 :• Contact with the ground, however, required acco un t bilir
and avoiding residual areas since less of the ground was being I ft p n.
The extensions of dwellings could no longer be left to chan ce or ' hin ,
but had to perform the role of a structure of connective tissue. Hov '
artificial, the picturesque images of diversity borrowed from vern ul.
contexts, also suggested an alternative to the clinically pr ist ine ob j t
of an earlier era. Shelter no longer had to be stuffed into Car te ian nvelopes and could assume its territorial and cellul ar identity. Th u in r
of the premises of "low-rise, high-density housing"- dwelling a t rritorial cell and a structure of settlement as a conn ective fabric of r nsions- residential site planning gained at least an inferred a war n
the interrelationships between behavioral factors and th eir plhy i
confirmations.
The scientification of design, over-emphasis on procedures nd th
grafting of technique from without (rather than th e evoluti on f b rt r
understanding of the problem from within) did not resolve th
m I
ity of design nor produce solutions more congruent with the u r .
"Methodology", despite rigor was too often rendered ineffec tiv
I he
lack of information. At times it was also transformed into a d t rministic tool , far more hindering and circumscribing th an th e tr dl iti n I
design practices.
But the systematization of design (explicitness and prec isio n) did initi. t
the demythification of the activity of the architects and pla nn r . H, vin,
to be clear in the definition of problems demanded procedure t
1 rn
ilize the design activity; it also required discourse by mea n of di u si r ,
criticism and argumentation . An objec t ive design dia ,logu e beg n r un 1. See Architectural Design, Volume 38, Number 9, Septemb r, 1967.
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cover structural characteristics of form which were based on systematic
interrelationships of topology and geometry. The analysis of morphological implications subsequently contributed new outlooks about design
elements as discrete entities and delineated areas of space interdependent with function-objects and activity territories.2 Thus an understanding of simultaneity, and the generation and combination of components
into alternative systems could be based on taxonomic classifications of
prevailing physical attributes in components such as size, contiguity, and
boundary definition. Systematic problem-solving methods offered residential site planning almost infinite configuration opportunities to match
particular socio-cultural contexts. And externalized procedures, as well as
design morphology began to make understandable the implications of
priorities and trade-offs, and therefore the essential role of values in th e
making of these judgments.
Lack of a common language, thwarted the desire of designers to involve
users in the design activity. In addition, condescending, sentimental or
social guilt motivation without the support of procedures and too often
the absence of mutual interests inhibited most good intentions to engage
inhabitants in the decision about their dwelling environs. "Participation"
evidently had to be more than just asking what was wanted or providing
de facto "take-it-or-leave-it" choices.
Notwithstanding the limited skill of designers to communicate options
and the mediocre solutions which resulted from a equally inept dialogue,
"participa~ ion" made dwellers realize they could influence th eir surroundings.
2.
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Christopher Alexander. Notes on the Synthesis of Form. (Cambridge,
Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1964}; also C. Alexander et al. ~
Pattern Language Which Generates Multi-Service Centers. (Berkeley,
Cal.: Center for Environmental Structure, 1968); see also N.J.
Habraken, "The Pursuit of an Idea", in Plan 3, 1970.

Designers also learned that users have opinions, preferen ces, a pir ti n ,
and expertise about what environs can and should be and th at c mpetence did not reside solely in professionals. User in cepti on) ho\
r
had to be activated; continued interest and involvement in d ci i n-m,
had to be nurtured by argumentation and, if necessary , by contr
Participatory residential site pl anning had to inform decisio ns, pr i
understandabl e alternatives, make the consequences of choice ·pl i it.
cultivate user and surrogate autonomy. Even so , user participati n i
necessarily guarantee more congruent solutions; it only app ro h d
fit than proscribed and preconceived answers. It also delega ted aut n n
over priorities and tradeoffs to the user, thus removing th ew -th '
and assured participants th e satisfaction of having made th
judgments, whether reliable or inaccurate.
Intent and Hypothesis

In residential environs , man as a social being attempts to fulfi ll hi t n·
dency for collectivity; man also exercises his crea tive pote ntial b th
ordering and structuring of habitat, influencing social co mmuni ri n
and the collective consciousness. At this fund amental leve l II m n rc
designers, given their ability to conceptualize spatial relation hip r
distinguish physical attributes and to classify entit ies accord in t pr •
vailing characteristics) To engage the parti cipation of u r f
gates, design must transform the complex synth esis of ph y i I
into discrete entities and manageable components; a design pr
also provide classifications of common characteristics, as o i ti
relationships,4 which lend themselves to raising diverge nc of rnr n.
Th e size, aggregation and contiguity attributes of habi tatio n fun ri n/
3.

Jean Piaget and Baerbel lnhelder. The Child's Con cept ion of
(English translation, New York: Norton & Co. , 1967).

4.

Alexander Tzonis. Towards a Non Oppressive Environm nt.
(Boston : I Press, 1972) pp. 34-35.

objects and activity territories can convey and elicit functional and
iconic associations and meanings.
To be useful, a definition of components on a dwelling site must be reductive but encompasses both use and configuration. One model to address the conception of dwelling as a territorial cell (on a surface or as
a volume) presupposes sheltered and open living spaces for an individual
or social unit, and specifies the relationships of dwelling to the ground
plane and the means of access and service. The disposition of activities
within a cell and in boundary margins and zones, furnishes statements
about privacy and collectivity or identity and anonymity. Dwelling
cells, the private domains, are linked to a framework of shared extensions. In the connective fabric of extensions are found the networks of
pedestrian and vehicular movement and common open space for passive and active recreation. Open space and vehicular space, as conceptions and by their relationship to dwelling cells, and their configuration
and location, can elicit the nature of activities, the frequency of use,
levels of amenity and convenience and symbolic connotations.5
Dwelling cells, open space and vehicular space, as entities or activity
territories on a dwelling site lend themselves to physical characterization.
Each can be sized, dimensioned and allocated a relative proportion of the
ground plane. A site area thus becomes a container with an initial capacity which is then altered by the building of additional superimposed surfaces. Allocation of the ground to each component can reflect logistical
limits (standards or economic demands), as well as social preferences
(building height, amount and type of open space or vehicular access convenience). The frequency of aggregation or interval of sized site components, establishes a grain and texture of development and describes dis5. H. Weber. "Dwelling on Dwelling", (unpublished manuscript, 1973)
chapter 3, "The Quest for Congruent Design in Dweller Assertions and
Designer Reactions".
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tribution organization. More specific arrangements to enabl e nd pr
clues for the performance of life patterns can be exa mined in th
uity of components. Degrees of proximity and coin cidence of o
,
are determined by boundaries and links and can approxim ate onfi ur. •
tions. Site capacity, and the distribution and overl ap of dwell in
II ,
open space and vehicular space offer explicit concepts to addr d\ 11ing congruence; as argumentative issues they provide a judgment
work for participatory design, intended to activate th e experti
iate the values of users as surrogates.
The point is simple: residential site planning has thus fa r had m r t
with proscribed hel io-biological factors, methods of produ ction,
sitional aesthetics, evident functionalism, econom ic optimi zation n
logistical packing problems, than with dwelling. The resul t in n ir n
ignoring socio-cultural values have been predictably dismal. If, h ' ' ,
systematic, simple concepts can be structured into an ex plicit and n •
municable decision-making vocabulary for discourse in de ign, d' II
themselves will be able to act rationally in their own behalf- pr
designers assist, relegate judgments to users and surrogate , and
to an established judgmental framework.
Definitions and
Assumptions

CAPACITY
Capacity is essentially logistical probing as a refl ection of amen it in
quantitative terms, giving as a product the intensi ty of developm nt
acre. All components are assumed present on a site and ar all o t d.
area on a per capita (dwelling) basis on a ground plan e, natu r I r m, n·
made; superposition or layering of territories, increases the ar
container. The allocation of space per dwelling includes: shelter
of a dwelling on the ground plane as a function of average buildin h i. t
private open space; vehicular space as a function of th e ca r/dw II in r. fl
the extensiveness of the road network (a function of di stribu ti n
l 1
age) and any stacking; pedestrian access space; and any publ i r r , ti n
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space. Capacity as a product of amenity choices, rather than a density
preconception, can be stated algebraically as:
_ _ _ _ _ _4.. :. :3: . . ;,=5-=-6-=-0_s=::=gJ...:. .:. . ft.:. :. _ _ _ _ = dwellings
Ad+ AcQK + Ad/N + P0 + R0
acre
N

V

3

where:
Ad

= average

N

= the average number of floors of sheltered

dwelling area; in normal market
distributions of dwellings varying in occupancy from 1 to 8 persons, the average
dwelling area given F.H.A. standards} is
usually 1,000 sq.ft.

space
Ac

=

Q

= road

K

= car/dwelling ratio

V

= average number of stacked parking levels

network coefficient; rarely less than
1.5 ins. in double loaded parking lots using back-up space for access; as high as 4.0
in. detached single family houses.

Ad/N
3
po

minimal area for a parking stall sharing
a common access and back-up space with
another vehicle, or about 300 sq. ft.

=

pedestrian access space; generally 1/3 of
the area allocated to a dwelling cell, but
not less than 100 sq. ft.

= area of private open space; when provided a reasonable area is equal to the "I iving"
space within the dwelling.
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R0

= area of common recreation space; in

attached developments private and common
open space are generally allocated between
1/3 and 1/5 of the total land per dwelling.

DISTRIBUTION
Distribution of activity territories on a residential site examine on1 O·
ent aggregation in graphic form; the frequency or interval of compon n
is represented in arrangements which range from concentration to di rsion as limit conditions of complete agglomeration and total fragm nr. •
tion (whether random or uniform). Assuming the same scale of n i
ation, concentrated open and vehicluar space are aggregated in on
tion; concentrated dwelling cells have no direct connection to th
plane. Similarly, dispersed open and vehicular space are attach d t
dwelling but not joined with other segments to form larger seal r
dispersed parking shares common access roads. Dwelling cells, ho v r,
whether dispersed regularly or randomly, can also be attached in lin
chains to define other activity territories and must have direct a
the ground plane. The idea of a cluster as one (or a series of) int rm i
point(s) between concentration and dispersal has no universal ac pt. 1
It can only be a relative conceptual measure established on apr j t
user basis. Clustered open and vehicular spaces are shared segment
rn ing larger scale realms, related to or defined by aggregations of dw II in
cells. Clustered dwellings form identifiable "nodal" rather than "p ri h
al" aggregations maintaining direct access to the ground. The 3 it
ponents arranged in at least 3 distribution patterns offer (within th
its of packing geometries), 27 combinatorial possibilities, (Cn).
Three alternatives(+) are geometrically impossible; if 2 compon nt 1
concentrated, there are no available interstices to distribute th third.
Four alternatives can be disqualified (*)on the basis of function I r ur
dancy; it does not make much sense to concentrate dwellings nd irh
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disperse or cluster the open and/or vehicular space. Distribution patterns
do not have to be Iim ited to homogeneous arrangements.

vehicular space
open space
dwelling cells

d

c

k

(concentrated)
k

(clustered)
c

(dispersed)
d
d

c

k

d

c

k

d c k d c k d c k
d c k d c k d c k k c k d c k d c k

OVERLAP
Relationships of contiguity or overlap can be expressed as topological
configurations to distinguish 4 conditions at the scale of dwelling aggregations: dwelling cells to common open space; vehicular space to common open space; dwelling cells to vehicular space; and access to the
other components (examined by its proximity to open space). Three
additional conditions at the scale of dwelling, relate a single cell to its
immediate extensions of access, service and exposure, through private
open space as mediating element. The generation of alternatives relies on
on a range of connectivity and proximity notations for boundary conditions. Coincidence suggests 2 activities occurring within the same
realm. Activities spilling into each other and sharing mutual areas across
an ill-defined boundary represent an intersection condition. Clear definition of contiguous realms sharing only a common boundary is understood as adjacency. And linkage of 2 territories across a third mediating
realm is described as connection. The application of overlap conditions
requires additional qualification. In aggregated dwellings, dwelling cell/
common open space relationships are understood to mean containment
of open space by dwellings. Unions and proximities of vehicular space/
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dwelling cells are defined as superposition or stacking; and the onti
of vehicular space/open space, means either the layering of open
vehicles or the degree of mix on a common surface.
dwell. cell /open sp .
•

open sp./veh. stor.

co in cidence

c:J) intersecti on
(X) adj acency
Q><() co nn ect io n
Overlap relationships between a single dwelling and its ex ten ion r
generated by examining contiguity of access and linking or bu f rin
private spaces. The condition of coincidence is disqualified a op r ti
ally incompatible. Combinations of relationships offer 15 op tion whi
can be expanded by the introduction of vehicular space; how r thi
condition is best addressed at the scale of dwelling aggregation .

00

0<0

CD

0><0

00

pedestri an access
dwelling ce ll
pedestri an access
private o pen space
Cl dwelling cell
• open space
11111 ' pedestrian access
''"' servants access

.
: : l__j vicw
2.exposu re
~

dwelling cell
ve il icl e storage
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dwel ling ce ll /ope n space
pedestrian access/ope n space
dwelling cell
vehi cle storage
... open space
• open rd
log imp

The bounding of open spaces, the combination of territori es, and the
superimposition of land uses, provide the overlap conditions to generate
alternative dwelling aggregations. Combinations of relationships offer
144 possibilities, of which 66 are reasonably feasible. Disqu alified options are either logi cally impossible (o), or operation ally incompatibl e
(o), e.g., if dwelling cel ls and open space are connected, then access and
open space can not be adja~ent (nor interested or coincid ent) . Similarly,
adjacency between dwelling cells and vehicular space prec lud es adjace ncy
between vehicular space and open space, unless the open space is co n-
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nected. Operational incompatibility is evident where coin cid n
position) between dwelling cells and either intersection or oin
between vehicular and open space, would require th e coverin
space.
Capacity distribution and overlap are intended to be exam in
/
tially as successive approximation of physical confirm ation
or surrogate values. As aids to design, based on physical attribu t
function/objects and activity territories, they provid e an it r ti
sion-making agenda; but the sequence also accommod ate r tr in
the sizing and topological positioning of realms whi ch evok nd
vate preferences and meanings, the process serves as an in t r ri
vice, which performs both programmatic and syn theti c ta k im ul r. neously . The intended formal product is a spatial and territorial 1 u 1 r
for a residential site, a framework of connective tissu , with in ' hi h
dwellings are integrated. This framework or parti then h to b d f 1
to a given context and developed into a concrete impl m nt bl h •
sica! solution. Development includes the structuring of a ti iri
th
functions within the accepted dwelling cell territory, aff t d
pre-established dwelling extension criteria, a build ing f bri
micro-climate and the reality of economic constraints.
Application

The previously defined participatory and transactional design pr
applied and developed on a sponsorship proposal forth
rg
Urban Renewal Area, New Brunswick, N.J . by the Urban L
er New Brunswick and The People's Workshop (a cornmunit
laborative) . A community task force, composed of Urb an
other community group representatives, as well as int r t
r
and residents of the development site and potential n w inh bi t nt ,
served as surrogates meeting on a weekly basis for a p riod
m nt h
Attendance varied from 15 to 25 persons of which 6 t
t t nd
larly; about 100 people participated over the entire per iod f d
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Three architectural students and this writer served as the design staff, and
an economic consultant, an attorney, a prospective contractor and an
architect-of-record volunteered their services in hope of being eventu ally
retained as commissioned consultants. Developing a proposal through
participation was motivated by the leadership of the Urban League and
the community task force concerns to make available culturally and socially congruent dwellings for low-income residents. Direct involvement
in the design and decision-making process was equated with obtaining
control over physical surroundings and lives and a means to strive for
greater economic participation of minority citizens in the building industry.
ntex t and Program

The sloping, 9.8 acre urban renewal site (condemned 8 years earlier,
awaiting development sponsorship and not yet cleared) is located on the
deteriorating edge of a city core, immediately adjacent to an arterial road,
which separates it from an inaccessible riverfront park. On two of the
boundaries are high-rise residential projects, one of which is public housing, and the second (across a distributor street) is a subsidized previous
renewal effort. Along the remaining boundary street are potentially reusable institutional facilities. Through free-wheeling discussions during
the initial meetings, in which the design staff offered factual evidence
on the site and its surrounding context, the task force established a development program and objectives which included:
*a pedestrian link (bridge) to the riverfront park by a grade-separation
crossing; *a protective buffer (planted earth berm) from the arterial road;
*controlled pedestrian connections to the surrounding residential areas;
*provision of personal service and convenience shopping on the site;
*rationalization of the vehicular network and site access off a single,
widened feeder street along the institutional site boundary; *incremental development as infill or in phases to permit any necessary relocation
with a minimun of disruption and inconvenience.
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Income limits under available funding programs and correlat: d h u
hold size distributions for the city, as well as shelter demand , fu ni 1
the basis for a logistical program. The dwelling/household di tribut i n
adopted by the task force included: 20%, 1-2 persons(600sq. ft.);
3-4 persons (750sq.ft.); 20%,4-6 persons (950sq.ft.) ; 15%,5(1,250sq. ft.); and 15%, 8-10 persons (1,400sq. ft.).
Site Development Discourse

Context and program objectives revealed two clu es for th e dev I
of the site: a Iink to the riverfront park offered considerabl f r
in the allocation of open space within the site; the reloca tion p li . I
suggested a grain or texture of cellular development enabling in r m nt
implementation. Subsequent discussions uncovered task fo r
tt irud
preferences and preconceptions about each of the site co mpon m . ht
was an unquestionable rejection of high rise living. Home own r hi r
house with a private yard, where one could open the door nd I t hildren and pets out, and have an assigned place to park. Walk-up • tn
not higher than 3 stories were considered acceptabl e as long a th r
few dwellings sharing a stair, to avoid conflicts over maint n n .
was considered a place of safety, a shelter from danger and t rn I tht
r,
and a place for protecting the household and its belonging . Th
an essential and principle possession, not only had to be on ni nr t
the house, but also located in such a way that it could be a u II ur r
vised by either its owner or neighbors. Large parking lots wer imp r I
to supervise, inconvenient to dwellings and inadequate fo r th
and maintenance of the car. Private space was easier to co ntr I, n " '"'
common areas were desirable, they had to be large enough t p rmit
active play. The ensuing task force/design staff discour e void d u in.
process jargon and addressed the concepts not as abstraction but r. th r
as means to utilize a site and interrelate dwelling activiti .

,
••

........... ........

Capacity

An initial decision on the number of dwellings was engaged using a table
representing the capacity equation. The table gave a range of alternatives
reflecting the attitudes suggested previously . It provided comparative sets
of options and consequences for apportioning the site (per dwelling); the
average dwelling area used was 1,000 sq . ft.; building heights were arbitrary
averages not exceeding wal kup Iim its; vehicular access and storage areas
were based on 1.2 cars per dwelling and an extensive road network (0=1 .9
to 1.5); and the open space areas were the consequence of the previous
fixed inputs.
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Ad / N

600

525

450

525

450

3 75

45 0

375

300

375

300

N

1.7

1.9

2.2

1.9

2.2

2.7

2.2

2.7

3.3

2.7

.3

1500

1400

1300

1350

125 0

11 50

1200

11 00

pO

200

250

300

15 0

200

250

100

150

Ro

450

500

550

250

300

35 0

200

25 0

300

700
200

600

65 0

175

150

Total

21 50 sq. ft .

D/ac re

20

175

125

150

1750 sq. ft.

150

125

4

0

AcQK
Av
Ad / N
3
S.T.

125

100

1000

1050

9 0

200

75

12

125

17

100

It

1500 sq. ft.
30

25

The task force chose to maximize open space without e
II
ing height of 3 stories. It rejected any altern ative outsid e th
lim it ,
entertained the implications of developing from 250 to 300 d\ ll in
the site . A decision was reached after a total of 200 sq . ft; f
was described and paced as a private yard 14 feet squ ar f r
as a tota l common area equivalent to 15 urban hou se lot (25
Consideration of the programmed accessibi li ty to th e riverfront
included in a tentative decisio n to attempt 300 dwelling,
more t han 2.7 stories in height.
(S)

(4)

(3 )

(1)

(2 )

sq . ft.
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

14fi

built la nd/dwelling,
average bu ild ing he ight
vehi cu lar access a nd
sto rage
pedestria n access
pr ivate o pen space
comm on open space
to tal land/d well in g
appr . dwellings/ac re

7
2.7
600
12
150
2 0
1500
0

4

Distribution

The task force attached to dispersal the meaning of self-suffiency and
private use of either parking or open space by each dwelling . Clustering
was understood as sharing by a small group and concentration as a single place used by all the residents of a site. "Home ownership", an incrementing development and small supervised parking lots , reduced the
number of distribution alternatives to 12 possibilities after dropping
dwelling and vehicular concentration. The task force deleted 4 additional options by eliminating the dispersal of open space, because common
recreation areas would not be provided. Consensus was also reached on
every dwelling having some private open space, even if it meant trading
common open space for it. Doubt by the design staff about dispersed
vehicular storage within the tentative area assigned under capacity , was
met with a demand for proof by the task force; reluctant to eliminate
further alternatives without evidence, it insisted upon an investigation
of the remaining 8 options. Parking was to be dispersed or clustered, dwellings could be either dispersed or clustered, and common open space was
clustered and concentrated . Diagrams of alternatives included earlier design
decisions relevant to the distribution issue- the riverfront park, the protective berm and the local convenience center. Concentrated open space was
annexed to the berm along the arterial road, providing additional protection
by distance and utilizing the interior slope for recreation. On the diagrams
(to scale) each white dot represents 2 dwellings and each black dot 2 parking spaces (without a network) ; each alternative had 300 dwellings, averaging 2.7 stories in height, and 360 parking spaces.
The task force's reaction to the implications of distribution was unequivocal. The evident advantage of more open space with clustered dwellings
was objected to as "casbah images" and apparent crowding. Explanations of open space efficiency were countered with objections to tight
groupings which would form social cliques; a more continuous form of
development, without insistent and obvious clustering, was desired. Although the diagrams did not indicate a road network, a consequence of
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extensive paved surfaces with dispersed parking was evident; the task
force also noted that dispersed parking and dwellings were maze-like
in appearence. Clustering the open space, however, added a sense of orientation. Parking next to dwellings was considered very desirable, but
its drawbacks reluctantly reduced the alternatives to 2, after the design
staff assured that convenient distance from car to dwelling and car supervision could be achieved with clustered parking. Whether to cluster or
concentrate common space became the single distribution issue to be
decided . Because this decision was linked to how the site components
would be interrelated, it was d.elayed until that phase of the design process was reached.
Overlap

Task force members interpreted coincidence as the lack of distinction
between two or more activities in one area, like parking and playing.
Intersection was understood as a condition where one activity spills into
the area of another, such as the case of a "front stoop" and a sidewalk.
An example of adjacency was represented by a street and a sidewalk and
the relationship of street to backyard clearly communicated con nection .
Given the large number of alternatives., a systematic presentatio n and
evaluation of proximities was not undertaken . Instead , casual discussion
about the interrelationship of components proved adequate to indicate
initial attitudes and preferences.
The car ideally provided a kind of "occasion sp ace" for social gathering
around the activity of maintenance and repair. If cars could not be next
to dwelling, the task force decided 75 feet was an acceptable distan ce
limit, as long as parking cou ld be supervised from dwellings and frequently used paths. Discussion on open space revealed the most critical factors
which influenced the structure of the site. Private open space associated
with house was a place where one could meet the outside world and establish his id entity. One could personalize a house by planting flowers and
present one's image of achievement or status. Questions on where a house-
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hold would gather with relative privacy to eat outdoors, prompt
nsiderable amusement. Privacy outdoors was found und er a tr in
not in the physical isolation of a backyard. Backyards permi t thi
break in , drug addicts to hide; in short, they compromise th
f t
a house by inviting anti-social behavior. Private open sp ace had I II
a toddler to play under supervision from the house. It wa I
pi
where one could sit and converse with neighbors and greet pa r
unlike backyards which are away from where the action is! C mm n . •
cess, like a street, was considered an extension of dwelling, n ' hi h
dwellers exert their control. Dwellings had to be oriented to th t r r,
while being linked and buffered from it by a private open pa , n t intended to provide privacy, but private turf, for non-verbal mm uni • tion and for casual social interaction; an enlarged stoop r fr nt p h,
was an analogy given. Preference for common open spac , I r
n u h
nti, I, 1
for active play, suggested immediacy to dwellings was not
parent's assurance of traffic safety; th e task for ce also in ferr d
ith ut
pedestrian separation in a request to give pedestri ans pri orit
going to the extreme of grade separation.
These explicit preferences made it clear to the design taff th I t I . t
operational single orientation was essential to restrict
Despite traditional negative connotations, "back-to-bac k" h u
vided a clear model. Single orientation would not limi t day ligh t
tilation standards. Dwellings could also gain access from on id nd f.
daylight and ventilation from two sides. Six dwelling ggr g ti n . ltcl
natives were developed to fulfill the task force prefe r n . In
h m
common open space and dwellings were conn ected or adja nr nd rh
relationship of groups of dwellings correspond to a singl dw Iling; 1. r
ing/dwelling overlap varied from connection to adj ac n . In
set of alternatives, open space and dwellings were ith r in t r t
coincident, generating configurations greater th an th e um f th
parking/dwelling overlap ranged from connection to int r

1C()

fEE__
......__.
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latter alternatives were presented to verify dwelling/open p
diacy and confront the unresolved distribution issu e.

imm

Task force review of alternatives rejected a dwelling wi th
double orientation. Overlooking someon e else 's pl ace, wi th
to exit from one's house to meet the person whose yard i b in
looked, was frustrating and unacceptabl e. Stree ts with hou
sides had better surveillance and were more lively . Th e " b
house pattern was at first puzzling; few had ever see n a hou
ground without a back door. But the analogy of an apartm nt
ridor, except with the entrance from th e outsid e wall , r olv d
and the unconventional but acceptabl e solution was end or d.
Aggregation alternatives were presented as only six of man p
binations of dwellings, parking and open space. Al though p rkin n
dwelling was thought to be ideal, convenient and easy to up r i
task force disliked the idea of living around a parkin g lot. T k
bers also realized that the distribution decision (wh ether to lu r r r
centrate open space) was before them. Alternatives illu tr ting int 1
and coincident dwelling/open space made this evident, and t th r,
force a decision clearly hinged around this issu e. Within th 1 "- 1
opinions were split into 2 factions: the "cooperatists" b li d p n
had to be concentrated in order to be useful, and advoca t d m II til
supervised parking areas connected to dwellings. Th e "pri t i r " u
ed parking integrated with dwellings and the clusterin g of op n p, \:
shared by smaller groups. The arguments centered on " hom \ n 1 l il
the value of the riverfront park and the need for sm all er, m r in tim. t
playgrounds and sitting areas for toddlers and th e eld erly . "
argued that play areas for school-aged children could not b
but their most convincing objections were aim ed at th e ph y i I p ~ I 11
which would result from open space clustering. Th e cou rt w r
terized as ghetto-like compounds, Iike 'Catfish Row' or pri n n 1
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plementing the idea of "home ownership". A more continuous pattern,
they argued, would not force people into groups and offer more openness
and freedom. Concentrated open space, they believed, provided more opportunities and possibilities for common action. Small clusters of cars removed not more than 75 feet from dwellings offered greater safety, more
pleasant surroundings, adequate supervision and only minimal inconvenience. The debate was amicably resolved by a vote favoring concentration
of connected open space, clustering of parking connected to distributed
dwellings and the intersection of pedestrian access with a single private
open space.
Task force and design staff had thus arrived at an organization structure
and utilization strategy for a development site, using a simple conceptual
framework. Rational and systematic description of component elements
enabled laymen and designers to establish a discourse. An explicit vocabulary for decision-making allowed dwellers to act in their own behalf and
make informed judgments, and enabled designers to respond to the internal logic of authentic user and surrogate values and aspirations. The resulting program/design product provided a transmittable structural order or
development framework which still had to be adapted to the specific site
context, and in which built space the dwellings had to be infilled.
lling Development

The initial criteria for the design of dwellings were given by the established
program and site structure. Area requirements, distribution of dwelling
sizes, economic constraints, and the desire for self-containment and eventual ownership had been defined by the logistical program. And building
height, site coverage, and the interrelationship of a single-access, single
orientation dwelling connected by a private open space to a pedestrian
network were furnished by the overlap distribution and site capacity agenda.
An examination of single orientation dwellings, given daylight and ventilation norms and using a maximum building depth not exceeding 20
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feet illustrated for th e task force the dimensional impli cation .
shallow and wide front yards, larger household dwelling h d t
modated in three-story buildings. Even so, the area previou I II
to open space would be entirely consum ed withou t pac I fr
or common land. Since these disadvantages of a wid e hou fr nt ·in
ing an increase in the distance from dwelling to parkin g-w r un
to the task force, the design staff was instructed to try ag in ; m r
specifically, seek a solution equally fair to all dwellings, whi h I
a three-story house. This led to developing an altern ativ in \ hi h th
of building was wrapped around two sides of the private y rd · "
house". All dwellings would thus be included in a building
could vary in depth according to household size, bu t not
stories. When the alternative was presented to the ta k f r
ed out that the wall perimeter was more ex tensive, a di ad
could be offset by the sharing of walls and th e opportun it
rti .
stacking made possible in the sloping site.
Probably because of its novelty, th e task force wa attr t d r t h~
house . But the new standard of two-story dwellings whi h
the earlier site capacity choice required a trade-off : le
p n p
dwellings or a new distribution . Th e task force in si t d tl1 t il u
home-ownership, higher than two stories, were too un c n nti n
~r ~
ever, three-story apartments were acceptabl e. Thu a de ign I
to designate 25% or 75 dwellings "apart ments" in three- t r bui ldir
while maintaining the initial average building height of 2.7 t
accepted by the task forc e. Th e compromi se, ho wever, in lu
conditions as : apartments only for half of th e small r h u h ld , d l ,
and young coupl es, to be located in areas wh ere th ere w ul d b m t ·•
Th e design staff suggestion to make a line of apartme nt I n th l: .
street of the site was initially endorsed . Having defin ed th d\
clustering structure and a utilization stra tegy for th e de I pm
made possibl e a first synth esi s adapted to th e spec ifi it
nt
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First Synthesis and
Development

Sit Structure

The initial proposal was a literal graphic translation of the progr m n
development structure adapted to the site. It provided a physi cal r hitectural product to which the surrogate task force could react. D
parking areas and the pedestrian and vehicular networks were w
separate but intersecting lattice grids which fulfilled all the cap
bution and overlap criteria. Dwelling aggregation took advantag
site slope and were superimposed over vehicular storage, thus r du in
distance from house to car and the exposed paved area. The dw llin
accommodated in a constant depth parcel and two parcel width . lr'
a first tangible composite product intended to verify previous ch i
activate discussion and evaluation, and continue to evolve addition I . n
more detailed programmatic requirements. In this sense it bee m b th
phy ical framework to be altered in subsequent meetings and an
similar to the one which had assisted its evolution.
The immediate reaction to the proposal was favorable; theta k r
liked how the private house met the public paths using the court r
which residents could personalize; they expressed satisfaction with th
id ea offocusing all activity on the paths, with "the way we lik t li "
Similar favor was given to the links to the surrounding conte t, th in I
large open space and the parking solution; in particular, th t k
wa pleased with their compromise which minimized the distan
m
hou e to car, separated vehicles from pedestrians, achieved ad qu
surve ill ance and afforded the weather protection of "carport ".
Seri u doubts, however, were raised over the programmed p rkin
{1.2). Many participants had two cars since more than one adult
nd public transportation was inadequate or not available. To n P rt i
p nt it was enseless to build new houses which would force p oplc t
in the street, thus negating all the effort spent in having supervi i n.
Unwilling to reduce open space or increase building height, th t k
had to consider reducing the number of dwellings. After th d i n r,
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estimated that for every dwelling del eted one park ing
be added, the task force settled on a new parking ratio
fewer than 260 dwellings.

t

uld

rn

A second concern was directed at the acce ro d in th it . h y w r
considered too straight, too long and inviting to p d r . Pr p
reduce traffic speed and monoto ny included th buildin g f "bump "
on the roads or introducing " bends". Th latter wa d pt d by th t k
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force because it also resolved th e apparent length. When an illu tr ti
diagram was prese nted, one participant noticed the open area f rm d
where the roads were offset; he suggested they be developed a ltl.:m
areas and th at more could be provided . Two supporting eld erly p rt i •
ipants suggested they would be good places to sit and play ch ck r ,
while watching both cars and people go by. General approval I in luded the criterion of clustering smaller dwellings (more likely for ld rl
residents)at the pedestrian/vehicul ar intersections.
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Dwelling Cluster

Discussions at this scale of the proposal were focused on outdoor storage
garbage removal and the drying of laundry outdoors. For refuse and garbage
removal, two alternatives were adaptable to the site structure since municipal
service could not be provided to each house.Collection points could be
made available at each parking area or a project maintenance staff could
collect from normal household containers at each house, at regular intervals.
The second option would incur an operating cost but collective containers
were always messy. The most convincing argument offered, questioned
the logic of scattering sizable garbage points, a nuisance, instead of individual house storage units and a central collection point used by maintenance
staff. When consultation with the funding advisor indicated the extra cost
would not create a burden, the issue became how and where to store the
individual containers.

(j)
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A garden shed for both the storing of garbage cans, and for gard n r
outdoor furniture and play equipment was an ev id ent answer.. Whil
ining altern at ive locat ions, task force members also raised the n d
defining the turf between courtyard and path on t he ground; th t rr
above the parking were adequ ate . The suggestion by so me to build f n
to keep out strangers was countered by the elimination of surveil! n
over the path, if fences were too high. Both the shed locat ion and
definition were resolved by a design staff suggestion eve ntua ll y d
raise the level of the cou rt a few feet and allow each res ident to I
the shed at any point along the public boundary.
Wh ere to dry laundry outd oors generated some of the most h at d
arguments, particularly betwee n young and middle-aged worn n.
un,
wom en obj ected to using the private front yards, sine it woul d i
the area the appeara nce of a slum . Perm anent laundry lin e woul d lu •
ter the polite and only sid e of dwelling. The opposition di mi d th
argum ent as pretentious, claiming that those ashamed to u th ir r
should go to the laundrom at. A suggestion to introduce sha red dr in
yards was considered accepta bl e, but only if the propone nt t k th
job of official laundry guard to prevent theft. A vote fi nall y d f at d
the provision of shared laundry yards an d accepted leaving th h i
on whether to use front yards to eac h resident.
Dwelling Cell

Alth ough the co urtyard house had been ap proved in principl e, mu h
remain ed to be esta bli shed about prefe rred life patterns within th dw II·
in g. Init ial norm al inquiries abo ut how living space was u d r tr mpt
to gather clu es about att itudes on hou sehold privacy or vi itor ' rit u. I,
yielded very few guid elin es. Th e des ign staff therefore appr a h d lht:
defini tio n of dwelling as a ser ies of tra de-offs within th e pr vi ou I
li shed area limits. Alternat ive sizes and locat ions and nu mb r f
upants in bedrooms were coupled to co nseq uences in living, dining, nd
kitchen spaces. Similar trades were formulated with storag , b th , ntrance and circulation, and within the sleeping and living ar
160

Some of the salient criteria screened from this procedure, although by
no means comp lete, furni shed a reasonab le profi le of held values. Requirements for entrance to house inc luded access to various parts while
being able to avo id other members of the househo ld. This was particularly app licable in exte nded households which included adult re latives.
Preference was indicated for one bedroom, separate from the household
area and with some independe nce for either a re lativeor teenager. Alt hough a few task force members expressed the desire for large kitchens
and minimal "formal living areas", a dom inant fact ion suggested that
living space sho ul d be flexible (meaning not subdivided ) while kitchen
was onl y ancill ary. Lastly concern was expressed over the need for additiona l liv in g space, such as a basement playroom in the largest 8 or 10
person households.
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With these requirements the design staff developed a set of dw II in
using a fami ly of simil ar components. Al l dwe ll ing sizes were fitt d " irt
in the co nfines of the land parce ls; 8-10 person dwellings, how v r, t
reduce inter nal circu lat ion, had to gain day light and ventil ation fr m
the bac k wall. Wh en the schemes were prese nted with an exp lana ti n
the large dwe lli ng exception, the task force notic ed that both th dri'
ways and site perimeter had no openings . Thi s would make n n in
the driveways and windowless buildings on th e site edge would b unfr iend ly. Windows told t hat peop le lived th ere and avoid ed th "pri n
d
look" . The house plans, if windows faced driveways, were appr
without further qu est ions.
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More schematic proposals to use similar dwelling plans as apartment
were also developed. By using the site, slope dwellings cou ld be tacked
and maintain the courtyards without having to climb more than 1 1/2
stories. The alternatives illustrated parking options which gained acce
from either a service driveway ad jacent to the street or within the site.
Access to dwellings in both alter natives, however, had to be from th e
public street. The task force reaction was surprising. The driveway adjacent to the street was seen as an obstacle which would make the proje t
front a parking lot. In both schemes residents had no reason to ever
n
enter the site. Th e dwellings that happen within t he site should b
from the outside and not hidd en by a wall of buildings! Th de ign
staff was chided for having the tendency to want to build wall (pri n)
everywhere_ But eve n after being reminded that extending the ite pattern to the edge would reduce the total number of dwelling to about
240, the task force remained adamant and instructed the de ign taff
to do so.
Building Fabric

Design staff efforts to elicit task force preferences for form and app arance attributes of house proved again futile without a vocabul ry to
activate discussion and selection. Most comments remained at th I v I
of buildings should look like houses or materials should b thos a soc iated with a presentable house until more explicit criteria based on m r
tangible information were used. Three issues introdu ced by th de ign
staff, roofs, fenestration and surfaces, managed to engage the value of
the task force.
Although houses were supposed to have sloped roofs and flat ro f w r
acceptable for apartments, further discussion revealed that object i n to
flat roofs were centered on being able to see them from a bove. A sugg tion to slope all visible roofs in the one story segments of dwellings, whil
the second story received fla._~ roofs was acceptable. Similarly, fene trati n
was discussed around concepts of security and privacy as w II a t:h I -
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ca ti on of openings with regard to daylight and venel t ion. " Win d ' ''
as perforations in a wall were preferred over deletion of th w II p rt i
ul arly in bedroom s; on the ground f loor, openings were t b h i h
in the living room wh ere a "sliding-glass door ' ' woul d b d ir bl . Wh n
pt i n
asked to select the locat ion of openings within a room, th
whi ch wash ed adj ace nt w all s with I ight and avo id ed high contr t w 1ih.:
ena bling cross ventilation were ch ose n. On e particip ant al d du d
that windows in co rn ers would lea ve more wall spac to pi a f u ni tu l
agai nst.
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The choice of urfaces was prec nditi ned by fire and ac u tic p ration; the outer shell had to be masonry. Th inn r urty rd wall nd
what type of ma onry, however, w r op n to t k for d i ion .
Ma onry to theta k force h d to b m in t nan -fr e and ven th ugh
it would be less exp nsive, ca ner te block or similar m t rial
iated with warehouses and utbuildin gs had to b av id d. Alth ugh
changes in the color were co n id red, n parti ipant ugg
d th t
five dwelling types could be distributed thr ughout th it
two adjace nt dwellings would hav t be imilar. hi ugg
followed by a proposal t maintain uniformity in th vi ibl
nd
encourage variety in the finish of interi r ourtyard wall u ing ith r
painted or natural fini h ppli d idings.
0 v 'l oped Proposal

U er and urrogate participation a a rn an to de ign in ption, and
argumentation as a means to make xpli it and r i ing doubt 6 h d b n
used throughout the entire design d v lopm nt. A phy ic I pr p
I
had evolved from u er valu s about t he cont xt, the sit tru tur , th
dwelling cluster, the dwelling ell nd th building f bri . And the d - i n
process and evolv ing product had withstood major pr gr mm ri rn di·
fications includin g the reconsideration of th parking ratio, th
r a of
dwellings, the initi ally established building h ight and ventu lly the t t I
number of buildings on the site.
The developed proposal ultimately accommodated 240 dwelling , v r ging
1.7 stories at a density of 25 dwelling (1 30 bed-s1 ac ) per acr . Th
allocation of land per dwelling was in excess of 2,050 sq. ft. (dwell ing
600 sq. ft.; parking 1.5 ratio- 650 sq. ft.; private op n pace 350 q. ft.:
and com mon open space 300 q. ft. ). 7 The average dwelling ar a ex6.
7.
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H. Rittel et al. "Son of Rittelthink ".The DMG 5th Anniversary
Report, DMG Occasional Paper No. 1, j an. 1972, pp. 5-10.
For comparison see initial capacity table.
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cee ded 1,00 sq. ft.; and the up erp ostion of dwellin g nd pr iv t
p n
space over vehi cul ar st o rage, increa ed th c pac it y , m in t in d the r lationship s and enh ance d th e si te 's development.

Legend

1. co mm ercial/resid ential
2. existing el ementary schoo l and add i ti o n
3. new health and day care center
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4. maintenance building
5. local comm erc ial
6. ex ist ing public housin g
7. ex istin g elderly housing
8. propo sed multi servi ce cente r
9. propo se d recreat io n ce nter

10. propose d pedestri an bridge
11 . ex i st ing middl e in co me housi ng

Implication s

T o t he t as k force , th e design produ ct was a reward fo r tl1 I ng h ur
work and diligent involvement; it off ered a se nse of prid .and
,_
ment and was app rop ri at ed as a ymb li r aliz t i n f valu
ra ti ons fo r a pl ace t o dwell. A taxo nom y of sit
mp n nt
by n rgume ntat ive process based on phy sical prop rt i
di stribu t ion and overl ap - had provided u er nd urr g t
I
state, exp ress, reaffirm and se lect phy sica l conf irmat i n f I if p tl r n
and cultural valu es.
To t he design st aff, th e process off ered a systematic m ans t g n r I 1
develo p and communi ca t e alte rn ative organi zat ions and
pli' it h i
none of whi ch were necessa rily more co rrect th an oth r . i
r g, •
t ion and co nt inge ncy op tio ns, as the activating m di um f r p rti ip, 1i n,
offer ed a better I ikeI ih ood offinding co ngru ence. I nf rm d p r t i i .t i n,
ho wever, did not guarantee f it ness; itonly app roa h d mor I I ,
responsive pl aces to dwell , t hen precon ce ived and pro rib d n ' .r 1
by in istin g on user and surrogate autono my over pr i riti
nd tr
off s and providin g at least th e sat isfaction of maki ng indiv idu I nd
c II ctive judgments.
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PARTICIPATION IN SCHOOL
PLANNING: A PROPOSED
GAME
Michael Pyatok

I. Adamson, R. Choley, C. Coelos, R. Duncan,
L. Epstein, J. Fiske, W. Greenfield, B. jackson,
D. Ketner, D. Kramer, B. Osen, C. Pett ibon,
M. Pyatok, S. Somogy

The above are students of arch itecture at Penn State
University who developed the following game for a on e
cred it Design Methods course. Mr. Pyatok was their
instructor .

Michael Pyatok is a graduate of Pratt Institute (1966) and Harvard 's
Graduate School of Design. After working for a number of offices in
New York and Baltimore, he taught for four years in the Department
of Architecture at the Pennsylvan ia State University with a one year
stay abroad in Helsinki, Finland as a Fulbright Fellow. Whil e at Penn
State he engaged in some post-graduate studies in Ray Stud r's Department of Man-Environment Relations. He has re ntly joined the faculty
in the School of Architecture at Washington University, St. Loui .
As opposed to the history of other disciplines, Mr. Pyatok believ
that the growth of theory and method in environmental design today
must be demystif1ied to include the layman in every aspect. Histori c lly ,
professionalism was needed because the public wa ignorant, butt d y
the public is kept ignorant because of professionalism. To him, th act
of contribution by laymen can become an educational, recreati nal,
spiritual, life expanding experience for them- so mu ch so that the origin al
intentions of producing hardware products in any d sign process ca n
become secondary to the act of contribution itself. The increased time
required to contemplate the issues in a truly democratic manner and the
expanded consciousness which results from the dialogue could lead
people to retard the frenzied building process and the consequent exploitation of nature . Mr. Pyatok believes ·that the methods designers develop
can help the layman realize that the co nditioned, excessive consumption
of products· on all scales, including architecture, has become an opiate
to disguise the absence of the single most needed ingredi ent in the afflu ent society: a synergistic collaboration in the contribution to th e society's
future development.
Reprinted by permission of the Design Methods Group from the preprints of the 1973 DRS-DMG Conference, "The Design Activity", and
from Volume 1, Number3 (July -Septem ber 1973) of the DMG ~ DRS
lournal: Design Research and Methods. Copyright 1973, The Design
Methods Group.
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PARTICIPATION IN SCHOOL PLANNING: A PROPOSED GAM

Educat:ion Growt h Through Argument

Pedagogica l theory has bee n and will be a cont inu ous debate. F r th
task of raising new members of our society seeks two contr di t
goals. On the one hand, conformity to tested behavior pattern f 1h
ongoing culture is sought. On the other hand , flex ibili ty to ad pt n
invent is considered esse ntial. Each era 's debate about how t
balance properly these two demands seems to ce nter on two m in
norm at ive issues: The first co ncerns the probl em of ends or obj ri
that is, where should man be going, entail ing a theory f wh rn n i ,
and why he is here. The second normative issue concern th pr blem of means, or courses of act ion , that is, how should man atl mp1
to fulfill the objectives spa wn ed by the ongoing beliefs, u h th t
these means reflect the beliefs a nd , in so doing, fu lfi ll th ir pr ph
As in any debate, a spectrum of beliefs emerges about obj ti
nd
courses of action , fro m a co nservative, preservationist attitud ,
emph asizing the demand fo r co nfor mity, to a rad ica l rec n tru ti i I
att itude, emph as izing the demand for cha nge and adaptati n. In
many school di stricts of Am erica today, this debate cont inu
nd
eve n flares to incendiary co nfrontat ion, no longer betw n du
alone, bu t eith er between various user gro ups of the du ati n I
system or between users and managers. Those who have nd h
n I
benefited from the ex ist in g system of edu cat ion tend to drift unh r
tr
h
to t he extremes of the spectrum , placing it und er inten
question therefore ar ises, ca n the present educational org ni z
survive the ir internal and externa l centrad ictions? 1
The design and management of ed ucational systems and th 1r
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il-

ities in this century has reflected the general trends of prganizational
design of the industrial age: the gradual development of specialization
to carry on a growing number of tasks; a strict hierarchy that painfully
coerces integration of these specialties; centralization of control to
insure predictability; a clearly defined boundary between those
trained to be within the system and those without, establishing
relative independence of the organization from environmental
influences. For a number of reasons, as Emery points out, 2 organizations of this type are under pressure to change due to fundamental
changes that have taken place in their environment in this century.
Educational organizations are no exception. According to his view,
our society today is characterized as a turbulent field, consisting of
dynamic processes arising from the field itself, not just from the
interaction between organizations, and is the result of four major
trends: a) the linkage of sets of organizations achieving sizes which
induce processes in the environment not foreseen; b) increased
interpendence of organizations and their social and political fields,
which are highly unpredictable; c) increases in research and development making organizations even more sensitive to changes in their
environment; d) increases in speed and scope of communication,
reducing response time to perceived information and causing reaction
before action. The centralized, pyramidal forms of organization of
the industrial era, including our educational systems, are not capable
of adapting to such complexity.
1. Hutchins, Robert. The Learning Society, New York, New American
Library, 1969. Hutchins argues that education today still sees itself as a
means, a course of action directed toward the goal of eventual work; his
view sees education in a leisure society as an end in itself, life long.
2. Emery, Fred. E. "Concepts, Methods and Anticipations," from Forecasting and the Social Sciences, edited by Michael Young, Heinemann
Educational Books, London, 1968.
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In many ways, the educational system, being public, has alway b n
highly suscept ibl e to outside influen ce. But its recent in terpr tati n
as a purposeful social reformer, 3 its in effectual entanglem nt in
bureaucracy lead ing to pessimistic projections, 4 the eas of
monitorin g its development and informing the public, all contribur
to pressures to alter its management an d evaluation strategi . Th
overwhelmingly popular proposal for adapt ing complex organiz ti n
to the turbul ence of the post-industrial era is captured in th f II in)
stateme nts:
"distribute to a larger and larger proportion of the
population responsibility for the decisions that shape
the fut ure"; 5
"wherever centralized planning begins to narrow the
ability of individu als to express themselves in certai n
traditional ways, then the system has become less
effect ive and the system scientist shou ld translate th
lack of freedom in the syste m into a deteriorat ion of
the system effectiveness"; 6

3. for school as a social reform er: Brameld, Theodore . .!.T::.o.:.:w..::.a~rd=--'~=.;..;:;..;
structed Phil oso phy of Education, The Dryd en Pre.ss, In ., N '
1956.
aga in st sc hool as a social reformer: Lasch, Christopher. " In
and Edu cation", The New York Rev iew of Book , Vol. 20, N
May 17,1973.
4. llli ch, Iv an. Deschooling Society, Harper & Row, N w Y rk, 1 71.
5. lllich, Ivan. "The Road to 1977", Fort un e, Jan. 1967.
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"turbulent fields require some over-all form of organization
quite different to the hierarchically structured forms to which
we are accustomed". 7
In the case of the design of educational systems and their facilities,
strategies for making their preparation and operation more adaptive
to external and internal pressures in a manner that captures the
essence of the above statements, might include the following
ch aracteri sti cs:
Decision bodies with a broadened membership
to include a variety of perspectives of what the
system ought to be;
Professional opinions placed in an appropriate
position regarding the normative issues- educator,
advisor, not director;
Improvement of the flow of information through
all phases of the program's life to all interested
users;
Operation of programs simultaneously within one
organization from several points of view with the
intention of experiment and comparison;

6. Churchman, C.W. "On the Ethics of Large-scale Systems", 1966,
V.C. Berkeley, Space Sciences Laboratory, Paper 3 7.
7. Emery, Fred. Ibid.

Institutio n of an ongoing, co mparative evaluation
f ro m several poin ts of vi ew of th e programs in
op erat ion;
Hardware easily adap tabl e and respo nsive to
proposed changes in th e edu cati onal programs
by use rs.
Planning
Education al Facilities

The fo ll owing is an in terim repo rt on th e development of U1 h
strategy for the programming and design of an educational f ilit
more respo nsive to environm ental influ ences. Its purp ose w ul b
two-fold , depending upon th e local political situ at ion: 1) to brin
together in a systemati c dec ision process several o pp osi ng i w
users; manage rs; and operators to arrive at a co nse nsus so luti n
wi thin a brief period, th ereby saving tim e and mo ney, o r 2) t du r
users, manage rs and o perators a bout each oth ers' point of i w uc
leaving dec ision-m aking in th e hands of th e prese nt manag r .
Beca use co nflict of views is a bas ic ingred ient in t he evolut i r"l f
edu cation al doctrine, not only on a district wid e basi but with in
single orga nizatio n, th e views of various groups in te rested in th
direc tion of th e edu cati onal prog ram mu st be asse mbl ed to
k
appro pri ate resolu t ion. Whil e usin g a democ rat ic proce , th
may still see k resolution in three ways: 1) they could comp t.
of t he Iimi ted resources, with the most powerful view taking ntr I;
2) t hey coul d acce pt th e variety and see k to impl ,e ment simult n u
several approach es in a spirit of comp arat ive testin g; 3) th
ul ut ili.
a co mpromi se-ge nerat ing appro ach and see k a single ee l ti
lut i n.
Th e confli ct stirred wh ile seeking the reso lu tion seems n ppr pri. I
8. Mann , Thorbj orn. "Play IBIS, a Design Game Based on th
tat ive Model of Design ", DMG-D RS Jo urnal, Vol. 6, No. 4,
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condition for using a pl anning game. 8 A gam e that would allow any
of the three situations to emerge might be characterized by th e simplified flow of Steps in Figure 1. The character of each local group that
uses the game would determine, through playing, whi ch of three ways
of resolving the conflict is natural to th em.
figure 1

For each step, there exists a potent ial co nflict of in ter t amo ng the
users, managers, or operators (admini strators, teacher , stud ent , p rent ,
co mmunity groups, etc.). For that conflict to be clear and foc used on
the appropriate issues before dec ision s are made, dvic of expert nd
researchers is necessary. Dec ision-mak ing requires organ ized argum ent
prior to it and the dec ision mak ing through some balloting procedure
must reflect the multipli city of values present among the u er group .
Periodi cally during the f low , evalu at ion of progress mu t b m de;
evaluation of the 'product' as it emerges (program and fac ili ty ) and
eva luation of the strategy or game itself as it progresse . Hence,
h
major Step may involve one or more of the following Rout in e : 1)
presentation of inform at ion by researchers; 2) argumentatio n over the
information ; 3) vote to dec id e; 4) eva luate outcome, backtrack in g to
a previous step to co rrect the course of the solution. A more refined
diagram of the flow would be as in Figure 2.
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Eac h sc hoo l di tri ct would have its own uniqu e co ndi ti n I ding t
the nee ss ity fo r a particip atory approac h. Eith er the ho I B r d
recogn izes the need for a new school o r a group from th I
mmunity does. Wh atever the reasons for the initiation of u h
distribute power, to edu cate th e publi c, or sim ply tir up
mmun i t r
interest and therefore support) appropriate and repre nta tiv 111 mb
mu st be chosen to be pl ay ers i n the game. After pr -gam publi it
(n ewspapers, rad io announ ce ments, mobi le pub li c addr
t m ) th
peop l e who ini tia lly t urn out mu st be grouped in to ro,l . P pi m,
choose to pl ay t h ir own rol es, or others', depend ing n th g I
game. If too many ap pea r for the game, names ca n be h
n b
eac h interest group , or selected by their represe ntativ
Sin ce th e memb ers of the Dec ision Group may com fr m m n ~. 11..
of life, so me having littl e knowl edge about the deci i n b f r th m
r u b~ 
and perh ap in secure fo r th at reason, t heir initiation int th
co mes a sensitive issue. Since t he l ast portion of th gam ( t P ·) irw I
designing t he fac iliti es through use of mode ls, an nj yabl
p
the opening sessio n ca n prese nt the group with all d ci i n
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2, and 3 completed, requiring them to begin imm ed iate ly in modelling.
This would serve not only as a social catalyst for meeting eac h ther,
and begi nning to understan d eac h other's way of operating and dealing
with people, but would also provide the Group with knowledge f how
the whole game works, its terminology, tc. This o pening e i n then
would purposely avoid the confrontation that may occur in Steps 'I, 2, and
3, the formulation of the educat ion al program and envir nmental quality.
hoo ing Objectives

Th e ultimate goal of such a game (wh ether used as a learnin g exper ience
only, or to make actual decisions) would be to design a sc hool - its operations and facilities- within a budget acce pta bl e to the taxpayer. This
may require trade-offs in any step along the flow and , ther fo r , req uire
the esta blishm ent of priorities. For when cost over-runs occur, the D- ision Group must backtrack and eith er eliminate or trade-off. To be dem cratic, the basis fo r such prioriti es must be founded on th c n n us of
the group. These priorities would be esta blish ed for Steps 1 and 2 in
the following mann er.
Th e Issues for which the Decision Group must gen rate Objectives will
vary from project to project. However, the following i at: ntative list
of critical Issues common to all edu cat ion al programs to which a Dec ision
Group would need to address itself: intern al control, curri cu lum format,
community involvement, teaching technique, attitud e tow rd child ,
sequence, student grouping. To facilitate the ge n ration of an Objective
for each Issu e in the first iteration, a packaged Iist of f iv Itern, tive
Objectives is prese nted by the game operator for eac h I sue, ranging on
a spectrum from a conservat ive position to a radical position. Educational Researchers briefly explain the differe nt opinions ex i ting for an
Issue. All members of the Decision -G roup after argum entat i n, rank the
alternative Objectives. These rankings are multipli ed by a power factor
for each decision maker . Power facto rs for each interest gr up v ry from
Step to Step (and from Issue to Issue in Step 1 ), depending upon the
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exp ected compet ency of th e various interest groups for t he d i i n in
eac h step. Th e game op erator will assign t he power facto r f r th
iteration, subj ec t to change by t he parti ci pants if t hey con id r th
t ribution unfa ir after witn essin g its impac t . For exa mpl e, in th fir 1
round, regarding th e Community Involvement I ssue, th e power f t r
of th e communi t y r eprese ntatives may be 5 versus 3 fo r repre nt ti
of t he Board of Edu ca ti o n. On th e oth er hand , th e Boa rd r pr
nt tives may rece ive a power f actor of 5 for th e Intern al Co ntr I I u . I
th e Dec ision Group so desired , all power fac tors ca n be qual t th
st art, and in late r iter ati o ns introdu ce imbalances as th e pl ay r r
nize d th eir str ength s and wea kn esses.
Choosing Courses of Action

A Course of A ction is a stat emen t desc ribing hum an activity
to m eet an Obj ect ive. Som e of th e Obj ectives (curri ulum
nt nr,
community involvement, stud ent grouping, teaching te hniqu
erat e such oper ati o ns. Th ese descripti ons would ou t lin t h m j r t; •
partm ents or subsy stems in th e organiza t ion as we ll a m j r · m
within t hem . Some Cour ses of Action simpl y expre a g n r I t i itu c
(co ntrol , att it ude toward child, se qu ence, teac her / t ud nt r I ti n hip)
and qu alify t he soc ial milieu of th e schoo l's o perat i n. T h
d
ri 1 •
t ion s becom e important later in th e game, fo r choo ing th pr p r t;l1·
vironm ent fo r th e sch oo l's operatio n requ ires an x pli it d pi ti n
th e human sy ste m .
On ce a co nsensus Obj ec tiv e is tentat ively ob taine d f r
th
game opera tor th en provid es th e Dec isio n Group wit h a I i t f i
Courses of A ction per chose n Obj ec tive, aga in to p d up t h fir t
pass thro ugh th e ga me.
du cat ional Research ers will have ge ner
of A cti o n, ranging again f ro m a so mewh at co nserv tiv p
radi ca l posi t ion, with out losing th e esse nce of th e lr
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d

it i ll 1
h

This choi ce will allow those who lost out in choosin g an Obj ect ive,
at least an opportunity to coerce the direction of th Cour
fAction
somewhat to their li king. The operatin g costs of these Cour
fAction
are also included to ass ist in making choices. The Education I Research rs
present to the Dec ision Group pro and con argumen ts for the Co ur e
of Actio n. The Dec ision Group then discus sand rgues about th relative worth of var io us Courses of Action fort h ir cho en Objective . Aft r
debate, the role pl ayers representing the interest gro up ca t th ir v t ,
whi ch are mul t ipli ed by power factor and added to form
view. (Fi g. 4 ).
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The Decision Group has now a se n e of what it wi h t <
and how . Beca use of limi ted resourses, it mu t tab li h ri
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At this po int the first major Evalu tion t t i in trod u d., Th - du •
nd typ · f t: ff r quir d f r
tiona l Researchers estim ate the numb r
the Program , calcu lat ing s lar ies for t he com ing dec d · . If th
I' f
staff exceeds the ex pected budget, the D ci i ~o n r· up mu t r turn t
their priority li st and discuss alt rat ions.

Figure 6

Cooperatio n

COURSES OF ACTION

REQUIRED STAFF

SALARIES

COST

It is i mportant to note at this p int, th t th g m t im i
uiv, I nt t
one year of plann ing and design. B au parti ipant may _ m fr n
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everal wa lks of I if and cannot afford to give up t im e from th ir mpl
ment, game play ing would occur in the evenings, 4 hours/nig ht. n
week or appro xi mately 20 hours of pl ay is considered equiv I nt t
n
year of norm al planning t im e. The Decision Group is inform d b ut 1h
amount of money in their budget avai lable for th eir program min n
des ign peri o d. T herefore , it is within the interests of t he D i i n gr
p nditur
i
to arrive at f ina l dec i ions within one week, other wi s
above the budget, requiring tax increa es and a los f p w r r th
r ponsib le fo r the delay. To achi eve the coop ration ne
dit.e dec i ion mak in g, Game M onitors observe the Argum
of each Step, sy tematically c ring negatively th
wh d I
ing wi t h ta iling tactics, unwil lingne to ompromi
r fa ilure to att nd a session. T hese negative core c
r du t i n of t hat lntere t Gro up' Po wer Factor for
diff icult task n

nd ,g.n(
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are intended to mix complex variables in their raw tate where theory i
yet unable to predict: the layman and his perceptions are purposefully
being sought here to construe the environment from his point of view.
The human system was classified into four more-o r-l e s d c mpo abl
levels of complexity, all of which are refl ecte d in the pre-packaged
ur e
Of Action: components, or critical events whi ch , r d emed imp rt nt
to take place to carry out a Course of Action, u ually in cludin g a11 indi vidual or small group: subsystems of activ ity 1 or clu t r f v nt whi h
conspire to achieve the same subobjective 1 c mparabl t
within the organi zat ion such as Physi cal Educat ion, a le rning h u ,
administration, etc.; the system as a whol 1 or clu ter of ub y t rn f
f th or • n iz ti n;
activities conspiring to achieve the ov rail objectiv
and finally, the system's en vironm ~ n t, hum an activiti out id th
organization but geographically proximat 1 th r by
rt'in pr ur
n
its socio-physical environment.
Each of these levels of human acti vity h pe th phy i I nvir nm nt
at a different scale. With this in mind, twelve dim en i n
physical environment were generated to qualify th uni n f pr
human activities and their supportive phy ical sy tem . Aim t II
twelve dimensions have their counterparts at each lev I of c mpl it:y.
Figure 7
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for each dimension at each level to help the participant und r t nd wh t
factors compromised a dim ension an d how they varied from one extreme
to the oth er.
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The man-environment researchers wou ld present this inform ati n,
explain it to the Decision Group in the Research Routin f t
would also explain how the dimensions interact, where th e h i
degree of a dimension may elimin ate some choice in another, n
degrees of which dimensions tend to increase the cost of th e ph
system .
As part of specifying the socio-physical environment, desired
n
must also be chosen for each level. For example, at the omp n nr I
how should people and furn ishings be distanced ; at the Sub y t m I
what component events should be located near or distant from
h
other; at the system leve l, what subsystems should be near f di t nt
the proposed building and its site activ ities. To facilitate th
adjacency matrices are provided at each level. Players can d
activities at the different levels by three criteria: What must b t
for funct ional purposes; what must be together for symboli pu r
(perhaps to encourage in teractions which do not normally i t b t\
those activities); and for utilitarian purposes, activities whi ch h r th
same hardware or space but other than that have no other conn ti
A fo urth matrix is provided to record what activities must b k pt

Figure 9
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Each of the small scale events or Components required in each Subsystem
must now be qualified at the Component Level. These events were outlined in the pre-packaged Courses of Action, limited to no more than 10
per Subsystem. Only those Courses of Action which directly specify human events in space are used in this step. (Curriculum, Content, Community Involvement, Student Grouping, Teaching Techniques). Also outlined
in the Course of Action packages were the major Subsystems of the organization. These may number 10 to 20 depending on the complexity of the
organization. The socio-physical character must be selected for each Subsystem as a whole. The remaining Courses of Action (Control, Social Climate, Teacher/Student Relationship) mainly reflect desired attitudes about
the social milieu of the organization, not directly generating activities, but
specifying the tone or atmosphere which is intended to permeate the organization. These assist in qualifying the socio-physical environment at all four
levels, but are referred to mainly while choosing socio-physical patterns at
the System and Environment Levels.
Each member of the Decision Group receives a ballot book for qualifying
the socio-physical environment after thorough discussion about the meaning and implication of the patterns. The choices are summarized int a
consensus view, thereby generating the tentative requirements to be fulfilled during the Design or Modelling phase of the first iteration. It is
important to remember that just as previous decisions are not binding,
neither are these about environmental quality, for during the Modelling
(Step 4), new ideas about the program and its environment will emerge
as the participants work their ideas into more life-like, representational
form.
The Decision Group is now ready to begin modelling the educ tiona!
environment, another source of conflict. The different lev Is of the
socio-physical system are obviously seeking to optimize their own requirements, but since they are highly interdependent and often in con-
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tradiction, they are forced to satisfice. The list of socio-physical r quir
ments fo r each level consists of two types: those which specify ndiri
internal to th e level, and those which specify desired relati onship t
what may be outside it, that is, a higher or lower leve l. These latt r r quirem ents interconnect the levels but put them into confli t. Th
mod elling of each level is pursued by separate sub-groups of th e D
Group: each sub-group struggles to achieve what was prescribed
propri ate for its level. Particip ants choose which level to de ign f
pending upon their interests or co mpetencies. A chang ab l m d
bee n prepare d for the Environment Level, Syste m Level, and
r I
the Subsystem/Component Levels. The two lower levels are n i r
simultan eously in the same models since 10 Subsyste ms and 5 t 10
pon ent events each would require too many parti cip ants, mod I nd
time. Hence, 10 Subsystems would require 10 models only , r g rdl
of the number of co mponent events in each: a Subsyst m and it
mpon ent events would be modelled together.
The Environm ent Model, at 1 "=40'-0", includ es surrounding
and pieces whi ch permit the general patterns of Step 3 to b
large blocks rep rese nting functions such as Audito rium , Gymn ium,
Swimming Pool; smaller blocks, 10'x30'x30' to be used in comp ing
the learning volum es; areas for parking, roads, paved surfac , f rm I
athletic act iviti es, play areas, trees. The school site itself i mad
I,
to permit major land scape and excavat ion dec isions to b m d . I h
new schoo l project would req uire its own new base to d pi t
ur 1 I
loca l co nditi ons and topography.
The System Mod el, at 1 "=20'-0", contains a variety of flo r
sizes, with a smooth erasable surface to allow labelling of r
flow pens, eas ily removable as dec isions change. Thes ar t
transparent supp orts at vary in g floor heights; elevators nd
of varying heights are also in clud ed. Diffe rent col r m rk r
labe l the di ffere nt Subsy ste ms and the circul ation .
190
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t ir t

The Subsystem/Component models, at W '=1 '-0" are the mo t I
There is one for each Subsystem. These contain 9'-0" high e t ri r n
interior wall pieces in 3' modules; a variety of movable wall sy t m · h
tables, desks, study carrels, a variety of storage units, work sink , n
cabinets, blackboards, tack boards, carpets, and human figur . Th
of these models are made of compressed cardboard to permit th ' II
with their base pins to be placed in a stable position .

Figure 12

1

SUBSYSTEM- COMPONENT MODEL

The groups design with their models separately but simult n
with the aid of an arch itect or his assistants, guided by th e p tt rn
sen in Step 3. After a one to two hour design period , the gr up r k'
the state of their models to be sure they have ac hieved th d ir d qu , I
ities chosen in Step 3. Once they are satisfi ed, they must ma k an tin.
of the cost of those elements of the physical system for whi h th
responsible. Each group has a Cost Calculation Sh eet whi h th · 1 li n
architects use to make the first rough cost estimates. Each gr up' ,
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given a rough cost allowance for those elements of the physical system
that it must manipulate.
When all groups are satisfied that their own models have achieved the
required characteristics and they are within their budgets, they then
present their models to each other. The System group, since it is responsible for distributing the Subsystems according to desired adjacencies,
and also insuring that those which asked for connection to the outside
obtain it properly, becomes the central mediating figure between the
Subsystems, and between the Subsystems and the Environment. Each
Subsystem therefore is in competition with each other Subsystem to
optimize its own socio-physical requirements. However, the System
group, faced with these competing Subsystem demands, can only satisfi
Each Subsystem reviews the System Model with a Conflict Checklist
(Figure 13) to identify what decisions the System level made which conflict with what it demands for itself. To help reach compromise, a
sense of priorities must be established to know which conflict are
more important to resolve. Each group must rate its socio-physical
qualifiers with the aid of architects or man-environment researchers
to determine which are high, medium or low priorities for its Subsystem.
Certain socio-physical requirements are more important than others
in supporting the desired human activities, as determined by the manenvironment researchers (for example, the demand for privacy can
greatly affect the choices in several other requirements, therefore, it is
more important). Also, not all Subsystems are equally important:
there are high, medium, and low priority Subsystems as determined in
Step 2 when Courses of Action were ranked.
The Subsystems can now plot their conflicts into a Priority Matrix (Fig.
15) to see the order of resolution that the System group will follow. The
Subsystems, listed in priority order across the top of the Matrix, enter
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the ir hi gh, medium, and low priority confli ct with th
y t m I v In t
to the appropri ate socio-physica l req uir ment. In r
lving onf li t: with
the hi gh priority Subsystems, the System group would b
p t d t
comprom ise some of its own requir ment; in re olving confli t with th
lower priority systems, t he Subsystems would b r quir d t
mpr mi
Th e System gro up must r so lve high priority Subsys t rns fir t, nd on ly
confli cts involvin g high priority socio-phy i al r quir ment . It pr
d
through th e lower priority Sub system , aga in only att mptin g t r
the high priority co nflicts . Ea h co nf li tis given only 10 minut for
reso lu tion; if it is reso lved, it i elimin ated from th M t.ri x, if n t it r mains.
Th e Env ironment group, is al so exe rtin g pres ur o n th
y t m gr up,
for it has developed its own id ea about wh t i th be t g n r
ratio n of the buildin g as a wh ole, onsid rin g ut id f r
System gro up has reduc d or limin ted the co nf li ct with th
in th hi gh priority ca tego ry , it mu t t h n turn to th
nvir nrn nt gr up
to begin to as ess diffe rences and to modify it If
a r ul t f th
ences. A Pri ority Matr ix is al o u ed in thi fa e-off ( igure 14). Th
tem level rnu t attempt tor olve th co nflict f high pri rity t th
ronm ent group. In resolving th s m jor di ffe renc with th
ub y t m
and t he Environment group , t he Sy t m gr up mu t b
co mpromise of it high pri rity so io-phy sic I r quir m nt . A
h
round passes, each group hould b co m m r nd m ,, f mili r with
nfli
th e demand of oth r gro up nd en iti v to th -ir impli ti n .
is expected to reduce as ach I v I, in m kin deci i n ab ut it If, pr cesses more information about the n d f oth r gr up .
The f ir t round M odell ing and Ev lu ation nd
up
t:h
has met with all Subsy te rn nd the nvir nm
diffe renc s in top priority catego ri . Th gr up a
I ulates its score for that round. The co re i an indi at r of h w mu h th
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entire group has fallen below the acceptable achievement of all so i ·
physical requirements as a result of trade-offs and as a result of con
not yet resolved.
Figure 16
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This process must continue until the entire group achieves a scor f
satisfaction, the entire Decision Group may decide to return to St,
and alter some of the socio-physical requirements to ease the confli t ,
or even return to Step 2 and alter a Course of Action by adding, liminating or modifying a Subsystem or a Component. The level of s ti • •
tion would vary for different Decision Groups. However, a sugge t d
level of satisfaction for terminating the game might be when all hi h nority conflicts are resolved, one in four groups has a medium priorit
conflict outstanding, and one in two groups has a low priority confli
remaining.
If the Subsystems collectively believe that the System group (be u
its own requirements or its respect of Environment requiremen t ) i n t
meeting their demands sufficiently, they may take one of two rout
1) argue that the entire Decision Group change the socio-physical r ui
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ments of the System level and/or Environment level by returning to Step
3, or 2) vote out the membership of the System group and replace them
with Subsystem representatives who they believe will be more sympathetic
to their demands when making System level decisions. It is obvious by
sheer numbers, that the Subsystems could potentially have great control
over the direction of the solution. This could lead to the spurious conclusions of local rationality, that a successful solution for a whole system
is simply the sum of its successful parts. To counter such a development,
the dissident former members of the System group, in conjunction with
one of the architects could develop one or more schemes at the System
level on the side with another model. They would intentionally seek to
design strong, poetic images, purposefully seductive to prove that design
is not simply an inductive procedure, but can result from intuitive preconceptions of the system as a whole. Such rebels could possibly invent
a potential solution so enticing that the entire group may seize it, return
to Step 3, and re-elect socio-physical requirements,systematically biasing
the demands on the different levels so as to insure the development of
this preconception during Modelling. This tactic could also be used if
the group decided that the socio-physical requirements built into the
game did not generate sufficient richness in the final solution, or had
failed to demonstrate the imagination potentially available in the group.
In addition to inventing poetic images of the whole and forcing it through,
the group could add new socio-physical requirements to enrich the solution.
Inevitably, the program would be constantly under discussion during th
Modelling step, and new insights will emerge about the potential of th e
program, having 'seen' it in space. Therefore, a return to Step 1 or 2 could
very well happen after each Modelling iteration.
Summary

In response to the growing need for broader participation in the design
of those environments whose users differ strongly in their values, such
in the case of educational facilities, professionals need to develop proced -
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ures which expose the decision-making process to the users; and tap rh
experiences and preferences. Gaming seems to possess th e abil it t
The increased awareness of those who manage and operate educati n I
organizations resulting from such a game will assist them in adap ti n t
organizations to changes in their environment. Also, oncefaciliti
operation, the improved insight into the complex interaction of th
psycho-social-physical environment could greatly improve th t h r'
ability to adapt the physical system to program changes. Su ch a d vi
can be modified and used once the school is in operation to imu l t th
design of proposed changes and their implementation by teach r .
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ANAL TERNA TIVE STRATEGY FOR PLANNING AN
ALTERNATIVE SCHOOL
.

Introduction

In the past decade, there has been a growing body of Jiteratur nt h
concepts of alternative schools, free schools, open schools, and n n·
graded schools. Unfortunately, there has been little documen tati
the process by which these educational options have been accept
implemented in individual schools. This paper focuses on a strat
developing an alternative school and on techniques which can fa ilir, t
the planning process.
The process began when the board members of the Wallace O'N
School, a newly-formed private school in Pinehurst, North Carolin ,
developed a long-range building plan which included a new fac il 1ir
a proposed kindergarten-through-ninth-grade program . In the ur
of interviewing architects for the design of the new school, th
building committee encountered one architect who suggested a
participatory planning approach involving members of the sch
community as well as architects and consultants. In sharp contr r t
other presentations based on the architect's experience in plann in
educational facilities, the building committee was invited to be m
involved with students, teachers, architects, and consultants in th
creation of an educational program as well as a building. Th eir
acceptance of this pluralistic approach is a measure of the commitm r t
of the Wallace O'Neal community to their school.
The major objective of this proposal was the creation of a parent· hil
coal it ion to develop an alternative educational program and to pi n
and implement physi<:;al spaces to complement that program. Th
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process for reaching this objective is frequently referred to as a
"charrette", from the French term which in architecture implies a
period of brief but intensive planning.
In its present adaptation, a charrette is an activity that brings

community members and experts together, for a limited time period,
to study specific community problems. The essential ingredients are:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

A problem to be solved
Community members willing to participate
Experts in both substantive and process issues
A commitment to implement the plans and recommendations of
the ch arrette

The concept of community participation is fundamental to a charrette,
and sets it apart from problem-solving methods which involve experts
but exclude people. A school planning charrette involves the consumers:
the teachers, parents, and children who will have to use and "live with"
the results. The most valuable by-product, one which in many ways gives
life to the results, is the sense of commitment and cohesiveness which
grows from the struggle of planning together.
The School

The Moore County Public School System, which includes the Pin ehurstSouthern Pines area, is in many ways one of the most progressive in
North Carolina. Several of the schools in the area provide open
classrooms, non-graded classes, team teaching, and other innovations
that are still relatively rare in public education.
Even so, the Wallace O'Neal School was created as an alternative to
this public system, and the motives for this shift were fundamental to
the emerging educational program. There was an expressed desire for
"quality" education of a kind to beach ieved through energetic, well-
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paid teachers and relatively small classes. (To some, the notion of
"quality" was inextricable from the prestige of a private school).
Equally significant was a determination to develop a school th at
would be responsive to both the needs of the children and th e wi h
of the parents. There was a feeling that the public schools were t
large, too bureaucratic, too inert to be affected by any individu al,
whether teacher, child, or parents. The desire to participate and t
have an effect is an important motive in the creation of any alt rn t h
school, and the charrette process is an especially appropriate pi nnin
mode in such a situation.
These ideas were the beginnings of an educational program, bu t th r
had been little articulation of their relevance to the day-to-d ay w rkin
of a school; in fact, there were, within the school community , m
latent but very strongly felt disagreements about the best way t
implement the program. The parents had discussed their obj e ti
in general terms; the structure and techniques of the school w r
to the headmaster, who was selected because he shared th e
objectives.
The school's orientation had been relatively traditional in its di t in "ti n
between "academics", which are emphasized, and "non-academi ",
which occur during semi-structured "activity periods". Th e majo r
academic areas were English, math, science, social studies and r·t,
which were taught in age-graded classes involving lecture discu i n,
and individual or small group assignments. The school day wa di vided into uniform time periods with movement from subj ec t to ub j
according to an established schedule. On a continuum between hil centered and teacher-centered approaches, the Wallace O'N ea l pr r. m
was best described as teacher-centered, with emphasis on the t hin
of subject matter rather than on students learning. There w r p int.
at which this structure did not fully match the philosophica l ori ntati r
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of some parents and board members, but potential disagreements were
muffled by apprehension about an alternative structure.
The Charrette Team

The planning team for the charrette consisted of William Laslett, the
project architect, and members of his staff; Henry Sanoff, architectural
consultant and charrette planner; and George Barbour, psychologist at
the local mental health center. Also involved on a less regular basis were
architects from the Department of Public Instruction, representatives
from the Learning Institute of North Carolina (LINe); and joan Sanoff,
the child development specialist who conducted the children's sessions.
This team was responsible for planning the charrette period of three
evenings and three full days bridging a weekend.
A series of team meetings was held during the months prior to the charrette itself. These sessions proved essential to the effectiveness of the
team by clarifying the roles of the participants, both within the team
and in relation to the Wallace O'Neal community. This latter point was
particularly important because it raised the issue of potential philosophical conflict between the team and its clients.
The probable traditionalism of the Wallace O'Neal community was recognized (and somewhat exaggerated) in the early team meetings, and we
were aware that at least some of the client group were apprehensive that
we might have a hidden agenda of propagandizing for a "radical" school
program. Since many of the team members were, in fact, interested in
developing a non-traditional program and building, the problem was genuine and carried the risk of a disintegration of the working relationship.
Within the team the issue was dealt with in terms of relative emphases.
Was the team composed of "experts" whose responsibility was to advocate their own opinions of the best educational direction for the school,
or was it to be a group of "consultants" whose obligation was to help
the Wallace O'Neal community articulate and implement its own ideas?
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Although the question could not be resolved completely (for thi p rticular group or as a general consideration), one decisive factor
t h.
the original charrette presentation had emphasized the "con ult nt "
role and had been accepted on that basis. For this reason, it wa g n r
ally agreed that the team would serve a facilitative role and that
ases, though present, should not be allowed to interfere with th
tt
of consensus with in the client group.
The charrette began with a morning-long children's session c ndu t
by Joan Sanoff. In the following week, charrette sessions w r
ul
for Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday evenings as well as th f II " in
Saturday and Sunday afternoon. Invitations were extended t th
tire Wallace O'Neal adult community; parents, bo ard member
uil
committee members, and faculty. The desirability of repre nt ti
and continuity of participation was emphasized; but, alth ough th i
was approached in the early sessions, the group was soon redu d t tl
faculty and those building committee and board members wh w uld
carry the greatest responsibility for implementing the decisi n m rging from the charrette.
The Children's Session

The charrette team felt that it was important to have the childr n
school understand the events that would be taking pl ace and t
an opportunity to generate ideas of their own about the kind f
they would like to have. Because their direct participation in th
was not co nsidered feasible, Joan Sanoff agreed to co ndu ct
the school in which the children could, through various ex r i
a part of the planning process. Although the children's group w limi 1
to 14 children, the involvement, enjoyment, and productivity f th .
children suggest that their wider participation can and should b
an integral part of any school planning process.
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The "Wish Poem"

The session opened with the construction of a collaborative poem, a
group of statements composed of responses to the phrase, "I wish my
school. .. ".This approach was developed to minimize the effort children
expend in finding rhymes, an effort which usually stops the free flow of
their feelings and associations. The formal repetition of the same words
is designed to encourage freedom and imagination. The results show a
number of clear educational and architectural objectives: spatial and
temporal freedom, variety, spontaneity, and a sensuous appreciation
of objects and settings:
I Wish My School
I wish
I wish
I wish
I wish

school to be the neatest place in the world.
school to be very unusual.
school to be out-of-the ordinary.
school to be a nice place to go to instead
of a torture chamber.
I wish my school to have many different things
going on.
I wish my school would be pleasant to come to
and still be learning all the things
we need to know.
I wish my school to be
as free as it could be
unless we broke a rule
and destroyed the privilege.
I wish my school to be a place you
can go
anytime of the day.
I wish my school could be
as fun
as it is hard.
1 wish my school to have freedom of choice.
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my
my
my
my

I wish my school to be as long as I want it.
I wish my school to be without classes
and mostly recess.
I wish my school to be beautiful
with lots of trees
and not big brick buildings.
I wish my school to have bright colors.
I wish my school to be seen and be noticed
when someone is driving
on the road.
I wish my school to be nicely planted
with bushes and flowers.
I wish my school to have many things
you can play on,
inside and outside.
I wish my school to be a racetrack,
a baseball diamond ,
a horse stable.
I wish my school to be with teachers
who don't boss you around .
I wish my school to have breaks
after every class.
I wish my school to have a
I ittle store
where you can buy cokes,
candies,
sandwiches.
I wish my school room to have
an upstairs
and to have stairs that
go around and around.
I wish my school to have lots of room to run.

The Rating Scale

The second exercise asked the children to rate, on a bipolar adjective
scale, their present school environment and their conception of an ideal
environment. The resulting comparison shows that, in general, the children liked many features of their present facility, but wished for a school
that was more "unusual" and "imaginative", more "spacious" and "colorful", and had more "free space" than presently available. Since the school
was located in three semi-permanent modular units, these expressed desires for variety and space are not particularly critical of the way in which
the school was using the limited space available.
Attitudes Toward th e "Present" School Compared to Images of th e ••]deal" School

(uti! izing a bi-po13r adjective rating scale)

]
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z
Ordinary

Distinctive

Complex

Simple

Light

Dark

Modern

Old fashioned

Noisy

Quiet

Unusual

Usual

Small

Large

Multiple purpose

Single p1.1rpose

Bright colors

Muted colors

Free space

Restricted Space

Soft lighting

Harsh Lighting

Finished

Unfinished

Unfriendly

Friendly

Imaginative

Unimaginative
Rustic

Urban

Present

Ideal
Children
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Ideal
Adult's

School Drawings

The third exercise asked the children to draw pictures of four arch t
cal schools: an African school, a Japanese school, a "typical" Amer i
school, and their "dream" school. While the sketching ability of th
dren varied, their percep t ion and portrayal of the archetypical cue
neach model were very astute. It is particularly interesting to note th
trast between the "typical" American school, usually portrayed a
m
otonous, factory-like brick box, and their "dream" schools. Th ese id
represe ntations are remarkable in their innovativeness and frequent
mpfexity; many were multi-level and an elevated "tree-house" structu r
was a common theme. Here, as in the Wish Poem, the desire for var i r
and spontaneity, and for the sensuousness of sunlight and texture an
color were apparent. The children wanted an environment they cou l
joy, where they could be attracted to variation in color, texture and
spatial configuration.

?10

us.
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Role Play

Instructions

The fourth exercise was an introduction to the process of planning a
school through a role-play simulation of the charrette itself. Children
sumed various roles, each prescribed by the group leader to represent
clearly-defined and in some cases antagonistic viewpoints about the
kind of school they would create. Some children had difficulty taking
part, but others were quickly transformed into sophisticated and uncompromising advocates for their point of view.
The purpose of this game is to decide what you want your school to b
By assuming these different decision-making roles, you will be taking
various positions which may be in conflict with each other, and presen in
different viewpoints.
The Architect : You are designing a school for this community. In ord r
to successfully achieve this end, you must find out from the building
committee, parents, teachers and headmaster, what the educational objectives are. Each of the participants contributing ideas may create conflict. Your role is to direct the group to reach some agreement about
goals and objectives.
Building Committee Member-Minister: You, the minister, are concern
with religious education. You desire that more time be committed to
the teaching of the Bible as an important part of the educational obj
tives.
Building Committee Member-Doctor: You, the doctor, feel that acade mi
achievement is of utmost importance. There should be an emphasis on
learning facts and information and do away with all this freedom nonsense of the child pursuing his own interests. Learn and get good grad
so your child can get into a good college.
Building Committee Member-Builder: You , as the builder, are concern d
with cost of construction. To you, a good school means sound brick
construction at a low cost. You will support most ideas about education
as long as they do not interfere with a sound building.
Parent No. 1: You are sending your child to this school so he can be
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with children of his own social level. The public schools expose your
child to children you would not want him to become involved with "children not of his own kind".
Parent No.2: You feel that this school can offer your child better
academic opportunities. You are interested in your child learning the
three R's and getting good grades so that he can succeed in life.
Parent No.3: You feel that the public schools don't understand your
child. He does not get along with the teachers. They pick on him for
things he does not do and accuse him wrongly. You feel that in this
school with small classes and better teachers, he will be better understood
and do well.
Teacher No.1: You believe in a strict schedule. All children do all activities
together. They are assigned tasks and must fulfill their assignments. One
afternoon a week is set aside for "free time".
Teacher No.2: You believe that with appropriate materials and guidance
in their use, children can proceed at their own rate and interest. They are
free to question the teacher and ask for help when needed. Children can
move about freely with the teacher's permission.
Headmaster: You, the headmaster, feel that education is self-directed.
Each child pursues his own interests at his own rate of development. Each
child receives individual instruction as required.
These role play activities provided at least some of the Wallace O'Neal
students with an opportunity to understand and to feel a part of the
school-planning process. More generally, the results establish the principle that, as members of a school community, students can grasp the
nature of the process (including the practical "adult" concerns) and
can make effective contributions to the design of programs and facilities. Client groups will differ, of course, in the legitimacy or importance
they ascribe to the ideas of the students, but it seems clear that those
who are willing to listen can learn from their children .
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The Charrette Sessions

The overall goal of the charrette was to help the Wallace O'Neal community compile information about itself, information that could th n
be used to create and evaluate an architectural design. Over the cour
of the charrette, the team used a number of techniques and strategi ,
each designed to generate, summarize, contrast, and translate into p tial terms the information and ideas of the client group.
The first evening session opened with introductions and general stat ments about the goals of the charrette. joan Sanoff, as coordinator,
then introduced the procedures of the Children's Session by having th
group produce a Wish Poem of their own, a combined statement of
their aspirations for their school.
I Wish Our School
I wish our school to begin with the piney woods.
I wish our school to be one built for the activities of those involved

in it.
I wish the structure to be as exciting for those who use it as it is
for those who view it.
I wish for our school to be free.
I wish our school to be a fun place to learn for children and teacher
alike.
I wish our school could be spacious, full of good books and free for
each child to express himself and grow in body and mind.
I wish the school would be a place to look forward to, a place to do I t
of different things.
I wish our school would develop into a model after which the publi
school would follow because they are far from perfect- far fr m
good or adequate.
I wish our school could work with the less fortunate children in Moor
County, who must go to public schools.
I wish our school a happy future, one in which new ideas can be tried
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out-and discarded if need be-a school of happy children
learning to learn.
I wish my school to be a place where I want to go and no one has to
tell me to.
I wish my school to have teachers who will talk to me
and find out what I want to do.
I wish my school to have people to talk to about
who I am and who will talk to me about who they are.
I wish that we had a school where children are turned on, not off, to
education.
I wish the children to be able to experience far more than
textbook learning; more than just academics.
1 wish our school could make books, blackboards, pencils, and papers
to be more than mere tangible things.
1 wish our school could respond to the emotional needs of our children.
I wish our school could foster social awareness and display by its
existence , alternatives to narrow-mindedness, inequality and
social injustice.
I wish our school could give a sense of awareness, to teach sight, sound,
taste, touch, and smell.
1 wish our school could cultivate a sense of responsibility for community,
nature, and all mankind.
I wish our school could stimulate, prod, and provide, inspire questions,
and provide avenues to find answers.
1 wish our school could excite and stir the imagination of parent, child,
and teacher alike.
I wish our school were fun and free
Where children love to learn and see.
The children's poem and their drawings of archetypical schools were
presented and discussed, and the role-play session was described. It was
clear that the meaning of this material varied within the group; some
participants, particularly the faculty, seemed to feel that it was an important contribution in its own right, while others used the discussion
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as a basis for raising concerns about the nature and goals of the charr tt .
Some parents were distressed by the stereotyped roles given the childr n
for the role-play session; they were concerned that these exaggeration
reflected the consultants' perceptions of the Wallace O'Neal group. Th i
discussion (which might have been avoided with a clearer description of
the role-play rationale) was useful in allowing an airing of this issu e nd
seemed to establish a greater trust in the consultants as facilitators r th r
than potential critical "outsiders".
Another issue had to do with the format of the charrette itself. The pi nning team had decided that a sound building program could be deri v d
only from a clear and consensual educational program, and for this re
n,
the bulk of the charrette time was scheduled for discussion of education
issues. Th is choice was questioned from a number of viewpoints: som
felt that the educational program was already clear and that they shou l
begin planning the building, others felt that they had nothing to contri ute to a discussion of educational objectives, still others seemed to f I
that the consultants were avoiding their responsibilities by expecting th
school community to produce its own plans and ideas. Again, this di u sion was based on vital issues and helped to clarify both the goals of th
charrette and the roles that the consultants felt that they could legi tim t ly play in reaching those goals.
Not everyone accepted the results of these discussions; some dropped
out and others remained skeptical, but most accepted the opportunit
to become a part of the process.
With these issues partially resolved, the second and third evenings w r
used to formulate a consensual educational program. The primary t hnique for this purpose was the use of The Game, a simulation of the
school design process developed by Henry Sanoff and the Communi t
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Development Group, for the Learning Institute of North Carolina (LINC).
The game consists of four decision-making steps, with each part contingent on the product of the preceding steps. At each step, the individu al
participant is required to select from a limited universe of choices, and
to define and discuss their own selections in the process of agreeing on
a group product.
GAME

The four steps of the Game are:
1) Objectives: The group is presented with a Iist of 39 educational objectives, covering a wide range of philosophies. Each participant selects
the four which are important to him ; through discussion the group
then reduces these to four which represent their generally agreed goals.
2) Techniques: Given their four chosen objectives, the group is presented
with a list of educational techniques, again reflecting a wide range of
possible instructional philosophies. Individually, and then as a group,
they are required to select four techniques which seem most appropriate
to each of their original objectives.
3) Interactions: The group is presented with a series of cards, each represented in an abstract drawing, a type of interaction of relationship
among the elements of a school (teachers, students, boundaries, equipment,
etc.). Through individual and then group decisions, the group selects
an interaction mode most representative of each of their chosen techniques.
4) Settings: This represents the final step in a simulated movement from
abstract goals through concrete techniques to a physical setting. Th e
participants are given cards showing sketches of learning places (classrooms, offices, lounges, etc.). They are required to select two settings
to match each objective and the techniques and interactions connoted
by that objective.
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In order to work through The Game, the participants were divided int
groups of 4-6 members, with one of the consultants assigned to each
r
group. The consultants did not participate in decision making (and
not invited to); they were available to explain the rules, to help defin
terms, and to facilitate the process of explanation, argument and agre ment within the group.
It was found that the groups varied in their ability to use the process
productively and that different groups faltered on different steps of Th
Game. In general, the Objectives step was helpful in providing each ind ividual with a framework for articulating his own ideas. However, it
seemed less useful in the creation of a group agreement because of th
compromise necessary in reducing the individual Objectives to a singl
set. It was clear, though, that the exercise provided each group memb r
with a greater understanding of the interests and goals of his fellow participants, and some working bonds were established in this phase.
Some participants felt unable to deal with the Techniques step becau
of the seeming infringement on "professional" grounds. Others rath r
mechanically assigned techniques to the objectives with considerabl
thought. For most groups and participants, though, this step was th
beginning of discussion about the relevance, desirability, and impl ications of unconventional techniques such as nongradedness and stud nt
decision-making.
Though designed as a bridge from the conceptual to the graphic mod ,
the Interaction series was, in general, too complex and abstract form n
of the participants. In most cases, the process was one of simply loc t in
the Interaction card which described the Technique they had sel ected;
and Iittle additional information about the nature of that Techniqu \!
generated.
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The groups varied widely in the ability to use the Settings discussion.
Most of the groups were able to advance meaningful educational choices
by considering the wide range of spatial alternatives in which their Objectives and Techniques might be implemented.
Overall, it was clear that each member of each group had been give n an
opportunity, at some stage of the Gam e, to define and defend his own
ideas and to reach out for agreement and shared understanding with in
his group.
The five groups participating in the gaming sessions selected a total of
ten different goals, two of which, were common to fo ur of the groups.
These goals were "developing a sense of responsibility" an d "developing
motivation for learning ... ". The goals and associated techniqu e for
each of the groups are described in the following ta bl e.
The game props provided an opportunity for the participants to involve
themselves in group problem-solving process as well as begin to consc iously define educational objectives. This was the prelimin ary to the weekend
sessions, which are devoted to the actual goal setting for the new Wall ac
O'Neal School.
Resolution of Gaming
Session

The weekend session began wi th board members, teacher and parents
assembling to reevaluate the findings of the previous game ses ions, and
to reword, clarify and amend the material into a new set of goals that
the entire group could support.
A few new participants joined the planning group and were readily accepted and acquainted with the previous processes and decisions.
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An Example of Goals and Techniques Selected By One Group from the Gaming Proc,es
Goal:
Techniques:

Goal:
Techniques:

Goal:
Techniques:

Goal:

Developing a Sense of Responsibility
independent study
non-graded classes
field trips
competition
Developing Motivation for Learning
lecture-demonstration
one-to-one student/teacher
accessibility to resources
student planning
Developing Communication Skills
one-to-one student/teacher
peer counseling
accessibility to resources
self-presentation
Developing Self-Actualization

Techniques:

non-graded classes
independent study
student planning
one-to-one student/teacher

Goal:

Developing Resourcefulness

Techniques:

accessibility of resources
lecture/demonstration
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competition
student planning
The collaborative Wish Poem was reviewed , and from it, th e following
educational objectives were distilled:
Fostering social awareness
Working with less fortunate children
Experimental learning
Responding to emotional needs
Challenging students
Being one's self
Learning for children and teachers
A sense of awareness
Freedom of self-expression
Community responsibility
Happy children learning to learn
Teacher responsiveness to parents
With these statements and the Game Objectives in mind, th e group was
asked to meet without the consultants and to produce a set of goals,
written in their own words, that would stand as th e objectiv es of th eir
school. They returned after a long and often boisterous discussion, wi th
a list of thirteen statements that they felt satisfi ed with .
Two techniques were then used to establish the school's priorities within
this list. In the first , the thirteen go al statements were randomly divid ed
into four groups. The participants then chose, by voting, th e most important goal statements in each group.
The second procedure used a paired-comp ari son techniqu e to est bli h
a rank ordering for the entire list of state ments. Th e parti cip ants were
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asked to compare each goal statement with every other one and to ele t
from each pair the one that was most important. Although this requi r d
78 separate decisions {12 objectives x 13 comparisons} divided by two),
the procedure was carried out easily and the results were tabulated
immediately.
The same three goal statements were selected as most important in both
procedures; the fifth most important according to the paired-compari n
had been among the first in the voting process. This provided a believ bl
level of agreement between the two procedures.
The final thirteen goal statements, ranked according to the paired comparison process, are listed in order below:
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
I.

J.
K.
L.
M.

Developing a sense of responsibility
Providing an atmosphere of trust
Developing motivation for learning
Dev-eloping a realistic self-image
Encouraging student's sense of community identity, and social
awareness
Developing and encouraging resourcefulness
Stimulating curiosity and imagination with an initiative towards
creativity
Developing communication skills
Developing persistence towards a goal
Developing a tolerance of differences
Developing a sense of achievement
Involving parents in the education experience
Developing motor skills

This product, their own goals clearly ranked according to their own
priorities, provided a great sense of satisfaction for the school commu n-
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ity. They were especially pleased that their overall objectives emphasized
personal growth rather than a concentration on academ ic achievement.
From this consensual base, a model was proposed for transl at ing the
community's objectives into instructional procedures and subsequently
into educational settings. The first goal statement, "Developing a Sense
of Responsibility," was used as an illustration by soliciting responses
for instructional methods to implement this goal, using the alternatives already familiar from the Techniques session of The Game. Some
of the methods suggested were:
Independent Study
Experimentation
Small Group Activity
Problem Solving
Role-Playing
Lecture/Demonstration
Group Discussion
A notation system was produced for classifying these instruct ion al
methods according to the student/teacher relationship:
TD-Teacher-directed
CO-Child-directed
TR- Teacher as resource
C-Collaborative Iearning
Each of the proposed methods was then coded according to student/
teacher relationship and evaluated against the thirteen goal statements in order to determine the methods and relationships best suited to the program objectives. This analytic process enabled the group to more fully
understand the means by which their goals could be realized. It also
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held in abeyance emotionally loaded discussions of "open" or "nongraded" classrooms until some general understanding of children's learning processes was shared by all participants. This helped prevent the
"fixing" of concepts too early in the planning stages by allowing solution
to evolve through goal-oriented discussion rather than arguments ba d
on pre-judgment. In this way, the architect (who participated in all th
sessions) was given a more complete view of the intention and direction
of the school program and, as a result, was in a position to generate alt rnatives appropriate to this community's needs rather than having to fol low currently fashionable prototype.
This session heightened the confrontation between the faculty and the
parent as, during the process of associating learning methods with obje tives, it became clear that the student/teacher relationship should be a
function of the goals intended, irrespective of the popularity or conv n·
ience of any "teaching" model. The teachers were made aware of th
fact that, while they had a body of knowledge to convey through the
academic curriculum, the school's objectives were to determine the wa
in which students were to be exposed to "content" areas.
All preceding discussions had centered on the development of a cons nsual educational base from which a building program could generate. Th
following session attempted to synthesize previous discussions through
the pictorial representation of the newly formulated goal statements and
methods. While the Charrette participants suggested learning method
and activities, a team of architects responded with spontaneous sketch
depicting the physical realization of the proposed ideas.
This session had a two-fold impact on the community group. First, it
permitted the participants to view the architect's interpretations of v rbal statements into physical form; second, the participants became mor
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sensitive to the processes designers uti! ize in sh aping space. Whil e it was
evident that the emerging forms were merely illustrative suggestions, the
group's awareness of the linkages betwee n learning techniqu es and appropriate spaces was substantially sharpened .
Although this marked the end of the planned activi t ies, th e Charrette was
extended at the request of the participants in order to provide more spec ific design directives to the architect . The intention was to desc ribe all of
the activities that the children would engage in (th e act ivit ies th at t he
facility would be designed to serve) and to select th e lea rnin g methods
most appropriate to the objectives of the school.
The primary activit ies of the school day were initi ally defin ed as fo llows:
Math
Science
Social Studies
English
Drama
Music
Art
Construction
Sports
Independent Study
Language Arts
It was clear, however, that there are secondary activiti es whi ch are necessary to support the fulfillment of the primary act ivities : food preparation,
storage , toilets, circulation, etc. It was agreed that th e archi t ect had suff icient technical knowledge to resolve th e requirem ents of th e second ary
activities.
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In order to facilitate a productive discussion, data sheets were prepared
whereby each activity could be treated independently. This allowed an
assessment of appropriate learning methods, student/teacher relation hi
and the spatial and material requirements. The data sheet became a permanent record of the requirements of the facility as the developmen t of
each of the primary activities suggested its relative importance in term
of the allocation of spaces. This provided the architect with a reason abl
starting point for the development of a building design as he assumed th
role of translating objectives, methods, and activities into an accomm odating organization.
The Charrette had reached this point through a series of structured tech niques which had enabled the participants to define, with increasing
confidence and independence, their educational objectives and the typ
of environment they would need to implement those objectives.

'YJh.

GAMES FOR USER PARTICIPATION

The Community Development Group, under the direction of Henry
Sanoff, was created in 1968 as a program option in the Department of
Architecture of the School of Design. It is, primarily, a service-learning
program in an atmosphere of continuing research. Drawing on its
interdisciplinary resources, COG addresses actual issues confronting
various agencies, citizens' groups, and communities throughout the
state adjunctly creating as well as broadening the present view of
"design." Design is viewed as a problem-solving process. In attempting
to solve problems here-to-fore unresolved or even unaddressed by the
design profession, the Community Development Group has devised
alternative approaches to problem solving.
This section proposes to illustrate beginning methods of user participation
in the decision process effecting the quality of the built environment.
In attempting to involve that population affected by design decisions, it
is evident that there needs to be specific techniques and strategies to
activate the expertise of the user. Similarly, it is necessary that user
participation strategies are designed to involve people at the level of
their competence.
It has been evident that the last decade was marked by the increasing
awareness of methods and procedures utilized by designers in accomplishing their tasks. Clearly, however, the methods have been predominant ly
introspective, yet objective, but generally widening the gap between the
professional and the user. In an effort to move design activity closer to
implementing changes in the environment, it becomes necessary for the
methods to fulfill new purposes. Essentially, the primary focus for the
future is the active involvement of all those whose interests are affected
by a design and planning problem. The methods in this section are but one
means toward that end. The following games were developed by students
in the Community Development Group, in the School of Design, North
Carolina State University.
Henry Sanoff
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ROLE:RELATING OBJECTIVES FOR LEARNING TO EDUCATION
Henry Sanoff

It is often argued that the purpose of the built environment is to support
human needs and purposes. If the designed environment is to provide
opportunities for human endeavors there should be a clear understanding
of the primary intentions for which the environment must serve. In an
effort to clarify this relationship and explicate the structure in which
these relationships might occur, a negotiation strategy was developed to
support the notion that there are many areas of expertise required in
the programming of the built environment; the architect shares only a
portion of the needed insight in order to accomplish an isomorphism
between needs and physical form. ROLE (Relating Objectives for Learning to Education) is a simulation- an abstraction of a complex process designed to integrate the knowledge and experience of the players
(Architects, Educators, Teachers, Administrators) into a circusmcribed
set of activities. The activities are sequential in order for the players
to conceptualize the linkages, although realistically the process would
be iterative. Theconcepts of negotiation was employed to suggest that
all affected users should be involved in the decision making process
since they all share some expertise in the problem. Similarly, the outcome
or resulting environment serves people whose needs and aspirations
vary. In order to address this variance, it appears that a structured and
participatory process might best distill the participants dispositions.
Clearly, ROLE is a vignette of issues that should be addressed in the
man-environment-mileau. Its primary purpose is to increase the level of
awareness of the diverse participants who are obliged to come together
to fulfill a particular mission. lt'can provide the designer with insights
into the nature of goals and methods for their accomplishment as well
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as the way the physical environment can enhance its primary purpo .
For the non-designer, the process can reawaken the importance of decisions about the physical environment and the inextricable linkage of
the designed outcome to its original intention.
The focus of ROLE is on education- since it is evident that there are
various philosophies about learning, as well as priority differences wi th in
similar philosophies. While it recognized that the physical environment
is not deterministic in shaping human behavior, its role is clearly supp rtive of human dispositions. This is particularly appropriate during an r
when learning is recognized as varied and continual; and the physical
environment, as a stimulus for curiosity seeking behavior and explor ti n.
In planning for efficient and effective achievement of educational obj ~
tives it is necessary to consider the following: Learning methods to ac ,,..,_
plish the Objectives; Role Relationships between student and teach r,
(whether child or teacher directed); and Setting, or environments in' hi h
Learning Methods will be accomplished.
The game is planned to be played by a group of three to five peopl . T
begin, each player individually selects, from the listing on the sheet, n
more than four objectives which seem to him to be the most import nt.
Brief notes should be made justifying each choice. After each player h
made his choices, the individual lists are pooled and the correspond in ,
Objective cards are pulled from the deck. Through negotiation the gi'Oiu
must choose from these no more than four cards, with the additional
constraint that these four must be made to be incorporated into a si ng!
unified educational program. Players are urged to forcefully support th ir
individual choices, even if other members did not make the same ch i ,
until they persuade or are persuaded by others that an Objective shoul d
or should not be included in the final four. This may require consid rabl
discussion. Time should be limited to about twenty to thirty minute .
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When concensus is reached, the group should record its choices.
Next, the group examines each Objective individually and selects Learning
Method cards which identify strategies for accomplishing each one , then
working through each Objective completely before starting the next one.
Some may relate to more than one Objective, having chosen at least one
but not more than four Methods for each Objective, the next step is to
qualify whether each of the Learning Methods is teacher directed or
child directed. Combining these two elements- Objectives and Learning
methods- the group chooses a physical Setting conducive to fulfilling
the requirements for each Objective which will best accomodate the group's
intentions. The completed sets of decisions contain the necessary components to fulfill the group's planned educational program.

Graphics: Doug Gamble
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POP:PLANNING OUTDOOR PLAY
David Tester and Bodil Vaupel

In an effort to facilitate a new consciousness about probl m- olving nd
decision-making, as well as enable the transferrence of element of the
design process to non-designers, a negotiation strat gy wa d velop d.
This strategy attempts to address the purpose of outdoor children pi Y
as being, in addition to muscle development, cognitive and conceptu I
development as well. This enabling aid seeks to bring groups f te h r ,
teacher assistants, parents groups or children together in n ffort t
increase their sensitivity to the nature and purpose of outdoor pi y nd
subsequently a schema for organizing equipment spati fly.
Our observations of outdoor play areas, particularly assoc iat d with
early learning centers, suggest two major classes of pr bl m . The fir
is the limited range of outdoor facilities which addre s th wide p trum
of chi ldren's developmental needs. The second is a Ja ck of awar n
f
teachers in associating muscle developm ent with conceptual d v I pm nt.
For example, climbing a ladder may reinforce the cone pt of "up-d wn"
as well as nurturing large and small muscle developm nt . Th pr
POP consists of a sequence of negotiation stages whose purp e i th
development of a dialogue about the differences in individu I per pti n
and priorities. The aim is consensual agreem nt m ng the pi y r thr u h
negotiation.
The game is planned to be played by one to five people.
h
player individually selects four of the most important obj tiv
After each player has made his choices, the individu al obje t iv
are pooled. Through negotiation, the group mu t chao e fr m th
n
more than four objective cards. Players are urged to fore -fu lly upp rt
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their individual choi ces, especia lly if other members did not make the
sa me cho ice, until they persuade or are persuaded by others that an
obj ect ive shou ld be in clud ed in the final set. Next, the group examine
each obj ec tive individually, a nd selec ts no more than three ac tivity
ca rd s which best sa tisfy each objective. Then, the group rearrange all
the act ivi ty ca rds so t hat they fit into an appropr iate zone. It is import nt
to note tha t not all of the zone cards need to be used and more th an
o ne act ivity ca n f it in a zo ne. The act iviti es for one objective may not
nece sa rily be in one zone. Finally, the group selects the appropr iat
ett ing that corresponds with each activity.
Th et of rul es is only a guide for ga ining insight into the pl anning
process; pl ayers are encouraged to change the rules in order to acco mod
more spec ific nee ds.
Pl anning Outdoor Play has been used with various groups involved in
ea rly lea rning ce nters and in some instances as a method of organizing
p rents to participate in the planning and ultim ately construction of
ch ildren's outdoor pl ay facilities. It attempts to provide user groups wit!-)
more co ntrol over planning and design decisions and with more inv lv ment in the chain of decision processes.
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Rules

Record Sheet

1
Objectives

b

2

c

d
Activities

1

1

2

2
3

D

0

0

S teet thre 131 ACT IVI T IES (ornngo nrds) that sa tisf y tho
concep t o f each object ive. Dea l wi th one objec tive nt a time.

0

0

0 0 0

000

0

0
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Pl ace each acti vi ty in th e appropriate ZON (brown cards),
You may ass ign any nu mber of octlvlt l s t any of tl' z nos.
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4

d

c
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b

a
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2
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D

a
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Pi ck th e four (4) most important OBJECT IV S lg ld cn rcJs)

1

0 0

0 0

0

0

0 0 0

Choose one Ill EQ UIPM ENT SETT ING (y el low orclsl su it
ab le for each activity .
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2
3

000

_....
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Planning Outdoor Play
Planning Outdoor Play (POP} is a method of facilitating the
design of children's outdoor play and th e selection of appropriate equipment.

Cro t lvo Play Zone

POP consists of four (4} se ts of cards:
lm nglnnilvo Play Zone

OBJECTIVES (gold ca rd s} - the purpose of outdoor play.
ACT IV IT I ES (or ange card s) · what children do ou tdoors.
ZONE S (brown cards} · areas of related ac tivities.
SE TTIN GS (yell ow cards } . th e equipment used by chi ldren.

Drama tic PI y Zono

The game is planned to be play ed by one to three people
(teachers, teachers' assistants, children, etc.}. To begin, each
play er individu ull y selects four o f the most importan t OB JEC·

I

N turo Zone

AIJv nluro Piny Zone

TIVE card s. After each player has made his choices, th e ind l·
vidual OBJECTIVE cards are pool ed. Through negotiation ,
the ~roup must choose from these no mo re than four OB ·
JECT IVE cards. Players are urged to forcefu ll y support their
indiv :dual choices, especially if other members did not make
the same choice, until they persuade or are persuaded by
o thers that an OBJECTIVE shou ld be included in the fin al
set. Use the game record sheet to report th e fin al decisio n .

------

. -- ---·-··· ---··-·---- ·------·--~

..----···· .... -----

I
Pr v to PI

-- --

v Zone

Next, as a group examine each OBJECT! VE individu all y,
and select no more th an three ACT I V IT Y cards whic h best

satisfy each OBJECTIVE. Record all th e selections.

I

Now, as a group rearra nge all th e ACTIVITY cards (twelve}
so that th ey appear to i it into an appropria te ZO NE . It is
important to note that not all of th e ZONE card s need to be
used . Record all se lec tions.

Monlpu latlve Coord ination
Zone

Laroe

Finally, select th e appropriate SE TTIN G th at corresponds
wi th each of the ACT IVITY choices and record all selec·

Mu~e l o

Development
Zon

tions.

()p n Are Play Zono

The set of rul es is only a guide for gaining insight into th e
planning process. Players should f eel free to change the rul es

-

in order to accommodate more speci fi c needs.
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COOKING

OBJECTIVES

POURING
CONCEPT FORMATION

STRETCHING

COOPERATION

SLIDING

PROBLEM SOLVING

CONSTRUCTING

EMOTIONAL DEVELOPMENT

PLANTING

SELF CONFIDENCE

SWINGING

LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT

THROWING & CATCH ING

OBJECTIVES
AUDIO , VISUAL, TACTILE,

BALANCING
VEHICULAR MOTION

OLFACTORY DISCRIMINATION
ZONES

SELF MOTIVATION
SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT
INITIATIVE

PRIVATE PLAY ZONE- Children use small pro t ct d

COMMUNICATION SKILLS

areas for individual or quiet activities.

SELF EXPRESSION

DRAMATIC PLAY ZONE- CI1ildren ex rei

POSITIVE SELF IMAGE

imagination s to create roles.

PERCEPTUAL DEVELOPMENT

ADVENTURE PLAY ZO NE- Chi ldren spent n ously

th eir

EXPLORATORY PLAY

build and rebuild their environment.

SENSORY DEVELOPMENT

MANIPULATIV E COORDINATION ZONE - Chlldr n
develop coordination ski lls frequently with r p titlv
motion .

ACTIVITIES

OPEN AREA PLAY ZO NE- Chi ldren u se large sp ce
MIXING

for group games and some individual ac tiviti es. (wh ich

FEELING & HANDLING

may require hard or soft surfaces).

HITTING

CREATIVE PLAY ZONE - Chi ldren combi n m t ria l

CRAWLING

to make a different object .

SPLASHING

LARGE MUSCL E DEVELOPMENT ZONE - Chlldr n

ROLE PLAYING

overcome physical and mental obstacl , x r I In

DRESSING - UP

all possible muscles.
NATUR E ZONE - Children interact with natural

MOLDING
BODY CONTACT WITH ANIMALS

imagination and limited muscular effort, but no

DIGGING

is necessarily produced .

CLIMBING
PAINTING
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IMAGINATIVE PLAY ZONE - Chi ldren exerci
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SETTINGS
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15

13

16

19
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20
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35
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36

37
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40

41
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SEARCH-A SIMULATION: SYSTEMATIC EVALUATION
OF ARCHITECTURAL REQUIREMENTS FOR COMMUNITY HOUSING

Henry Sanoff

Simulation games, those which simulate environments, are one of the
most recent innovations in education. From a combination of the ancient
techniques of gaming and the more recent technique of simulation, a
new dynamic learning situation that abstracts the conditions of life has
emerged.
Games have been developed as techniques of implementing problem solving situations and imparting information in a meaningful way. While
games help to understand the complex interweaving of environmental,
technological, and social forces in society, they can also be used to pro·
vide insights into situations so familiar that their characteristics are not
perceived . The view shared by many in the gaming field 1 is that a game
highlights the structure of relations.
The structure of relationships within the residential environment is the
fundamental issue with which this game is concerned. Th e internal spatial arrangements of a dwelling and its relationships to visual form and
intra-dwelling arrangements are inextricably linked dimensions influencing behavior and attitudes. Yet, there is a substantial lack
of awareness of the impact of these relationships upon hum an endeavor
among both designers and users.
The increased visual monotony of residential settings and the difficulty
of translating survey research responses of people about their hou ing
desires into design ideas, stimulated research into other modes and expressions of user needs and preferences. Market mechanisms sugge t that
housing types which sell the best continue to be produced in even greater
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quantity. The fallacy to this approach to the housing market is th at
choices must be made between available housing, and the choi ce of what
is available may reflect a set of compromises made by consumers, becau
what is really desired is not reflected in the current alternatives. This
extremely conservative housing market operation inhibits innovation at
many levels since the intermediaries, such as developers, mortgage ,lend r
and public agents assume what people want.
Over the years, as families migrated throughout the United States, man y
carried the house style of their previous region with them to their destination . Consequently , today's examples of such relocated house sty les
may be found almost anywhere in the country. Furthermore, imi tat ions
of previous styles have appeared and continue to persist. In almost no
other sphere of human activ ity has there been such resistance to change
as in housing, the one area that affects us most immediately and directl y.
To effect change, however, is always more difficult than to continue
with what has been tested and accepted .
Simulation techniques can be used as an exploratory probe in eliciting
responses from consumers, and exploring the decision making process
used in select ing from a given range of choices of action. The Hou seho ld
Activities Set is an attempt to visually illustrate alternatives that may
reinforce housing related attitudes.
Household Activities

This set attempts to describe various combinatorial arrangements within
economic limitations. Each choice of spatial arrangements has a point
value (related to cost and area) and each player is provided with a ma imum number of points to which he can allocate his choices. The classes
of choices are divided into living-dining-kitchen arrangements and sleeping arrangements fo r children and adults. The living-dining-ki tc hen
alternatives differ according to size and degree of separation betwee n
each activity area. The sleeping areas differ according to size and separa-
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tion of adults' and childrens' areas with the possibility of an adjoining
childrens' play space. By limiting the number of points, the players are
forced to make decisions based on the need for privacy between kitchen,
living, and dining functions or between children's and adult' sleeping
areas. The total of the choices made by each player from both sets cannot exceed 68 points.

Household Activities
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A third component includes the options of carport, storage room, p r h
or half-bath) and each player can select one from the set. T h i choi
is usually more reflective of the players present hou sing deficien i
For example, families living in housing with outdoor plumbing g n lly
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prefer an extra storage room to an extra half bath because they assume
that one indoor bath will be sufficient for their family's needs. This
first stage stimulates the players awareness of the relationship between
social values and behavior and location of household activity sets.

House Plan Types
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Floor Plan Alternatives

Alternative planning arrangements for household activities, especially
for low income families , suggests that various personal values and life
styles can be accommodated by the families' habitat. The families'
orientation towards centricism, leisure , convenience or prestige can
successfully be accommodated by the choices provided in Set II ,
house plan types. The eleven alternatives are all approximately 1000
square feet in area and represent comparable construction costs.
The player is requested to make plan choices based upon each of th e
following criteria:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Best for family living
Best for child rearing
Best for entertaining
Best to do the things you want to

One choice is made for each of the criterion, A through C, and final
overall selection is made between all the acceptable floor plans. Each
decision requires the respondent to place himself in the situation and
judge the attributes of each alternative based on his present and desired
mode of living.
House Image

In our culture, the house is not just a structure or a shelter, but an institution, influenced by the cultural milieu to which it belongs. Therefore,
the definition of the image and meaning of the house is of great importance to all people in our culture, especially those of low-income. While
vernacular housing was free of stylistic interests or symbolic connotations
and oriented primarily towards utility, today the symbolic meaning of
the house can be directly related with users preferences and aspirations.
Certain features of a dwelling, whether form, texture, novelty, or style
imply a relative social status.
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To this end a series of house photographs or visual displays was collected
in and around the northeastern part of North Carolina, six of which wer
designed by architects and six which were the result of speculative development and planned by non -professionals. From the set, three can be
described as typica l and from throughout the region, each reflecting a
different period of construction and style (A, H, J).

House Image

A

B

c

D

E

F

G

J
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I

Previous research 2 soliciting responses from teen-ager and adu lt t
house silhouette lin e drawings and photographs ha indi cat d th at pr ferences are largely based on previous knowl edge, contac t and
The house types generally favored by the teen-agers were th e imil r
to the type they were occupying at the time. For adult , it v ri d, but
usually their choices were based on what they had seen.
r th
r spondents who favored more unique and nov I hou typ , th diff rentiating characteristic was a personality measure de cr ib ed
nvironmental disposition (ED). This measure included question r I t d t
sensation seeking, ex ploratory behavior and acce ptanc f inn v i n .
Respondents with a high index on this ED sca le were mor lik ly t
select the "designed" alternatives than those with low ED
ur
findings also indicate that urban respondent have a
for designed housing than their rural counterpart .
It has also been found that reactions resulting from direct
with a physical environment (pi cture L, described by exp rt
n v
and unique) where the respo ndents walked through apr totyp , v ri d
from their responses to pictures of the same prototype. Ag in th m j r
differentiating characteristic was their sensation seeking lev I. Al th u h
through direct experience most respondents favored th dw !ling nsiderably, those with higher SS scores showed a trong r pr f r n
it, substantiating the relationship between high SS pr fer n f r n v
and uniqueness. While direct experience appears to dr w r li ti r sponses visual displays are the most effic ient mod f rep r nt ti n
capable of reaching the widest possible samp le of n um r .
Spatial Planning

A "place centered" co mmunity is one in which o
spatial proximity is considered to be a nece ar y c ndition, thr u h
sense ofbelongingand shared social valu es. For low-income mmuniti
the locus of most of the human interaction occurs in th imm di t , r
local neighborhood.
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Previous empirical studies have made an important case for the argument
that physical planning is an important influence on individual behavior
and social action. The issue is no longer the relative importance of the
physical environment to other factors but rather whether spatial differw
ences in the environment are related to corresponding differences in attitudes and behavior.
The way in which physical elements define or enclose exterior space as
well as proximity of dwelling units to each other influences the behavioral patterns of the residents. To this end, the spatial organization set
consists of twelve site planning alternatives, of varying densities and
amenities. Each player is requested to select the best alternative for the
following criteria:
1.

Outdoor children's play areas-spaces that
are organized and defined for children's use;
areas free of automobile traffic and bounded
for immediate parental control.

2.

Inter-dwelling privacy-outdoor spaces that
prevent unwanted noise from neighbors;
entry locations that do not force contact.

3.

Outdoor family activities-spaces that permit
the family to spend time out of doors and
yet maintain visual privacy, when desired,
from neighbors.

4.

Outdoor neighboring activities-outdoor
spaces that encourage neighboring families
to meet and engage in social activities.
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5.

Physical security-the organization of buildings and spaces that permit the res idents to
be seen and heard; the feeling that they are
secure with in their residential setting.

6.

Visual appeal-the organization of buildings
that permits individuality and personal identity with each family's domain; the variety
in the planning and building forms.

7.

Best all around arrangement- the planning
arrangement which satisfies most of the
families' needs.

While the only constraint is that one choice can be made for each of
the criteria, the player is obligated to scan the attributes of each of the
alternatives prior to making his choice. This increases the respondent's
level of awareness of the numerous choices of action open to him, as
well as examining his behavior with respect to each physical sett ing.
This selecting procedure demonstrates that physical environment is not
and cannot be an arbitrary action since the behavior of the user can be
influenced by cues suggested in a site plan. Clearly then, the essential
argument is that the consumer can begin to demand more amenitie
from the designed environment that are more consistent with hi s li fe
style and with his stage in the life cycle.
Conclusion

The set of alternatives then- or visual displays- that forces choices f rom
micro to macro sociophysical issues is clearly a consumer tool for advocating needs and preferences. While the choices presented are not xhaustive, they do suggest a range of conceptual altern atives that are
reasonable and possible.
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The displays have been employed in many diverse goal-oriented situations
ranging from generating criteria for housing design to training aids for
high school students. The props were used with community groups in the
planning stages of public housing, planning for specific family needs,
and experimental courses in architectural design for teen-agers. From
the results of our contacts with various groups it has become increasingly
clear that user needs research in the socio-physical environment produces
findings that are predominantly user-experienced-based4. While it is
evident that this knowledge can help to correct faulty situations or misfits that are stressful and causing mal-adaptive behavior, it does however
assume design to be an error correcting process.
If the designed environment is perceived of to accomodate as well as
stimulate 5 its occupants, then experimentation is necessary, particularly
in those areas where innovations can accomodate desirable behavior
changes. Research, then, is necessary not only in user responses to alternative environments but in modes of presentation of environmental information, response formats and dimensions of the environment. 6
New techniques are necessary for proposing conjectural alternatives to
user groups where responses need not be constrained by technical
knowledge. Research incorporating environmental simulation where
the user can experience new environments through video tape receivers,
cathode ray tube or holography appear to offer promise for future
en vi ron mental research.
Assuming the validity of the underlying theory of gaming and the
relevancy of the simulations developed, gaming can have a place in
formal education and training. Notwithstanding some of the apparent
shortcomings of gaming simulation, properly designed games can be
effective stimulus in the learning and decision process.
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